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Abstract
The Sudbury Structure in Ontario, Canada, has k e n extensively investigated
since its discovery more than a hundred years ago. The genesis of the structure has k e n

an object of controversy since its discovery. In this thesis, the 1992 Lithoprobe AbitibiGrenville Transect high-resolution seismic wide-angle reflection and refractioa data from
the Sudbury subtransect (profdes AB and XY) are processed and modeled to provide

geophysical coastraints on addressing the controversy. Information on the subsurface
structure of the cmst and upper m a d e wiii allow better understanding of the Sudbury

Structure's geological evolution.

Cerveny's ray tracing algorithm was employed to mode1 the compiicated crusial
structure aiong profile AB. The RAYINVR ray eacing inversion algorithm was used to
obtain the relatively simple crustal structure aiong profile

XY. A 3-D ray tracing

aigorithm based on the Fletcher Reeves conjugate gradient technique was developed to

mode1 the fan-shot data. A 3-D weighted backprojection tomographic method was used
to reconstmct the 3-Dvelocity image of the Sudbury and surrounding area.

The modehg results using the seismic data have revealed a lenticular higher
velocity body under the Sudbury Basin. The high-velocity body extends from 4 to 9 km
depth and its velocity is approximately 6.31-6.4 k d s . Along profile

XY

the body dips

toward northwest whereas dong profile AB it dips slightly toward southeast. The
lenticular high-velocity body was also imaged on the 3-D tornographic modeiing.
Cornparison of the modeled velocities and the velocities measured from rock samples

indicates that the high-velocity body is associated with the norite o f the Sudbury Igneous
Complex. According to both 2-D and 3-D ray tracing m o d e h g results, interpretation of
the seismic data indicates that there is neither an apparent central uplift in the crust and
upper mantle, nor an igneous "feeding-root" in the lower crust beneath the basin. The
seismic refiaction study has, therefore, con£Îrmed most geological and meteorite impact
mode1 constraints; however, the high-velocity body imaged in this research requires
m e r petrological and high-resolution seismic investigation in 3-D.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Over geologicai t h e , a large number of space objects have impacted terrestrial
planets and created impact structures. The geoIogicai structure of Sudbury has two
interpretations: one is an endogenic origin and the other is an exogenic meteorite impact
ongin. This chapter briefly outlines the Sudbury study area and the controversiai issues

associated with the origin of the Sudbury Structure. The chapter then describes the
research objectives of this thesis. This research is aimed at providing important
constraints for the geophysicai parameters in the Sudbury area and obtaining a
geophysicd interpretation of the much debated Sudbury geological structure.

1.1 Study Area, Geological Background and Hypotheses
The Sudbury study area is iocated in south-centrai Ontario, Canada. The Sudbury
Structure itself, approximately 60 km north of Lake Huron, is at the center of the study
area and is the main target of this thesis research. The Sudbury Structure lies at the
junction of three geologicai provinces in the Canadian Shield: the Archean Superior
Province, Proterozoic Southem Province and Paleoproterozoic Grenville Province. The
current Sudbury structure has a distorted eiIiptical shape with a NE-trend. The Sudbury
Structure is "a co1Iective terni" (Giblin, 1984) which includes the Sudbury Basin fdled
t
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with young sedimentary rocks, the Sudbury Igneous Complex surrounding the basin, and

brecciated basement rocks of the Superior and Southem provinces which surround the
Sudbury Igneous Complex. The Levack Gneiss Complex is located to the north of the
North Range of the Sudbury Igneous Complex.
The Sudbury Structure is a well-known tectonic feature not only because it hosts one
of the world's largest Ni-Cudeposits, but also because it is a unique geological feature of
enigmatic ongin and evolutionary processes. A considerable amount of geological study

spanning over one hundred years has shaped our understanding of the main features of
the Sudbury geology such as the shape of the structure and the nature of mineral deposits.
Despite the large amount of research conducted in the past, new problems and
controversies have arisen due to the geological complexity of the structure. Generaliy, the
central issues have been focused on three topics: (1) the origin of the Sudbury Structure;
(2) the shape and origin of the Sudbury Igneous Complex; and (3) the formations of the

Sudbury Breccia and Onaping Formation of the Whitewater series sediments in the
Sudbury Basin overlying the Sudbury Igneous Complex (Gibiin, 1984).
There are two main hypotheses for the formation of the Sudbury Structure: a) the
structure has an endogenic origin; and b) the structure is a product of a meterorite impact

event. The Sudbury geology is uniquely related to its regiond setting in many aspects.
For example, the Sudbury brecciation country rocks and mineral deposits have sirnilar
features to those of volcanic structures. These similarities convince many geoscientists of
a volcanic site in Sudbury. Before the 1960Ts,the volcanic origin was dominandy

believed by geoscientists. After the 1 9 7 0 ' ~a~few scientists still proposed an interna1
volcanic origin for the Sudbury Structure. Card and Hutchinson (1972) suggested that the
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mineral deposits in Sudbury were "generated during successive stages in the prolonged
evolution of a major Proterozoic volcanic-sedimentary cornplex". Muir (1984) proposed
an endogenic volcanic modef. related to a mantle hot spot. ~ l t h o u g hmost geological
features of the structure can be explained by endogenic processes, the precise mechanism
explaining the o b s e ~ e dshocked metamorphic effects associated with these processes
remairis to be developed (French, 1990).

In 1964, Dieu fint proposed that the Sudbury Structure may have evolved fÎom a
meteorîte impact structure resulting from an event during the Precambrian. His proposal
was based on the discovery of shatter cones, which chailenged the early volcanic
formation hypothesis. Shatter cones are smaii cones ranging from a few cm to 2 m long.
formed on tensional release surfaces in rocks and are products of high-velocity impact
shock metamorphism (Robertson and Grieve, 1975). Foliowïng the discovery of shatter
cones, petrographic evidence of various shock metamorphic effects was presented by
French (1967) which strengthened the meteorite impact hypothesis. From the 1970's to
the 1990's. a number of detailed studies of the geology, geochemistry and geophysics of
the Sudbury Igneous Cornplex and Onaping Formation favoring the meteorite impact
origin of the Sudbury Structure were published (French, 1972; Momson, 1984; Peredery
and Momson, 1984; Faggart and Basu, 1985; Grieve, 1990, Avermann, 1994, Deutsch,
1994; Boerner et al., 1994; Golightiy, 1994; Arnes et al., 1998, Avermann, 1999; Dickin
et al., 1999). Although a vast amount of geotogical and geochemical evidence supports
the meteorite impact hypothesis, further investigation of the deep structure is still needed

to fully understand key issues related to the genesis of the Sudbury Structure and the true
nature of the Sudbury Structure, Sudbury Igneous Complex and Onaping Formation.

1.2 Objectives of the Research
The past hundred years of Sudbury geological studies have .iocused on the
investigation of the surface and near-surface features. The ongin of the Sudbury Structure
and its deformation history cannot be clearly understood without information on the 3-D

geometry at greater depths. Geophysicd methods can indirectly probe and reveai the
physical charactenstics of the Earth fiom the surface to great depths by providing images
of crustal structure. They can give invaiuable insights on the origin and nature of the
Sudbuq Structure, leading towards a fuil understanding of its structural evolution. In
studies of crustal structures, the seismic rnethod provides a higher resolution than other
geophysical methods such as gravity, rnagnetics, magnetotelluric sounding and
electromagnetics. Since the 19801s, high-resolution geophysical surveys have been

carried out by Lithoprobe through regional transects in the Sudbury area. Sudbury
seismic reflection data were collected during the Lithoprobe Abitibi-Grenville Transect
seismic survey in 1990 to investigate in detaii the shallow subsurface structures (Clowes,
1997).

Interpretations of high-resolution geophysicai data from past studies, including
seismic reflection and potential field surveys, explain the curent non-circular shape of
the Sudbury Structure. However, the detailed processes involved in the formation of the

present-day Sudbury structure and the origin of the Sudbury Igneous Cornplex cannot be
fully understood without knowledge of the 3-0 crustal and upper mantle structures and

the geological relationship between the Sudbury region and the adjacent areas. The
volcanic formation hypothesis implies that there is a magma root zone or "feeding root"
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deep in the crust and upper m a d e . Altematively, an impact structure has no "structural
roots". Therefore, verification of whether there is a "feedingroot" in the lower cmst and
upper m a d e beneath the Sudbury Structure can constrain the origins of the Sudbury
Structure, Sudbury Igneous Complex and Onaping Formation. Thus, a large-scale highresolution seismic refraction experiment was planned and carried out during the 1992
Lithoprobe Abitibi-GrenviHe Transect seismic experiment in order to image the threedimensional deep geometry of the crust and upper mantle in the vicinity of the Sudbury
Structure (Clowes, 1989; Irving et ai., 1993). Two approximately perpendicular profIles
were designed over the structure: 1) profile AB extending approximately 265 km from

northwest to southeast, traversing the Abitibi subprovince of the Superior Province, the
Sudbury Structure, Grenviiie Front Tectonic Zone and the Britt Dornain in the Grenville

Province; and 2) profile XY extending approximately 165 km from southwest to
northeast, crossing the Huronian Supergroup in the Southern Province and the Sudbury
Structure. Receivers not only recorded signals from in-line shooting but also recorded
signais from off-line shooting (or fan shootîng).
In this thesis research, the primary research objective is to put geophysical constraints
on the formation and nature of the Sudbury Structure, Sudbury Igneous Complex and
Onaping Formation by processing, modeling and interpreting high-resolution seismic

wide-angle reflection and refraction data from the 1992 Lithoprobe seismic experiment.
To achieve this goal, the following five basic research objectives were established:
1. processing and modeling of in-line seismic reflection and refraction sections to explore

the crustal and upper m a d e velocity structures in the Sudbury region and adjacent
areas;
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2. developing a 3-D seismic ray-tracing forward modeling algorithm and applying the
damped least-squares inversion technique to mode1 the crustal structure using fan-shot
data;

3. imaging the 3-D crustal velocity structure by using the 3-D weighted backprojection
seismic tomographie method;
4. interpreting the seismic data by using supplementary information from results of

gravity and aeromagnetic data, and discussing the evolution of the Sudbury Structure;

5. developing computer-based seismic phase detection techniques for distinguishing
seismic phases from background noise.
This dissertation is ordered as foliows:
Chapter 1 describes the geology of the study area. The controversial scientific issues
identified in the history of its geological study are also bnefly addressed. Finally, the
objectives of this research are summarized.
Chapter 2 reviews the regional geological setting in the Sudbury area, tectonic history
and the Sudbury Structure. It also discusses the hypotheses on the genesis and natures of
the Sudbury Structure, Sudbury Igneous Complex and Onaping Formation in more detail.

Models of the formation of the Sudbury Structure and Sudbury Igneous Complex are also
descnbed in this chapter.
Chapter 3 includes a review of previous geophysical studies which mainly inciudes
modeling results and interpretations of seismic reflection data, gravity. magnetics,
magnetoteiluric sounding, electromagnetics, paleomagnetics, borehole, and remote
sensing data in the study area. A seismic refiaction study in the area adjacent to this study
is also reviewed.
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Chapter 4 includes an overview of the 1992 Lithoprobe high-resolution seismic wideangle reflection and refraction experiment. It also describes the survey geometry,
recording parameters and recording instruments.
Chapters 5 focuses on the Cerveny ray tracing forward modeling algorithm and
modeling of the reflection and refraction seismic data dong profile AB. It also briefly
discusses the pre-processing of the high-resolution seismic refraction data by using the
TT&A INSIGHT S. 1.1 seismic processing software package.

Chapter 6 indudes the forward and inverse m o d e h g results obtained using the
RAYINVR ray tracing inversion aigorithm provided by Zelt and Smith (1992) for

modeling the seismic data dong profde XY. The first section describes the method and
the second describes the seisrnic velocity structure obtained dong profile XY.

Chapter 7 discusses fan-shot data modeling, including the development of a ray
tracing traveltime modeling algorithm on the b a i s of the Fietcher Reeves conjugate
gradient method (Cai, 1982; Press et al., 1989) in multi-dimensional space. It includes a
discussion of the velocity structure in the vicinity of the Sudbury Structure obtained using
this m o d e h g technique.

Chapter 8 o u t h e s the application of the 3-D seismic tomographic technique to the
Sudbury region after a description of the basic principle of the weighted back-projection

seismic tomographic algorithm (Hole, 1992). 3-D seismic tomographic images modeled
on the basis of first amivals are discussed in order to provide valuable information on the

velocity structure of the subsurface.
Chapter 9 synthesizes the results from the modeling and interpretation of the seismic
reflection and refraction data. The geological mode1 of the Sudbury Structure is
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developed based on the interpretation of the 1992 Lithoprobe Abitibi-Grenville Transect
seismic wide-angle reflection and refraction data. Considerations of the previous
geologicai, geochemical and geophysical results on the evolution and deformation of the

Sudbury Structure, Sudbury Igneous Cornplex and Onaping Formation are included with
the seismic data to produce a modified geologicai mode1 for the formation of the Sudbury

Structure.
Chapter 10 contains the final summary, conclusions, and suggestions for future
research.
There are four appendices in the thesis. Appendùc A describes the variance fractal

dimension trajectory technique for the detection of seismic phases from background noise
in seismic data. Appendix B describes the length fractal dimension approach for
distinguishing the first break from the high-resolution seismic reflection data. Appendix
C briefly discusses the processing procedures appiied to geophysical potential field data
to define regional structure features. Appendix D uicludes the processing of the Sudbury

radar image using Geographic Information System (GIS) software packages.

Chapter 2
Geology of the Sudbury Area and
Hypotheses for the Origin of

the Sudbury Structure
2.1 General Geology
The Sudbury study area is at the junction of three Precambrïan geological provinces

of the Canadian Shield: the Archean Superior Province, the Proterozoic Southern
Province and the Proterozoic Grenville Province (Figure 2.1). On the basis of U-Pb dating
of zircon coiiected from the Sudbury Igneous Complex the Sudbury Structure is beiieved

to have formed at -1.85 Ga (Kroqh et al., 1984). As discussed in Chapter 1, the genesis
and nature of the Sudbwy Structure, Sudbury Igneous Complex and Onaping Formation
have been studied and debated for more than one hundred years, partly because of the

nickel deposits hosted in the Sudbury Structure, and the enigmatic and unique geological
features. Although numerous authors have proposed various evidence in favor of a
meteorite impact origin of the Sudbury Structure, there are still controversies about the
origin and nature of the Sudbury Structure. Sudbury Igneous Complex and Onaping
Formation.

2.1.1 Regional Geologid Setting
1.Superior Province
The southern Abitibi subprovince of the Archean Superior Province, bordering the
northern side of the Sudbury Structure (Figure 2.2), includes greenstone belts,
rnetasedimentary belts, granitoid plutons and high-grade gneissic belts. The characteristic
feature of the Abitibi subprovince is the alternation of beits of greenstone with granîtoid
intrusions and metasedimentary rocks (Card, 1990). Massive felsic plutons intmded
tonalite, and amphibolite-granodionte gneiss as well as metavolcanics north of Sudbury
in the Iate Archean between 2.7-2.62 Ga (Card et al., 1984; Card, 1990; Meldrum et al.,

1997). Immediately north of the Sudbury Igneous Complex, the Levack Gneiss Complex
(2.7 1-2.65 Ga) is exposed on the surfafe in a 3-5 km wide belt and underlies the Sudbury

Igneous Complex to constitute the basement of the northern half of the Sudbury Igneous
Complex (Card et al., 1984; Krogh et al., 1984; Meldrum et al., 1997; Figure 2.2). The
Cartier batholith (-2.64 Ga), one of the Algoman batholith bodies, which intruded north
of the Levack Gneiss Complex, forms the northern footwall of the Sudbury Igneous

Complex. The batholith is a result of cmstd recycling, which commonly occurred in the
early Archean. The northem margin of the Cartier batholith intruded the Bemy
Greenstone Belt. The western margin might "grade into other Algoman plutons"
(although no critical evidence has been found) (Meldrum et ai., 1997). whereas to the
east. it underlies a Paleoproterozoic metasedimentary unit, the Cobalt Group of the
Southern Province. Geochemical studies indicate that the Cartier batholith could have
developed from a magma resuliing from approximately 3346 partial melting of the
Levack Gneiss Complex ( M e I h m et al., 1997).

Figure 2.2 General geology map of the Subdury area (Modified
from Card et ai., 1984; Green et al., 1988; Ketchum et al., 1998;
Meldnim et al., 1997).
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Rocks of the Levack Gneiss Complex were metamorphosed fkom upper amphibolite
to lower grandite facies during the Archean (Card et al., 1984). The Levack Gneiss

Complex contains supercrusta1 and intrusive rocks such as migmatitic, tonalitic gneiss
and paragneiss. The Cartier batholith contains high-grade gneiss and migmatitic units. Its
rock-types are biotite monzogranite to granodiorite.
During the Paleoproterozoic (Q.5

Ga), Blezardian tectonism (2.47-2.422 Ga)

activated the southem margin of the Abitibi subprovince which was a cratonic margin
(Cowan et al., 1999); the sedimentary basin of the Southern Province developed on this

margin (Cowan et ai., 1999; Riller et al., 1999).

2. Southern Province

The Southern Province in Ontario is mainly a clastic wedge (the Huronian

Supergroup), deposited on the flank of the southem margin of the Abitibi subprovince of
the Superior craton. The Huronian Supergroup in the eastem part of the Southern

Province south and east of the Sudbury Structure (Figure 2.1) was deposited between
-2.5 and 2.22 Ga in the tectonic fold belt produced by the eastern Penokean orogeny

(1.89-1.83Ga) (Bennett et al., 1991; Roscoe and Card, 1992; Rilier et al., 1999); it dips
and thickens toward the south. It uncomformably overlies the granitoid-greenstone

basement of the Archean Superior Province. The Southem Province is characterized by
two types of rock sequences, metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks. The Huronian

Supergroup includes the Eiiiot Lake, Hough Lake, Quirke Lake and Cobalt Groups in
ascending chronological order. The EUiot Lake Group contains volcanic rocks (tholeiitic
basalt-rhyolite) up to 5 km thick (Roscoe and Card, 1992). The Hough Lake and Quirke
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Lake Groups overlying the Elliot Lake subsequent sediment. are characterized by

megacycLic deposition sequences, comprised of a lower polymictic paraconglomerate
unit, middie peiite-wacke units, and thick upper quartz-arenite units. The Cobalt Group,
the uppermost group, is the thickest succession and the most extensive east of the

Sudbury Igneous Complex (Figure 2.2), and consists of giaciogenic siltstone, and quartz,
and hematite-rich sandstone (Roscoe and Card, 1992).
The elongated Creighton (-2.33 Ga) (U-Pb zircon; Frarey et al., 1982) and Murray
(-2.39 Ga) (U-Pb zircon; Krogh et al., 1984) granitoid plutons are exposed dong the

northern margin of the Huronian Supergroup and contact the Sudbury Igneous Complex
to the north (Figure 2.2). Remelted Creighton granite intruding into the South Range of
the Sudbury Igneous Complex has been observed (Dressler, 1984). Therefore, the

supergroup and Creighton and Murray granitoid plutons underlying the Sudbury Igneous
Complex constitute the basement to the southern half of the Sudbury Igneous Complex.
Nipissing diabases were intmded uniformly throughout the Sudbury area including the

Archean basement and the Huronian Supergroup at about 2.22 Ga (Roscoe and Card,
1992). However, there is no evidence of any correlation between major tectonic events
and Nipissing intrusions. The Creighton and Murray plutons contain plagioclase, perthitic

microcline and minor biotite (Dressler, 1984). Nipissing intrusions comprise gabbro sills,

dikes, and cone-sheets (Card and Pattison, 1973; Bennett et al., 1991).

3. Grenville Province

The Grenville orogeny (-1 Ga) (Krogh, 1994) tmncated the Southem Province to the

north and the boundary between the Grenville orogen and the Southem Province is the
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Grenville Front. The Grenville orogenic belt, or Grenville Front Tectonic Zone, tends
northeast-southwest and is approximateiy 30 km wide (Card et al,, 1984). Ln Ontario, the
Grenville Province is divided into the northwestern part of the Centrd Gneiss Belt and
southeastern Central Metasedimentary Belt. The northwestem part of the Central Gneiss
Belt mainly consists of the Bntt and Parry Sound Domains (Figure 2.2). The
parautochthonous Britt Domain uaderlies h e Parry Sound Domain to the north. The
Centrai Metasedimentary Belt wili not be discussed in this study because it is outside of
the study area. New Nd isotope data indicate that late Archean and Paleoproterozoic

rocks occur up to 6û km south of the current Grenville Front (Bennett et ai., 1991).
Thetefore, Bennett et al. (1991) suggested that the position of the Grenviile Front could
be relocated 60 km south.

The Grenville Province is characterized by plutonism. metamorphism and
deformation (1-4- 1.O Ga) (Dressler, 1984). In the Parry Sound domain, larninated gneiss
overiies metasediments (van Breeman et al., 1986). The lower unit of the Parry Sound
domain contains a basai assemblage and mafic gneiss (Culshaw et ai., 1994), whereas the
upper unit contains amphibolite facies. The Britt Domain is dominated by the
parautochthonous rocks containing mafic dikes and pre-Grenville metamorphism and
intrusions (-1.6 Ga) (Ketchum et al., 1998). The Grenville Front Tectonic Zone is
characterized by a mylonitized fault zone and amphibolite to granulite facies gneisses that
show southeastward progressively stacked deformations from brittle to ductile (Green et

al., 1988; Epili and Mereu, 199 1; Bethune, 1997).
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2.2 Sudbury Structure
The Sudbury Structure includes the Sudbury Igneous Complex, the Sudbury Basin
(Figure 2.3), the Sublayer and Sudbury breccia country rocks smunding the Sudbury

Igneous Complex. The shape of the Sudbury Smicture reflects the elliptical outline of the
Sudbury Igneous Complex in pIan view (Giblin, 1984). The Sudbury Igneous Complex is
the main mass of the Sudbury Structure, overlying the Archean Superior and Roterozoic
Southem provinces and fonning the basement of the sedimentary Whitewater Group of

1-[

--

Granophyre
Gabbro-Noritc
h
t Fault

Figure 2.3 Simplified geological map of the Sudbury basin structure
(After Miao, 1995).
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the Sudbury Basin- The lithostratigraphic succession of the Wtewater Group comprises

heterolithic breccias, mudstones, and wackes, corresponding to the Onaping, Onwatin and
Chelmsford formations, respectively (Dressler, 1984).

2.2.1 Sudbury Igneous Complex
U-Pb dating of zircon and baddeleyite of North Range nonte and South Range nonte
and granophyre suggests a 1.85 Ga age of the Sudbury Igneous Complex (Krogh et al.,

1984). The Sudbury Igneous Complex has an elliptical shape with its long axis (-60 km)
northwest-trending and its short axis (-27 km) northeast-trending (Figure 2.3). The
Sudbury Igneous Complex mauily comprises norite, quartz gabbro and granophyre. The
thickness of the norite is 2-5 km, the gabbro is 0.6-1.8km thick and the granophyre is
0.6-3.5 km thick (Dressler et al., 1991; Naldrett and Hewins, 1984). Little is known about

the deep structure of the Sudbury Igneous Complex from geological studies. However,
high-resolution seismic reflection data have recently reveaied the shallow subsurface
structure. The seismic data indicare that the Sudbury Igneous Complex extends to -12 km
depth under the South Range. Seismic reflection data also reveal shallow south-dipping
features beneath the North Range (corresponding to the lithologic units of the Sudbury
Igneous Complex), whereas the Lithologic units beneath the South Range are
characterized by numerous, steep south-dipping reflections. The dipping reflections under
the South Range were interpreted as a senes of thnist faults (Milkereit et al., 1992; Wu et
al., 1994), which indicates that the Sudbury Structure could have k e n shortened in the

northwestern direction since its formation (Milkereit et al., 1992; Wu et al., 1994, 1995).
Further reviews of this seismic study will be given in Chapter 3.
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Lithologically, the Sudbury Igneous Complex is composed of three phases referred so
as the lower, middle and upper layers (Figure 2.4). In the North Range, the lower layer

contains felsic nonte and rnafic norite, containing medium to coarse gr&ned plagioclase
and hypersthene as cumulus phases (Dressler, 1984). The middle layer is a bighly

oxidized plagioclase augite-ulvospinel orthocumulate in the North Range. The upper
layer contains coarse grained plagioclase. In the East Range, the rocks of the Sudbury
Igneous Complex resemble rhose in the North Range. Rocks of the South Range are
complex due to metamorphic overprint (Dressler et al., 1991). In the South Range, the
10wer layer contains nonte and quartz-rich norite, mainly composed of coarse grained
cumulus plagioclase and hypersthene, intercumulus titaniferous magnetite, and fine
grained plagioclase (Dressler et al., 1991). The middle layer contains oxide-rich gabbro
similar to that in the North Range. The gabbro grades into granophyre at the top of the
Iayer (Naldrett, 1984). The granophyre of the upper layer was sheared in the South
Range; otherwise, the petrography is similar to that in the North Range.

2.2.2 Whitewater Group of the Sudbury Basin
1. Onaping Formation
The Onaping Formation, the lowermost sedimentary unit of the Whitewater Group,
has a thickness of -1.6 km, forming the most voluminous sedimentary unit (Dressler et
al., 1984). The Onaping Formation is divided into three major stratigraphic units (Figure

2.4): the Basal Member. Gray Member and Black Member. The discontinuous Basal

Member may be up to hundreds of meters and is characterized by breccias, which were
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Figure 2.4 Schematic lithologic column of the Sudbury Structure
(Modified from Deutsch, 1994; Naldrett and Hewins, 1984).
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intmded by granophyre of the Sudbury Igneous Cornplex. These breccias contain the
fragments of Archean country rocks, fragments of the Huronian country rocks, and
recrystallized country rocks. The Basal Member gradationaliy or sha$y

contacts the

underlying granophyre of the Sudbury Igneous Complex and sharply contacts the
overlying Gray Member. The Gray Member overlies the Basal Member and is 0.2-0.7 km
thick. The breccias genemily contain country rock fragments. crystal fragments,

recrystallized glass, and fluidal-textured materials (Dressler et al., 1991). The country
rock fragments are characterized by rock types derived from granite, gneisses, and
metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks of the Archean Superior and Southern
provinces. Some shock metamorphic features in quartz and plagioclase, as well as shock
metamorphic glasses, were found in Iithic and crystd fragments (Dressler et al., 1991).
The Gray member gradudy contacts the overlying Black Member. The Black Member,

with a thickness from 0.8 to 1.2 km, is the major breccia unit in the Sudbury Basin. The

composition of the breccias is similar to that of the Gray Member, including the shock
metamorphic features. The Black Mernber has l o c d y gradationai contacts with the
overlying Onwatin Formation.

2. Onwatin and Chelmsford Formations
The Onwatin Formation which is -0.6 km thick has conforming-gradua1 contacts with

the overlying Chelmsford Formation (Rousell, 1984) (Figure 2.4). Rocks of the Onwatin
Formation mainly contain massive laminated siitstone to minor wacke (Dressler et al.,
1991). Carbonaceous pyntic argillite and siltstone locally charactenze the Onwatin

Formation. The abundance of peiagic sediments demonstrates that it formed in oxygenic

bonom waters in a restricted basin. The lithologicd difference between the Onwatin and
Onaping formations suggests that the source of the Onwatin sediments was outside of the
basin and that it was not derived from the Onaping (RouseU, 1984)The top unit of the Sudbury Basin is the Chelmsford Formation which is about 0.85
km thick (Rouseli, 1984), but was originaily thicker and more extensive. The formation

comprises mostiy wacke and siitstone. It was deposited rapidly from turbidity
paleocuments in a northwesterly trending, elongated trough with a source to the northwest
of the Sudbury Basin (Rousell, 1984). No shock metamorphic features in quartz and
feldspar have been observed in this formation. The southem contact of the Chelmsford
with the Onwatin was unafTected by thnisting. This indicates that the Chelmsford
sedirnent was deposited after the shortening deformation (Wu et al., 1995).

2.2.3 Breccias
The Footwali rocks of the Sudbury Igneous Complex contain Sudbury Breccia,

Footwaii Breccia and Sublayer which are directiy related to the Sudbury Event, a large
and violent release of energy. Sudbury Breccia can be described as pseudotachylytes
(Dressler et al., 1991) or irregular bodies (Naldrett, 1984). Sudbury Breccia has been
found -50-80 km to the northeast of the Sudbury Igneous Complex, -50 km to the
southwest, and as far as the Grenville Front in the Huronian Supergroup (Müller-Mohr,
1992). There is a variation in the size of brecciation zones (Peredery et al., 1984), ranging
from a few millimeters thick to a 0.5 by 11 km breccia zone exposed in the Huronian
Supergroup (Dressler et a., 1991). The breccia bodies usually sharply contact the host
rocks.
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Footwali Breccia or granite breccia is most commonly in sharp contact with the Iower
part of the Sudbury Igneous CompIex in the East and North Ranges as discontinuous lens
and sheets (Dressler, 1984). Dressler (1984) also proposed that the ~ootwallBreccia

originaliy contained a parautochthonous mass of shock-metamorphosed rocks. The
Footwd Breccia grades into the Sudbury Breccia at depth.

Rocks of the Footwd Breccia are heterolithic and are mostLy denved locally
(granoblastic and granophyric textures). The Footwall Breccia is more commonly found

in the upper than the lower crust as it is more abundant in the North Range than the South
Range (Dressler et al., 1991).
The Sublayer is a thin, clastic-nch melt breccia layer (Figure 2.4), containhg Ni-Cu
deposits. It either directly contacts at the base of the Sudbury Igneous Complex or
appears as offset dikes. The Sublayer is characterized by sulphide mheralization and a
variety of inclusions derived from footwall rocks, and enigmatic mafic to ultramafic
inclusions.

2.3 Tectonic History

-

The Sudbury Event happened 1.85 Ga during the Penokean orogeny (1.89-1 -83 Ga)
(Table 2.1) on the border of the southem margin of the Abitibi subprovince of the
Archean Superior craton and the Huronian Supergroup of the Southem Province. The

Huronian Supergroup of the Southern Province was highly defomed during the eastem
Penokean orogeny except for the Cobalt Group exposed northeast of the Sudbury Igneous
Cornplex (Riller et al., 1999) (Figure 2.2). The eastem Penokean orogeny resulted in

Table 2.1 Major tectonic events and rock uni& in the Sudbury area

Rock Units

Tectonic Events
-

-

lcfesoproterozoic
Grenville orogeny

Proterozoic gneissic rocks

Pre-Grenville metamorphism

Mafic dikes

Paleoproterozoic
Deformation and metamorphism
(late Penokean)

Sudbury event

Sudbury Igneous Complex
Whitewater Group

Deformation and metamorphism
(early Penokean)
Mafic magmatism

Nipissing diabase

Sedimentation, volcanism.
magmatism

Huronian Supergroup
m e s , granite
gabbro-anorthosite
intrusions, mafic-felsic
volcanics

Archean
Late deformaticn and plutonism

Metamorphism, Algoman granites

Early deformation and plutonism

Granodiorite-tonalite plutons

VoIcanism and sedimentation

Abitibi belt greenstones

(Afier Card et al.. 1984; Card, 1990; Krogh et al.. 1984; Meldnim et al.. 1997; Riller et
al., 1999; Roscoe and Card, 1992).

steeply south-dipping reverse faults that thereafter dominated structural units in the
southwestem Huronian Supergroup (Zolnai et al., 1984; Riller et al., 1999). The Murray
fault in the Southern Province is a major crustal transverse fault zone in the eastem
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Penokean orogen; it is characterized by dextrai tram pression and strike-shear which was
overprinted on crustai architecture formed d u ~ agpossible earlier (Blezardian) orogeny
(-2.47-2.22 Ga) (Cowan et al,, 1999; RiMer et al., 1999).
During the Sudbury Event, the Sudbury Igneous Complex developed f m t but was
overlain immediately by the Onaping Formation (Krogh et al., 1984). The Sudbury
Igneous Complex intruded the Creighton (-2.3 Ga) and Murray (2.47 Ga) granitoid
plutons in the South Range. The Onwatin sediment subsequently covered the Onaping
Formation during the late regional defomiation. Fin*

the Chelmsford group was

deposited at the top of the basin in a northeast-southwest trend and was unaffected by the
tectonism which caused the noabwesterly shortening and produced the elliptical sbape of
the Sudbury Structure. The Southem Range Shear Zone (Figure 2.2) might have acted as

a thmsting-glide interface and played a key role in the considerable deformation in

Sudbury during the Iate Penokean orogeny (Shanks and Schwerdtner, 1991a; Ruer and
Schwerdtner, 1997).
There was no significant tectonism in the study area between the Penokean (1.89-1.83
Ga) and Grenville (-1 Ga) orogenies except for magmatism near the Grenville Front at

-1.75 Ga and 1.45 Ga m e r et al., 1999). The age of the high-grade metamorphism
(- 1.O4 Ga) in the Britt Domain marks the beginning of the Grenville orogenic tectonism

(Riller et al., 1999). From 1.02 to 1.01 Ga, the Grenville Province underwent thermallyactive extension. During the penod of 1.O 1-0.98 Ga, thnist tectonism was reactivated and
migrated northwesterly to the Grenville Front Tectonic Zone. The Grenville Front
separating the Southem Province and the Grenville Front Tectonic Zone has k e n
considered as the suture of the Grenville orogeny for years. However, it was suggested

that the tectonic suture between the Southern Province and the Grenville Province be
rnoved to the south, -60 km south of the Grenviile Front (Dickin and McNutt, 1989)
because rocks within the -60 km wide zone adjacent to the ~ r e n v h eFront in the
southwestern Grenville Province are of Archean and Paleoproterozoic age. In the
Southern Province and the Sudbury Structure, the Grenville orogeny only produced brittle
deformation and thermal eveats superhposed on the earlier Penokean deformation belt
(Stephan and Dalziel, 1974; Riller et al., 1999).

2.4 Hypotheses on the Origin of the Sudbury Structure
The origin of the Sudbury Structure had been modeled mainly as an endogenic
volcanic process until the early 1960's. The discovery o f shatter cones in Sudbury by

Dietz (1964) introduced the possibiiity of an extemai cause of formation in the form of a
meteorite impact. Since then, concepts of extemal and internai processes have been
vigorously argued. Since 1964, more and more meteorite impact-related evidence in the

Sudbury area has been reported, such as shock metamorphism, pseudotachylytes, impact
diarnonds and geochemical and geophysical evidence (French, 1972; Dressler, 1984;
Faggart and Basu, 1985; Milkereit et al., 1992; Chubb et al., 1994; Thompson and Spray,
1994; Masaitis et al., 1999). Therefore, the impact ongin of the Sudbury Structure has

now been accepted by most geoscientists. Nevertheless, there are still important questions
to be answered. Was the structure related to an impact-produced volcanic center, was the
Sudbury Igneous Complex fomed as a melt sheet or as a result of an igneous intrusion
related to impact-induced volcanic activity, and was the Onaping Formation deposited as
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a great faU-back breccia associated with the external impact process or by intemal

volcanic ash flow?

2.4.1 Hypothesis on Internai Volcanic Origin
Many geological feaîues in Sudbury can be explained easily as products of
endogenic activities (Muir, 1984). Some components of the Sudbury Structure are similar

to features of endogenic structures such as the explosion breccia products (the Basal
Member of the Onaping Formation), and the brecciated country rocks (the Footwall

breccias).

1. Evidence and Arguments Against an Impact Formation
Essential arguments against an impact hypothesis focus on the spatial relationship

between the Sudbury geological and regional sening, and differences between its geology
and that of a typical impact Crater. Card and Hutchinsoa (1972) proposed that the
Sudbury Structure uniquely developed at the junction of three structural provinces of the
Canadian Shield and argued that the structure could not therefore have k e n created by a
random impact event. The Sudbury geology and mineral deposits in many aspects can be
interpreted as a volcanic formation. For example, Ni-Cu sulfides formed from sulfidefacies iron formation from the Huronian rocks; Pb, Zn-Cudeposits can be interpreted as
typical volcanic products (Card and Hutchinson, 1972). Stevenson and Stevenson (1980)
cited the possible development of shock metamorphism and shatter cones in endogenic
volcanic processes. Stevenson (1990) explained the Basal and Black Members of the
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Onaping Formation as volcanic ash flow formations. A volatile-rich intemal explosive
basal emption could produçe shocked quartz (Loper and McGartney, 1988). However, the

deformation in quartz produced by endogenic activities is not equivalent to that created
by impact events (French, 1990).

2. Volcanic Mode1

Muir (1984) surnmarized eight endogenic models for the Sudbury Structure which
were previously proposed by other authors, and from this he developed two basic

endogenic models. One mode1 was based on a deep crustaï release of gas that rose to the
surface to explode, and was followed by volcanism and post-volcanic plutonkm (Figure
2.5). The model suggests that the structural area might have been located over a m a d e

hot spot. In the earlier stages (Al in Figure 2.5), diatreme-like processes occurred dong
several fractures; explosions happened near the surface and formed the elongated Crater
and cavity; shock metamorphic features and Sudbury and FootwaU Breccias formed due
to crashing. In the Later stages (Az and A3), the breccias of the Basal, Gray and Black

Members of the Onaping Formation erupted which possibly uiggered the intrusion of the

Sudbury Igneous Complex. In the post-Sudbury event (A4), volcanism waned and
infilling of the basin was dominated by sedimentation; the Onwatin Formation was
deposited as fine volcanic detritus and mud filled up the internal lake; the basin was
subsiding and the Chelmsford Formation (turbidites) formed from matenal dumping off
basin sides. The Sudbury Igneous Complex finally formed dunng multi-phase intrusions
with deformation, however, the timing is unknown. The second basic model proposed by
Muir (1984) involved initiai volcanic intrusions, regarded as "a precursor to the pre-
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Figure 2.5 Development sequence of an endogenic mode1 proposed by Muir (1984).
Al: earlier stage; A2and A3: later stages; Aq: pst-Sudbury event stage (see the text
for details).
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Onaping formation", foilowed by a large extent of explosive brecciation. Large volcanic
eruptions and plutonism then occurred in the fmal stage.

2.4.2 Hypothesis on Meteorite Impact Origin

The large number of planetary and terrestrial impact craters indicates that impact
events are a common phenomenon on many pianets (Grieve, 1992). During the
Proterozoic era, there was a special circumstance that resulted in an increased cratering
rate on Earth because "a massive star or a molecular cloud stripped the outer part of the
Ooa cornet cloud" (Shoemaker, 1998). Therefore, a meteorite impact event during the
Proterozoic could be regarded as a possible episode in the geological history in Sudbury.

1. Evidence and Arguments for an Impact Stmcture
There are many indicators as well as evidence that can be used to identiQ terrestrial
impact craters and structures such as shatter cones. Shatter cones are smaii cones ranging
in size from a few cm to 2 m long, fonned on tensional release surfaces in rocks. They are

products of high-velocity shock metamorphism (Robertson and Grieve, 1975). In general,
shatter cones are abundant around an impact structure. Shocked planar deformation
features in quartz are also an important indicator for meteonte impact events. Although
deformation features in quartz, such as quartz lamellae, have also been doçumented in
voIcano-induced structures (Stevenson and Stevenson, l980), the specific orientation
feature of quartz lamellae parallei to a certain crystallographic plane has only been
observed at exogenic sites and not at volcanoes (French, 1990). Therefore, abundant
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shatter cones and planar deformation features in quartz are two cntically important
products of meteorite impact events.
GeneraUy, pseudotachylyte produced in endogenic tectonic or volcanic stnictures is
less than 2 m wide because less energy is produced during an explosion than a hypervelocity shock wave (Spray and Thompson, 1995). In contrast, a shock wave induced by
a large meteorite impactor could produce a pseudotachylyte deformation zone up to 1 0

m wide. Therefore, wide pseudotachylyte zones (>2 m) which were obsemed in Sudbury

could be considered as a supplementary ïndicator for distinguishing impact structures
from endogenic volcanic sites.
Since the abundant shatter cones and shocked planar deformation features were
discovered in Sudbury in the 1960's and 19701s, other geologicd, geochemical and
geophysical indicators that favor an impact origin have been steadily docurnented
(Momson, 1984; Faggart and Basu, 1985; Gneve et ai., 1991; Waker et al., 1991;
Milkereit et al., 1992;Thompson and Spray, 1994; Becker et al., 1996; Dickin et al.,

1999; Masaitis et al; 1999). The components of the rocks of the Sudbury Igneous
Complex were derived fiom ancient crust and partial melt according to Sm-Nd isotope
dating of whole rocks and minerais of the Sudbury Igneous Complex (Faggart and Basu,

1985). Other isotopic data such as Rb-Sr and Re-Os also support the derivation of the
Sudbury Igneous Complex from impact melt (Walker et al., 199 1; Deutsch, 1994;Dickin
et al., 1999).Consideration of the Crater melt volume and ore genesis (Gneve et al., 1991;
Golightly, 1992) fûrther support an exogenic origin of the Sudbury Structure. Recently,
observation of helium trapped in fullerences in Sudbury indirectly supports the
extraterrestrial formation of the Sudbury Structure (Becker et al., 1996). Six diamonds
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discovered korn two samples of the Black Member of the Onaping Formation show
s W a r microstructurai characteristics to other impact diamonds (Masaitis et al., 1999).
Multi-ring pseudotachylyte zones were observed north, east and West of the Sudbury
Igneous Complex by Chubb et al. (1994), Thompson and Spray (1994, 1996) and Spray
and Thornpson (1995). Some zones are over 100 m wide, and could be produced oniy by
exogenic-induced processes and not an endogenic mechanism (Spray and Thompson,
1995). Furthemore, the approximately multi-ring distribution of pseudotachylyte
suggests that the Sudbury Structure might be the remnant of a large multi-ring impact
crater (Spray and Thompson, 1995).
The original shape of an impact crater is normally circular or nearly circular. The
cunrent ellipticai shape of the Sudbury Structure has k e n questioned by opponents of
impact origin sinçe it was first proposed in 1964. Lowman (1991) suggested ttiat the

shape of the Sudbury Structure could have been originally elliptical, and formed by a very
low-angle impact; he based his proposal on the lower degree of deformation in the North
Range.
Recently, high-resolution seismic reflection data have revealed a northwesterly
subsurface thrust zone with multiple t h s t faults under the Sudbury Basin (Milkereit et

al., 1992; Wu et al., 1994) which terminate at the base of the Onwatin Formation (Wu et
al., 1995). The seismic data provide strong evidence at depth that the Sudbury Structure

experienced intensive thnist deformation directed in the northwest after the id-back
breccia formation (Onaping Formation), but before deposition of the Onwatin and

Chelmsford Formations. Therefore, deformation produced by northwesterly thrust

shortening is one possible solution for the non-circular shape of the Sudbury Structure.

An original circular or nearly circular shape of the Sudbury Structure was ais0 studied
by an analysis of a correlation of strain to magnetic susceptibility, a finite-element

andysis of the geologicai structure, and decomposition analysis of geophysical potentiai
field data (Hirt et al., 1993; Shanks and Schwerdtner, 199 1b; Roest and Pilkington, 1994).
The results fkom aU these studies support the initially circular shape origin.
As a great deal of geologicai, geochemicai and geophysical evidence and indicators

support an exogeaic formation of the Sudbury Structure, its meteorite impact origin is
favored by most scientists. Nevertheless, important questions such as whether the
Sudbury Igneous Complex was formed by an impact melt sheet or igneous intrusion, and
whether the Onaping Formatioa was fonned as a huge blanket of fd-back breccia
generated by a giant meteorite impact event or was a magmatic-related product, and how
the onguial size of the Sudbury Structure is, still remain to be answered (Faggart and

Basu, 1985; Grieve et al., 1991; Walker et al., 1991; Avermann and Brockmayer, 1992;

Avermann, 1994; Norman, 1994; Corfu and Lightfoot, 1996; Lightfoot et al., 1997; Riller
and Schwerdtner, 1997, 1999; Ames et ai., 1998; Dressler and Sharpton, 1999)- if the

Sudbury Igneous Complex and Onaping Formation rocks were produced by an intemal

magmatic event, then the magmas were probably derived from the lower crust or mantle;
evidence of magma in the foxm of a mafic root zone or a "feeding mot" should exist at
depth in the crustal rocks beneath the Sudbury Igneous Complex. Progress in the debate
o n the origin of the Sudbury Igneous Complex and Onaping Formation can be made by

using geophysical data to image and evaluate the subsurface geologicai structure under
the Sudbury Basin.
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2. Impact Mode1

Meteorite impact models have been discussed by several authors. Peredery and
Momson, (1984) proposed an impact model that included a magmatic origin of the
Sudbury Igneous Complex, impact formation of the Onaping sediment, and central uplift

in the deep cmst beneath the Sudbury Structure. Grieve (1994) developed a Sudbury
impact mode1 with a -200 km onginal crater diameter estimated by an anaiysis of the
volume of the impact melt sheet (Figure 2.6). In Grieve's model, the original crater,
Sudbury Igneous Complex and Onaping Formation were developed in minutes
immediately after a meteorite struck Sudbury during the time of the Penokean orogeny (a,
b, c and d in Figure 2.6). The Onaping Formation was formed as a Fall-back debris (e and
f in Figure 2.6). The Onaping Formation was highly deformed by northwesterly

shortening in the South Range soon after deposition, whereas most of the Sudbury
Igneous Complex remained almost undeformed because of incomplete consolidation due
to slow cooling. Profile g indicates the present defonned structure. Finaily, the Sudbury
Structure experienced erosion during the Penokean and Grenville orogenies.
Generally, estimation of the honzontai dimension of the Sudbury impact model is
diff~cult, because of deformation and erosional modification

of the structure.

Nevertheless, estimates of model dimensions have been made by using current
knowledge of various kinds of impact evidence obtained from geological, geochernical
and geophysical studies (Grieve et al., 1991; Shanks and Schwerdtner, 1991b; Hia et al.,
1993; Deutsch, 1994; Rondot, 1994, Stoffler et al., 1994). Stoffler et al. (1994) estimated
the original diameter of the impact crater at approximately 220 km which is similar to that

given by Grieve (1992) (-200 km). The total volume of the impact-produced melt sheet

(Sudbury Igneous Complex) was given as 12500 km3. Furthemore, the depth of the
transient cavity, the maximum depth of excavation, and the maximum depth of melting
were estimated as 28-37 km, 15-21 km and 25-35 km, respectively by Stoffler et al.

(1994).They suggested that the Sudbury Structure was generated by a large meteorite
~ ~ the diameter of the projectile was 14 km with
impact with a total energy of 8 . 6 ~ 1 J0and
a density of 3 g/cm3. In 1999, Dressler and Sharpton summ&ed

the size of the rim

diameter in Sudbury estimated by previous researchers. The rim diameter is defmed as
the diameter of the furthest border fiom the center of a crater. The elevation of the rim is
higher than the surrounding area. The size of the diameter of the Sudbury crater is in a
range of 150-280 km. Assessment of the vertical dimension is usualiy more difficult than
estimation of the horizonta1 dimension because of lirnited consuaints at depth. Therefore,
the estimation of depth of the crater is approximate. The vertical dimension of the

Sudbury model was discussed by Shanks and Schwerdtner (1991b)and Rondot (1994).
Shanks and Schwerdtner (1991b)used finite-element modeling of the stmctural geometry

to reconstruct the onginal crater depth which was inferred to have been < 20 km by an
andysis of the relationship between the crater depth and rnetamorphic grade. On the basis
of a sirnilarity to the Ries crater model, Rondat (L994)estimated the size of the Sudbury

Structure as 154 km in diameter, and then deduced a crater depth of 15.4 km by using an
empirical linear relation between depth and diameter (which is that the depth equds the

-

product of 0.1 and the crater diameter). Dressler and Sharpton ( 1999)estimated that a 15
km of erosion had taken place since the Sudbury impact (at -1.85 Ga as obtained from

paleomagnetic data).

Chapter 3

Review of Previous
Geophysical Studies
There have been a large number of geophysical surveys carried out in the Sudbury and
surrounding areas, including many smaii-scale geophysical surveys conducted by exploration industries. The thesis research foçused on the regional geological structure and therefore oniy the large-scale previous geophysicd studies in the Sudbury area are reviewed
here. Specificaily, it discusses the high-quality geophysical data and modeling results
obtained in the early 1990's (such as the regional and high-resolution seismic experiments,
including reflection and rehction surveys, potential field data, EM data and remote sensing satellite data).

3.1 Seismic Studies
Previous seismic studies in Sudbury involved seismic reflection and refraction
approaches as basic methods in the investigation of crustai structure, as well as borehole
logging and vertical seismic profiling (VSP) methods. The following three sections
describe the results obtained fiom those methods.
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3.1.1 Seismic Reflection
In 1985, a high-resolution seismic reflection expriment was conducted in the North
Range in the Sudbury Basin to test the seismic imaging technique in mapping the deep
nickel-rnineralized zones (Moon et ai., 1990). Since 1990, a large number of high-resolution seismic surveys have k e n camed out by Lithoprobe. A total of six seismic reflection
profiles (lines 1,40,41.42.43 and 44) were surveyed in the Sudbuiy basin area by Lithoprobe, in CO-operationwith industry and the Ontario provincial govemment, to delineate
the three-dimensional geometry (Figure 3.1). Five profiles crossed the Sudbury Basin and

line 42 extended from the north-western boundary of the Sudbury Igneous Complex to the

north to investigate the Levack Gneiss Complex and the northem half of the basement of
the Sudbury Igneous Complex.
The subsurface geometry beneath the Sudbury Structure was first clearly revealed by
high-resolution seismic reflection data dong lines 40 and 4 1 (Milkereit et al., 1992) (Fig-

ure 3.2). A series of south-dipping reflections irnaged under the Sudbury Basin were interpreted as northwest-southeast thmst faults (Milkereit et al., 1992, 1994; Wu et al., 1994),
and implied that considerable shortening had occurred afler formation of the Sudbury

Structure. The current non-circular shape of the structure was interpreted as a result of
such t h s t deformation.

In 1994, Wu et al. reprocessed lines 40 and 41 using an advanced pseudo3D processing strategy, including careful 6rst break mutkg, refiaction and surface consistent
residual static corrections. and phase shift migration. The enhanced images obtained from
the reprocessed seismic reflection data indicate that a previously unrecognized imbricated

Figure 3.1 Locations of the seismic reflection profiles and sample images (Modifieci from
Clowes, 1997).

Figure 3.2 Migrateci seismiç image of line 41. A, B,C, D, E,F,Q, P, R, S, Es
and Ds are seismc reflectors. C F Creighton Fault; FLF: Fairbank Lake Fault; VLF:

Vermilion Lake Fault; CCF: Cameron Creek Fault (After Millcereit et al., 1992).

northwest-dipping thmst fault zone penetrates into the base of the Onwatin argiiite under
the Sudbury Basin (Wu et al., 1995) (Figure 3.3). The imbncated northwestern thnist fea-

tues provided an important timing constraint for the deformation event. The thnist features also implied that the overlying Chelmsford turbidites were deposited in a southwest

paleoslope oriented paraliel to the basin axis and have not undergone intensive deformation (Wu et ai., 1995).

Line 42 was designed to examine the nature of the Levack Gneiss Complex and the
contact relationship between the gneiss and granite intrusion (Moon and Miao, 1997). The
reprocessed image for iine 42 indicated that the interface between the Levack Gneiss
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Figure 3.3 Seismic refiection image and geological interpretation of reprocessed
seismic data. LFLF: Little Fairbank Lake Fault; SLF: Skill Lake Fault; FLF:
Fairbank Lake Fault; CLF: Cameron Lake Fault; CCF: Cameron Creek Fault.
(After Wu. et al., 1995)
Complex and the Cartier granite corresponds to an eastward-dipping event in the in-line
direction (Miao, 1995; Moon and Miao, 1997). This feanire is marked AA' on the reprocessed image (Figure 3.4). The hmphouse creek fault was imaged and marked as event

RI(Figure 3.4). Three previously unknown southeast-dippingreflection events, marked by
R,,
- 1 and 2 on Figure 3.4, were detected. The R2event was interpreted as a shear zone by
Miao (1995) and Moon and Miao (1997). The surface position of the R2 event corresponds
to the outer Limit of the first major pseudotachylyte-abundant zone -1 1 km north of the
Sudbury Igneous Complex, documented by Thompson and Spray (1994). However, the

relationship between the R2 event and the pseudotachylyte abundant zone, and the
interpretation of the subsurface-dippingevents 1 and 2, need to be investigated further by

Figure 3.4 Seismic images of lines 42 and 4 1. AA' ,RIRI', RA', I and 2 are reflection
interfaces revealed on line 42 (After Miao, 1995).

both geological and geophysical methods.

Seismic data along lines 1, 43 and 44 ail indicated southeastward-dipping events
which were interpreted as t h s t faults (Milkereit et al., 1996; Clowes, 1997) and correlated with those revealed by seismic images along lines 40 and 41 (Figure 3.1). On the

basis of the series of seismic images, an asyrnnietric 3-D geometry of the Sudbury Basin
was inferred. The characteristics of the fault zone thrusting into the bottom of the Onwatin
Formation suggested that the deformation in the Sudbury Structure occurred at the early

stage of the Onwatin deposition (Wu et al., 1995). Consequently, seismic reflection data
provided a cntical interpretation of the current elliptical shape of the Sudbury Igneous

Cornplex, Le., that it resulted h m northwest-southeast compression durhg the Penokean

orogeny.

3.1.2 Seismic Refraction
A high-resolution wide-angle reflection and refiaction seismic survey in Sudbury was

carried out during the 1992 Lithoprobe Abitibi-Grenville Transect seismic experimentTwo profiles, AB and XY,were surveyed. Miao (1995) f k t processed the data and developed preiiminary models but did not investigate further. 2-D tomographic images dong
two profiles were provided by Winardhi and Mereu (1997) (Figure 3.5). However, geologi d structural interfaces could not be investigated by the 2-D tomographic technique. A
detaiied review of the previous seismiç refraction studies is given in Chapter S.

3.1.3 BorehoIe and VSP
Two borehole weii logs were recorded in the upper layer of the Sudbury Igneous Complex containing granophyre in the North Range; these data were interpreted by Milkereit et
al. (1994) and White et al. (1994b). The borehole penetrated from granophyre to the tran-

sition zone of quartz gabbro and ended in the Footwall breccia rocks. Not only were
compression-wave (p) and shear-wave (s) velocities recorded but also density, Poisson's
ratio and the gamma ray response (Figure 3.6a and 3.6b). Two significant reflective contacts were sharply indicated on the logging records. One reflection was of the contact
between the granophyre (-5.9 to 6.0 km/s) and the transition zone of a high density layer
of quartz Ti-Fe oxide-rich gabbro and norite (-6.3 km/s). The other reflector corresponds
to the contact between the nonte of the Sudbury Igneous Complex, and Fwtwall rocks
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(-6-5 k d s ) which contain more mafic rocks. These in situ p-wave velocities are consistent

with laboratory velocity measurements (Salisbury et al., 1994) (Table 3.1). The borehole
velocities were used to calibrate surface seismic data and improve the interpretation of the
lithologic contacts indicated by reflective events.

Table 3.1 Seismic (P-wave) velocities of rocks in the Sudbury area

Rock Type

Sample

Number

Velocity fiom
Sample Measuremeni
Ws)

Velocity fiom
Borehole Surveys
W s )

Chelmsford greywacke
Onwatin shale
Onaping tuff
Granophyre

Levack gneiss

A three component VSP survey was conducted in the metasedimentary Whitewater
series in Sudbury. The final VSP synthetic seismograrn was generated by combining

results from seismic data processing such as velocity analysis, wavefield separation, shear
wave analysis, and wavefonn modeling, with an interpretation of borehole geophysical
data (Miao et al., 1994; Miao, 1995). The synthetic VSP mode1 comlated well with the

the surface seismic profile (Figure 3.7).

O

t
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500 CDP

Figure 3.7 Comdor-stacked VSP section and seismic reflection image
(Afier Miao, 1995).

3.2 Other Geophysical Studies
Geophysical potential field data, such as gravity and magnetic data, were processed
and modeled across the Sudbury Basin dong Lithoprobe seismic line 4 1. Electromagnetic

sounding survey data were imaged dong a short profiie crossing the South Range of the
Sudbury Igneous Complex (Boemer et al., 1994). In addition, magnetotelluric data were

collected with a view towards deep mineral exploration. The tectonic and metamorphic
history of the Sudbury Structure have been exarnined through an analysis of paleomagnetic data. Remote sensing data including ERS-1 SAR (synthetic aperture radar), airborne
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SAR and airbome multi-sensor geophysical data were aiso acquired and investigated

(Lowman, 1991, 1992, 1994; Singh et ai., 1993). This section briefly describes interpreta-

tions of these geophysicd data

3.2.1 Potentid Field Studies
Geological charactenstics at the surface or in the subsurface can be inferred by analysis of gravity and magnetic anomalies. Interpretations of geophysical potential field data
are inherently non-unique, which complicates their analysis.

1. Gravity Study
Generally, the gravity anomaües in the Sudbury Structure and adjacent area are
divided into three prominent features (Figure 3.8): (1) the Sudbury positive gravity anomaly; (2) negative gravity anomalies over granite plutons (A, D), and sedimentary rocks (H,

K); and (3) positive anomalies correlated to relatively high density rocks such as those of
the greenstone beit (B), anorthosite gabbro and anorthosite complex (G), mafic rocks (M)
and/or mixed zone of nonte (X) as described by McGrath and Broome (1992, 1994).

The deep geometry of the Sudbury Structure was examined by Popelar (1972) and
Gupta et al. (1984) by modeling the gravity anomalies for a 2-Dprofile across the Sudbury
Basin, from northwest to southeast. In 1984, Gupta et ai. improved Popelar's models by

using additional gravity surveying data and numerous new density measurements in addition to newly surveyed geology. The average background density was taken as 2.73 @rn3
by Gupta et al. (1984). Two 2-D gravity models were proposed by Gupta et ai. (1984), the

Figure 3.8 Bouguer gravity anomaly map in the Sudbury Area. EE' is the
gravity profile of Gupta et a l 3 model A whereas NS is the profile of the
new 2.5 gravïrty model. Interpretations corresponding to these two profiles
are indicated in Figure 3.9a and 3.9b respectively. Anomalies A, B, D, H, K,
M and X are referred to the text. (After McGrath and Broome, 1994).
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tirst of which c'model A") is shown in Figure 3.9a. A large sub-horizontal SU-shaped, and
high-density body under the Sudbury Basin was required to fit the large positive gravity
anomaly; this body does not outcrop. The gravity anomaly is "too broad and too intense to
be caused by any downward extension of the rocks in Sudbury" (Gupta et al., 1984).

Gupta et al. interpreted this layered hidden body as a mafic or ultramafic intrusion containing rocks such as morthosite gabbro, olivine gabbro, or dunite with densities of 3.0-3.3

g/cm3.
As previously noted, the intrinsic ambiguity in gravity interpretation causes difficuity
in data analysis. Furtherrnore, the fewer the constraints applied in modeiing, the greater
the subjectivity involved in interpretation. Therefore, without constraints provided by

high-resolution seismic data, the gravity models obtained in the 1980's remained in doubt.
Recently, a new 2.5 dimensional gravity model (Figure 3.9b) was developed which
was tightly constrained by a high-resolution seismic reflection model frame (McGrath and
Broome, 1992, 1994). The new gravity model indicates that the broad and intense gravity
anomaiy is mainly attributable to an external source, the basement rock, not the Sudbury
Structure itself. The positive gravity anomaly south of the Sudbury Igneous Complex,

extending in the east-west direction, was suggested to be correlated to high density material effects of Huronian mafic or ultramafic rodcs marked by M in Figure 3.8 (McGrath et
al., 1994). The decreased gravity parallel to the northern margin of the Sudbury Igneous

Complex is caused by the background density basement rocks (2.73 &m3) north of the
dense Levack gneiss and low-density rocks of the Cartier granite pluton (2.65 g/cm3). The
new gravity model shows the possible contact boundary between gneiss and granite as
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Figure 3.9a Geological interpretation of gravity mode1A (After Gupta et al., 1984).

Figure 3.9b The 2.5 -Dgravity model proposcd by McGrath and Broome (1994).
MF: Murray Fault; Gr: Granophyre; Ow: Onwatin; Ch: Chelmsford.

northward dipping. However, this could not be constrained by the newly processed seismic
reflection data ( h e 42) (Figure 3.4) because of the limited profile length. The density

model in the northem part of the profile thus needs a careful interpretation. In contrast, the
density mode1 under the Southem Range is weli constrained by seismic reflection data and
provides relatively reliable interpretation. It is significant that the new gravity model does
not require a hidden high density layer or a mafic body hidden under the Sudbury Basin to
fit the obsemed data.

2. Magnetic Study

There are various types and scales of magnetic data available in the Sudbury area, and
geologists have routinely used both local and regional magnetic maps for their geological
interpretation. The regional total-field aeromagnetic anomaly map in the Sudbury area was
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compiled in 1984. The magnetic model responsible for the residual aeromagnetic data was
developed by Gupta et ai. (1984). Moon et al. (1988) converted the magnetic data by Hilbert transform and detennined that the isolated positive anomaly in the south of the Sud-

bury Basin corresponded to the South Range norite.
Recently, a detailed 2-D magnetic mode1 dong seismic transect line 41 has been

developed by Hearst et al. (1992, 1994) on the h e w o r k of the subsurface geometry provided by the seismic reflection data. The Iithologic magnetic parameters, such as magnetic
susceptibility and remnant magnetization, were measured in situ. The initiai model, which
was rigidly restricted to the seismic geometry, did not result in a satisfactory fit between
the observed and calculated magnetic data. This misfit was analyzed and explained as the

magnetic sensitivity to variations in geological structure (especially near-surface structure)
and significant spatial variation in the magnetization of rock units caused by heterogeneity
(Hearst et al., 1992). Hearst et al. modified their initial model by adding local magnetized
bodies or dikes (between the surface and 5 km depth). The final magnetic model which
gave the best match between the observed and calculated data indicated that the Levack
Gneiss Cornplex (susceptibility in the range h m 200 x10-~to 1700 xloa SI) provides a
broad regional magnetic anomaly (Figure 3.10a and b). The magnetic high between the
Onwatin and Onaping formations was explained as the result of the contribution from a
zone of hydrothermal mineralization. The high magnetic anomaly in the South Range of
the Sudbury Igneous Complex was ascribed to the natural remnant magnetization.
The complex magnetic model therefore revealed local variations of geological feaaires

in the Sudbury Structure and implied that different tectonic processes occurred in the

Calculated M

d c FM twith NRM)

1

Figure 3.10 Total field magnetic anomalies (a) and magnetic mode1 (b).
C-O: Chelmsford and Onwatin; O: Onaping: G: Granophyre; N: Norite;
LGC: Levack Gneiss Complex; CG: Cartier Granite. D: Electromagnetic
survey profile (Afier Hearst et al., 1994).
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South and North Ranges. Nevertheless, the magnetic mode1 also raised some geologicai
problems. The enhanced magnetization in the Levack Gneiss Complex zone dong the
North Range cannot be supported by the current rock samples collected on the surface
crossing the North Range contact and thus this question remains for future discussion.

3.2.2 Electromagnetic and Other Surveys
Surface electromagnetic surveying (Figure 3.1Oa) using the UTEM system across the

South Range of the Sudbury Igneous Complex was carried out in 1991 (Boerner et al.,
1994). A southward-dipping conductive zone (7 siemens) of the Black Member of the
Onaping Formation was discovered by the UTEM resistivity profile (Boemer et d.,1994)This zone marked by Q-R in Figure 3.1 1could be interpreted as a result of graphitization
effects in the carbonaceous Black Member (Boerner et ai., 1994). The result is consistent
with the low resistivity (7-20

m) of the Black Member measured from Wcore samples

(Katsube and Salisbury, 1994). From the Gray Member of the Onaping Formation down to
the base of the Sudbury Igneous Complex, the rocks are uniformly characterized by high

resistivity ( 104-7xlo4 R m) (Figure 3.1 1). The low-conductivity zone bounded by two
reflectors Q and R (Figure 3.11) might be considered as a basic contact in the Sudbury
Structure which represents the transition from the lower meIt to the upper prominent fallback lithology. Boemer et al. ( 1994) suggested that northwest-southeast thmsting might
glide dong such a zone within the Onaping Formation possibly graphitized during thermal
process. However, the genesis of the low resistivity in the Black Member is still not fully

explained.
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Figure 3.11 Resistivity versus depth profile interpreted bom UTEM survey.
The dipping lines are reflectors indicated on the seismic image shown in
Figure 3.2. Es, Ds, P,Q, and R corresponds to reflectors pointed out in
Figure 3.2. (CF: Creighton Fault; FLF; Fairbank Lake Fault.) (Mter Boemer
et al., 1994).

A magnetotelluric study has been recently conducted on the western flank of the Sudbury Igneous Complex for deep minera1 exploration. 2-D and 3-Dmodets extending down
to severai km in depth were analyzed but no positive conclusion was obtained (Lively-

brooks et al., 1996).

The paleomagnetic studies in Sudbury revealed a significant difference in the direction
of remnant magnetization between two types of spechens sampled fiom the South and

North Ranges (Hoai, 1961; Morris, 1984). The remnant magnetization dong the Sudbury
Igneous Complex was interpreted fiom a dernagnetization expriment as being of the ther-
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moremnant type (Hood, 1961). The paleomagnetic data aiso proved that the Sudbury
Structure and the Southem Province were less deformed than the Grenville Province
(Morris, 1984) and o d y afEected by thermal overprinting (Hood, 1961) during the Grenville orogeny- These paleomagnetic results did not give arguments for the Sudbury mete-

onte impact origin.

3.2.3 Remote Sensing
Since 1990, remote sensing data in Sudbury have been collected and processed for
geological purposes. Won (1993)showed that the surface geology was better depicted by
airborne SAR images than by ERS-1 SAR images. Butler (1994)did a lineament-extracting analysis on the Sudbury Landsat imagery. The strong arc patterns invisible to the
naked eye in the northeast and northwest beyond the Sudbury Structure were extracted by

analysis of a lineament length, direction, and intensity of topographic expression. A total
of five ring arcs were identified. These ring features correspond to the boundaries of the

major pseudotachylyte zones (>IO cm thick) defined by Thompson and Spray (1994) and
Spray and Thompson (1995).Generally, a large impact site is characterized by multi-ring
geological features around the Crater such as pseudotachylyte zones. Sudbury multi-ring
features suggest that this is a large complex impact feature.
Remote sensing imagery has proven to be a useful tool in geological mapping. The
northwest-trending Fecunis and Sandcherry Creek faults of the Onaping fault systems
(Figure 2.2), are well defined in SAR images (Lowman, 1991;Rivard et al., 1994;Rivard
and Toutin, 1995). In 1991, Lowman reported several previously-unknown linear features
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associated with faults and dikes northwest of the Sudbury Igneous Complex. recognized
on processed airborne C- band SAR imagery. Two subparallel lineaments tending eastwest in the Bemy Deformation Zone cut the north-west-north faults of the Onaping fault

system (Rivard and Toutin, 1995). Three dike sets with east-north-east, east-south-east
and arcuate orientations in the Benny Deformation Zone are possibly related to Sudbury
diabase swarms identified on the SAR image in combination with the airborne magnetic

data.
Airborne multi-sensor geophysical data including magnetic and VLF (very low fre-

quency) electromagnetic and gamma ray spectrometer data were coiiected in 1989 in Sudbury (Singh et al., 1993). A set of distinctive iineament features northwest of the Sudbury
Structure was identified on the electromagnetic total field and quadrature images (Figure
3.12a). They are ascribed to north-west trending conductive bodies such as diabase dikes

and fluid-filIed fracture belts. The gamma ray spectrometer images delineated the boundary between the Onaping Formation and the Sudbury Igneous Complex (Figure 3.12b).

In general, Singhroy et al. (1993) and Lowman (1994) determined that a narrow-swath

image or SAR (C-HH) image is useful for detailed mapping of geological structures
(dikes, faults and geological units). On the other hand, wide-swath SAR images are

applied as a standard tool for mapping regional geology. Integrated SAR images overlain
by geophysical data could delineate signifiant lithologic units and contact boundaries
(Fig 3.12~).

Figure 3.12 Remote sensing images overlain by geophysicd and radiodement data.
a. VLF (very low frequency) electromagnetic image. Lines are geological formation boundaries. b. composite radioelements image with geological formation
boundaries. c. integration of airborne SAR
(synthetic aperture radar) C-HH overlain
by vertical magnetic gradient data (a and
b after Singh et al., 2993; c after Singhroy
et al., 1993).

Chapter 4
Seismic Refraction Survey
Although the postdefonned Sudbury structure has k e n intensively studied using geological and high-tesolution seismic reflection techniques, the detailed processes involved
in the formation of the Sudbury Structure are not weU understood. The tectonic relationship between the Sudbury Structure and the adjacent area, and structure features in the
lower cmst and upper mantle, are not fuUy defined. In order to probe the Sudbury Stmcture in 3-D, a large-scde high-resolution refraction seismic experiment across the Sudbury
area was conducted as a part of the Lithoprobe Abitibi-Grenville transect experiments.

The objective was to answer fundamental questions including those related to the impact
hypothesis.
Profiles AB and XY across the Sudbury Basin (Figure 4.1) were surveyed dunng the
1992 Lithoprobe seismic refraction experiment. Seismic data acquisition was canied out
by an international multi-scientific research group including the Geological Survey of

Canada (GSC), the United States Geoiogical Survey (USGS), Lithoprobe, Geophysica

GPR International ïnc., University of Western Ontario, University of Manitoba, Ecole
Polytechnique, University Lava and Dalhousie University. Seismic instruments, survey
parameters and data processing are described in this chapter.

Figure 4.1 Source and receiver locations for the 1992 Lithoprobe

high-resolution wide-angle reflection and refraction seismic survey
(After Moon and Jiao, 1998).
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4.1 Instruments
Two kinds of seismic recording instruments were deployed during the survey. A total
of 185 vertical component PRS1 (Portable Refraction Seismograph 1) and 47 three-com-

ponent PRS4 (Portable Refraction Seismograph 4) were provided by the GSC. Mark Product 2 Hz M A detectors were used with the majority of the GSC's geophones. The shot
tirne windows were downloaded into the instruments before deployment and the recorded
data were uploaded after shooting using eight personal cornputers.
A total of 140 vertical component single geophone Seismic Group Recorders (SGR),
and 50 vertical component geophones were provided by the USGS,with 2 Hz single and 8

Hz string detectors respectively. After shooting, the recorded data were uploaded from the
cartrîdge tapes in the recorders into an Everex 1800 microcornputer system. The following
section brie fly describes the recording system principle of the GSC's PRS 1 instrument as
an example of the recording systems used.

4.1.1 The Geological Survey of Canada's PRSl
The PRS 1 with a single channel was designed by the Instrumentation Laboratory of the
Geophysics Division of the GSC in the early 1980s. The instrument had to meet require-

ments of the Lithoprobe project including k i n g iight, easy to use, cheap and requinng little battery power consumption. A precise clock (such as a GPS - geographical position
system

- satellite clock) and a cornputer (PC) installed with Litho SEIS software are

needed to work with the PRS 1.
Table 4.1 iists the instrument parametea. Figure 4.2 shows the main components of the
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Table 4.1 Design parameters of the PRS 1 recording system (After Asudeh et al., 1992)
a

Input

Sensitiviîy

Accuracy
System noise
Full scale captac@
A D converfer

One anaiog source
Balanced configuration
Band-pass nIters with 40 db rejection at haif the
s a m p h g frequency
High-pass corner at OS68 Hz
Provision for slaving several units together
1 nanometer per second ground velocity per bit
Less than 1%systematic error
Less than 1 W s RMS
2 m d s mound motion
12 bit resolution

Dynumic range

132 db peak to peak
Selects optimum gain for each measuremeat
6û or 120 samples per second

Time accurucy

Correctable to 5 ms after a deployment of 48 hours

Typical sensor

Light weight 2 Hz geophone
Not to exceed 10 kg
j

l

About 4 x 20 x 24 cms
--

-

From -30' to +4@
Reasonably shock resistant
Suitable for deployment in hot, cold, or wet weather
Minimum of 200 hours continuous operation, preferably
500 hours
6 to 14 V dc, 100 rnA peak current
Geophone
Data UO,terminal
External battery

0.5 Mbytes solid-state
One push-button switch
4 L E D ~unciex processoriontrol

1

Bootstrap loader and communications only. Running
program with al1 operating parameters are downloaded
from extemal field cornputer
Manuaily initiated pulse calibration
-

* = implemented,

O=

*

-

1

t

partially implemented, x= not implemented.

Figure 4.2 Main components of the PRS 1 (After Asudeh et al., 1992). M: mass; MUX:
multiplexer system control bus; TCXO: temperature compensated crystal oscillator.

PRS 1. The ground motion detected by the Mark Product 2 Hz L4A seismometer is transferred into an electrical signal (Figure 4.2). The electrical signal output from a geophone is

pre-amplified by a 17.24 gain factor to the minimum level which is required by the subsequent circuitry. The output signal fiom the pre-amplifier is then sent to a band pass filter

(Figure 4.2). and a Bessel low-pass filter, which reduces the aliasing effects caused by the
finite sampling rate.
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The signal fdtered by the band-pass filter is in turn input to a gain-ranging device,

where the amplification of the system is modified according to incoming signal for obtaining the optimum gain. The dynamic range of the recording system is 132 dB (Table 4.1). A

12-bit AID (analogy-to-digital) converter is used in the PRS 1 instrument. However, 'a 12
bit converter supplies 72 dB, and the rernaining 60 dB must be provided by the gain-rang-

ing circuity' (Asudeh et al., 1992). The gain-ranger has two ampliners, XI and X16 Pigure 4.2). X1 has a gain of unity and XI6 has a gain of 16. A high-pass filter is used to
remove the drifts in the gain range. The last component of the circuitry has a selectable
gain from 1 to 64 to ampl*

the output of one from XI and X16. The MUX (a multiplexer

system control bus) records X1 and Xl6 outputs in channels 1 and 2 respectively and
monitors the battery voltage in channel O.
Finally, the ampiified signal is sent to the 12 bit (with 5 millivoltage per bit sensitivity)
ND converter, and saved in a dynamic memory RAM (DRAM) of a Hitachi HD 6303 XP

processor which has 1 Megabyte storage capacity and a 8 bit CPU (Asudeh et al., 1992).
The precise tirne for the system is obtained using a temperature compensated crystal

oscillator (TCXO).The power system indudes a 12 V battery and a DC-DC converter.

4.2 Seismic Survey
In July 1992, the Lithoprobe Abitibi-Grenville subtransect high-resolution wide-angle
reflection and refraction seisrnic expriment was carried out in the Sudbury area (Figure
4.1). Parameters for the survey geometxy, shooting and recording, and data processing are

described in detaii in the foliowing sections.
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4.2.1 Suwey Parameters
The exact location of aU shot and receiver sites was determined by TRMBLE Pathfinder GPS receivers with a base station at the INCO Copper C m Exploration office (Irving et ai., 1993). Accuracy of the horizontal position at the differential positionhg mode
was estimated to be approximately 5 m after the necessary corrections (Mao, 1995). Eight

Geocentric Earth Orbiting Satellite (GEOS) clocks provided an absolute time system for
shot time correction and synchronization of shooting and recording tirne.

Survey geometric parameters include the length and direction of two high-resolution
seismic profiles. Line AB extended -265 km in length from northwest to southeast, crossing part of the Superior Province, Sudbury Basin, Southern Province, Grenville Front and
ending at Parry Sound Domain in the Grenville province (living et al., 1993). Line XY was
designed to form a cross-array with line AB, extending -165 km in length from southwest
to northeast, crossing the Southem Province, the Sudbury Basin, and ending in the eastem

Southern Province (Figure 4.1).

4.2.2 Shooting and Recording
Originally, seventeen shots were planned dong profiles AB and XY but two of them,

ab5 and xy3, were abandoned because of environmental and safety concerns. Fifteen shot
hoies were then driiled with a diameter of 20.4 cm and depths of 35-43 m. Shot and

receiver spacings were 30 km and 1-1.5 km respectively. Dynamic charge sizes were in a
range of 200 to ldOO kg. The dynamite type was Hydromex T3 and the detonation velocity
was approximately 5400 m/s.
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A total of 278 receivers were deployed along h e AB and 168 along XY.The s a m p h g

rate and recording length of the GSC instruments are 120 samples per second (sps) and 120
seconds (s) respectively. The sampling rate and recording time of the USGS 's instrument are
125 sps and 60 S. The amplitude scaling factors for the USGS data are 2.5 x 106 and 5.4

x10' for signal and string geophones respectively Shot t h e correction was applied before

the SEGY (the data format defined by Society of Exploration Geophysicists) tapes were
made. However, a receiver time correction was made by processors according to trace infor-

mation in SEGY header bytes 2 17-2 18.
Table 4.2 s u m a r i z e s the swvey, shooting and recording parameters.

4.2.3 Data Pmessing
As the survey employed two different kinds of instruments with different recording sys-

tems, it was necessary to convert both types of seismic data into one standard data format,
i.e. SEGY format. The USGS data were onginally sampkd at a rate of 125 sps. In order to

merge them with the GSC data, the USGS data were re-sampled at a rate of 120 sps by using
the Fast Fourier Transfomi method (Irving et al., 1993). After the USGS data were re-sampled, the GSC and USGS data were merged. AU traces correspondhg to each shot were then
gathered. Finally, shot gather data in SEGY format were created and saved on Exabyte tapes
for distribution and implementation of further processing and modeling. The record length
was set to 60 s extending from -5 to 55 S.

Table 4.2 Refraction swvey geometry, timing system and
data recordhg instrument parameters (After Asudeh et aI., 1992)
-

Shot

info-on

Receiver
bfomhn

No. of shot holes
Depth of holes
Diameter of holes
Ave. shot interval

Dynamite type
35 or 43 m Detonation velocity
20.4 cm
Size of charges
30 km
15

Hydromex T3
5400 mls
200-1600 kg

No. of receivers for line AB 278 No. of receivers of line XY 168
Ave. receiver interval
1-1.5 km
PRS 1 seismograph

GSC
PRS4 seismograph

instnrmenîs

1 vertical component
Sampling rate 120 /s
Recordhg length 120 s
3 components
Sarnpiing rate
120 /s

Recording length

120 s

Geophone

2Hz L4A for vertical components
L28 LBH 4.5 Hz for horizontal components

Seismograph

SGR (Seismic Group Recorder)
1 vertical component
Sampling rate
125 /s

USGS
instruments

-

Parameters

Contents

Geophone

Recording length
60 s
2Hz LAC and 8 Hz string detectors
LAC 2.5*106
Amplitude scaling

Timing system

GEOS (Geocentric Earth Orbiting Satellite) clock

Navigation

TRIMBLE Pathfinder GPS using differential mode

Chapter 5
Modeling of In-Line Data

(Profile AB)
Cerveny's dynamic ray tracing algorithm allows the forward modeling of in-line seismic refraction data in inhomogeneous media The velocity structure is complex dong profile AB and was modeled using this method. This chapter discusses Cerveny's ray tracing

method, and its application to the modeling of the high-resolution seisrnic reflection and
refraction data. The first section describes Ce~eny'sbasic ray tracing theory. Then, the
chapter discusses the processing and modeling of the seismic data dong profile AB. The

modeling provides subsurface velocity structures shown in a subsequent section.

5.1 Cerveny Ray 'Ikacing Algorithm
C e ~ e n y ' sray tracing algorithm is based on a powerful dynamic ray tracing approach
(Cerveny and Hron, 1980; Cerveny, 1985), which can trace the propagation of a seismic
wave from source to receiver in complex geological media. The rnethod provides the com-

plete wave field generated by a line or point source including the elementary waves, such
as reflection, refraction, converted, and multiple reflected waves. This section describes
the basic ray theory, the determination of the source signal function, and the computation

of the ray path traveltime and amplitude.

5.1.1 Basic Principles in Ray Theory
In an inhomogeneous elastic and isotropic medium, the linearized equation of motion
can be written as (Cerveny and Ravincira, 197 1)

where p is the density in the medium, Â, and p are Lamé parameters, U is the particle displacement vector, and t represents time. It is assumed that the wavefront is described by
t = ~ ( x y,
, z ) ,where 7 is a time function, and x, y,

and z are spatial coordinates in the Car-

tesian system. The general form of the displacement vector in equation 5. L is given by

where Uk(x,y, 2 ) is the amplitude coefficient of the ray series and the source signai function Fkobeys the relation of

The

~

' istthe derivative of

Fk.The Fkis commonly written as cornplex function

where f &) and gk(S) are real functions which are a pair of the following H i K ~ r uanst

Furthemore, if the time function fk is given, then Fk c m be e a d y constructed by using
equations 5.3,5.4 and 5.5.
Substituting the displacement vector of equation 5.2 into equation 5.1, one obtains the

important amplitude coefficient fundamentai equation expressed in terms of N, M and L
(Cerveny et al., 1986):

W U k )-MW,-,

+ LW,-,) = 0,

k = 0,1,2 ,...,

(5.6)

where we have U-1=U-2=û,
and N, M and L are respectively given by

V ~ X ( V X U ~ ) + ~ ( V ~ * V ) ~ ~
The fundamenial ray equation 5.7 is used frequently in derivations of the solutions of the
amplitude and "ray tracing system" in the Cerveny's algorithm.

The compressional P wave and shear S wave propagate independently in the case of
high frequency signal (Cerveny and mon, 1980; Cerveny et al., 1986). Thus we can study

P and S waves separately. We express the amplitude coefficient Ukof a ray as a combina-

tion of three orthogonal components dong a unit tangent vector direction (t), normal vec-
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tor direction (n) and unit b i n o d vector direction (b). The amplitude coefficient is then

where U: is amplitude coefficient for P wave propagation in the direction parailel to the

s
s2
ray t, U k and Ut are the coefficients for two S wave propagations in the directions perpendicular to the ray, n and b. To obtain a simple expression for the amplitude coefficient
solution, the Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z) is replaced by a ray coordinate system

,,

(t,y yî ), where t defines the propagation time of a ray, and Yi and Y2 represent c u v e

ray coordinates which are also called ray parameters. We can define a function J as

,,

where X=X(t, y y, ), and yl and y2 define a particular ray at t h e t (Figure 5.1). / is
the Jacobian of the transformation from the Cartesian coordinate system into the ray coor-

dinate systern, and is the critical function in resolving the amplitude of a ray, as wiU be
discussed later in this section.

5.1.2 Source Functions
The ray tracing algorithm provides for the evaluation of the source time function

which is aiso known as a Gaussian envelope signal because of its presumed shape. The
proper selection of source signal parameters enables the algorithm to simulate various
seismic signals. This chapter discusses only a simple, rapid estimation of the source

Figure 5.1 A ray coordinate system.
X: point coordinate at which a ray intersects
an interface; r time: y, and y2: ray
parameters.
signai. The fast step to construct the source signai is to assume that the time function has

the following zero order approximation (Cerveny et al., 1986)

where t is time, fM denotes the primary frequency of a harmonious signal carrier, and y,

v and t o are the parameters of the source time function. If v is large, g(t) can be

-

estimated as go ( t ) -e

M ( -~ t O ) / ~ ) 2

sin(2xf

M ( t- t,,)

+ v ) . As

discussed above, in

equation 5.4 the source signai time function F(t) is cornplex. However, only its reai part
physically contributes to the calculation of the source signai. The real part of F(t) is
derived in terms of n t ) and g(t) and is F o ( t ) = f , ( t ) cos(0) - g o ( t ) sin ( O ) , where 0 is a

phase angle and the subscnpt O denotes zero order. Consequently, we c m simpliQ the
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above equation to

Equation 5.1 1 is valid as the zero order approximation. To obtain a source signal time
function for k 2 1 , we have to repeatedy integrate the low-order signal time function
over the range of -ocl to t. The result is an inversion of equation 5-3and can be written as

With equations 5.11 and 5.12, the source signal time function can be rapidly generated.

5.1.3 Determination of Ray Path, Traveltime and Amplitude
1. Ray Path and Ttaveltime
The basic function for detennining a ray path and its traveltime is the well-known

eikonal equation which was derived by Ceweny and H m n (1980) and Aki and Richards
(1980). In this thesis, the derivation of the eikond equation will not be repeated and only
the final solution is described for tracing a ray and calculating the traveltime. The eikond

equations are partial differential equations, which cm be written as

(vr12= a-2

(vq2= p-2

for P wave ,
for S wave

.

Slowness is the inverse of velocity. By defining the slowness vector as P = @ ~pz,
, p3),

dt. dr. dt = p , i + p , j + p , k , where i, j and k are three

we obtain Vr = p , or - I + - j + - k

ax ay

az
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orthogonal unit vectors in the Cartesian coordinate system. A substitution of pi into equation 5.13 results in
i = 1,2,3, v =

a for a P wave ,

v = $ for an S wave.

In general, ordinary differential equations debing characteristic curves are employed
to solve a partiai differential equation. In the case of seismic wave propagation, the charac-

teristic curves assoçiated with the comsponding ordinary differential equations represent
rays. The eikonal equation (5.14) therefore produces the following ordinary differential
equation

-

dxi
2
=
v
pi,
d~

dpi
- = --a z n ~
d~
axi

i = l,2,3,

(5.15)

where xi represents the point coordinate ( x I , x2, x3) or (x, y, 2). The above equation is aiso
caiied a "ray tracing system" (Cerveny and Hron, 1980).
Equation 5.15 can also be rewritten in a sphencal coordinate system. The relation
between the two different coordinate systems is given by
pl = v

-1

C O S Q S ~ ~ ~ ~ , p2

=

v-l~in~cos~,

-1

pj = v cos&

(5.16)

where the angle <p is defined as the angle between the positive x-axis and the Line projected by a ray on the horizontal x-y plane and is in the range of O to 2 x . The angle 6 represents the angle between the positive z-axis and a ray, and is in the range of O to

ic

. By

substitution of equation 5.16 into equation 5.15, the five ordinary differential equations
representing a "ray tracing system" may be written as

dv

where vi = -, i = l,2,3.

axi

In 2-D, the number of transformation equations (5.16) is reduced to two because
dy = O, cp = O. Equation 5.16 thus becomes

-1

p, = v sin&

-1

pz = v cos8,

(5.18)

where p, and pz are slowness components in x and z directions respectively. The five ordinary differential equations of the "ray tracing system" in 3-D then reduce to three ordinary

differential equations in 2-D:

If we replace xl, x3, vl and v3 by x, z,v, and v, respectively, the above equations directly

where v, and v, are partial derivatives with respect to x and z respectively. Equation 5.20 is
the final basic formula used in this approach to trace a ray path and calcdate traveltime in

2-DI

In inhomogeneous media, the numerical solution of these first order ordinary differential equations can be obtained by an iteration approach. In Cerveny's ray tracing algo-

rithm, the Runge-Kutta method was used to obtain a d e s k d approximate solution
(Cerveny et al., 1986). Numerical methods usually require input of initial values. The
Runge-Kutta technique is no exception. The initial values for the parameters in equation
5.20 can be any reasonable values, z = ro, (x, z ) = (x0, z O ) , (P = qo, 6 = 60. If a ray

intersects a velocity interface, equation 5.20 can be stiIl used at the discontinuity by giving
new initial values of z, x, z. <p and 6 derived according to Sneii's law (Cerveny et al.,
1986).

2. Amplitude

The amplitude of a displacement vector is determined by the amplitude coefficient
Uk(x,y, z ) and source signal thne function which were discussed in terms of equations 5.2
and 5.12. The source signal function can be approximately detemiined by using equations
S. 11 and S. 12. On the basis of the fundamental equation 5.6, Cerveny et al. (1986) denved

the amplitude-coefficient ordinary differential equations which are also caiied transport
equations. The final, simplified transport equations for compressions P waves are given by

where

&)

= a ( 2 p)-L ( L ( u ~ l- ) - M ( u ~ ) -)VT . This represents the principle compo-

nent. The additional components of the amplitude coefficients are contributed by S waves

and are given by

AU parameters in equations 5.21 and 5.22 have the same meanlligs as described in the previous discussion of equations 5.1. 5.2, 5.6,5.7,5.8 and 5.13. For S waves, the amplitude
coefficient transport equations have a more complex form than those for P waves
expressed in equations 5.21 and 5.22. The equations representing the principle component
of S waves include

and T is the torsion of a ray curve. The additional amplitude coefficient equation for S
waves is

u: = p2@ + P ) - ' ( ( M W ~ -O - L ( U , - ~ ) )- 1 ) -

(5.24)

Equations 5.21 and 5.23 produce the essential components of the amplitude coefficients
for P and S waves respectively corresponding to high fkequency source signais.
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If a source signai is characterized by a wide range of fiequencies or dominated by low
frequency, we have to derive a general solution of the transport equations. In a smoothly
varying medium, the general solution of the transport equation at the zero order approxi-

mation has the simple form

where T~ is initiai value of the r, J was discussed in terms of equation 5.9, and Uo(r)
represents the amplitude coefficient for P or S waves. Generally, the zero order approximate formula of the ampitude coefficient can be generalized to include any refiected and
transmitted waves or even multiples in heterogeneous layered media.
When a ray intersects a curved interface, the amplitude coefficients corresponding to
reflected and transmitted waves have a complicated form. In this case, the displacement
cannot be expressed by an analytic expression as discussed above. The following equation
is then used to express the displacement in terms of amplitude A and source signal func-

tion F,

where

5

represents coordinates x. y, and 2. U$M) represents the amplitude comportent

dong x y. and z axes respectively, M denotes the point (x, y, z,r ), A = V ~ ~ Q ~ and
~ L - ' ~

<PC = ~ Z ~ - ~ ( ~ Qg~represents
L - ' ) . the source direction, qc is an appropriate ray transform coefficient, L is the geometxic expression which is related to J, Vcan be expressed in
terms of velocity and density in inhomogeneous media, and Q is the product of the coeffi-
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cients of reflection or transmission reflectivities. g, qg,and Q and V have their own specific expressions comsponding to the properties of wave transmission or reflection, source
parameters in media, and reflectivities. Determination of the function J in L plays the key
role in resolving the amplitude coefficients, which is d s o the case indicated in equation
5.25.

l

In 2-D, J can be approximated by -cos6

I

IL where AX denotes the distance

between the two points at which two rays intersect an interface at an incident angle 6. The

ray coordinates of two points are (yl, y2 ) and (yI + AyI,y2 ) respectively (where Ay is
small). JI =1 for a line source and JI =

1x1 for a point source.

At this point, the amplitude coefficients c m be considered solvable. The displacement

of a ray is then obtained. Furthemore, a synthetic seismogram is generated. The physical

principles and the important algorithmic procedures on which a ray synthetic seismogram
is based were described in detail by Cerveny (1985).
The dynamic ray tracing method is important in exploration seismology because of the
easy computation of the second derivatives of the traveltime with respect to spatiai coordi-

nates (Cerveny, 1987), and is extensively used in the study of complicated geological
media.

5.2 Modeling of In-line Profile AB
Profile AB extends in a northwest-southeast direction, crossing the Sudbury Structure
and the compkated Grenvilie front structure (Figure 4.1). Complicated structures such as
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this cannot be accurately modeled by presently avaiiable inversion algorithms. Therefore,
interpretation of the seismic data fiom profile AB was only performed by fonvard modeling (using the Cerveny's ray tracing algorithm). The initial model was estimated on the

basis of the previous results of seisrnic studies and anaiysis of the apparent velocities.

53.1 Reflectors Suggested by Previous Seismic Studies
The 1990 Lithoprobe high-resolution seismic reflection experiment revealed a good
reflector (Figures 3.2 and 3.3) corresponding to the Sudbury Igneous Complex (Milkereit
et al., 1992; Wu et al., 1994, 1995). Velocity measurement of sample rocks suggested that
the granophyre and norite in the Sudbury Igneous Complex have relatively high veiocity
(Table 3.1) (Salisbury et al., 1994). The presence of the norite in the Sudbury Igneous
Cornplex was also revealed by the 2-D gravity model (in which the cornplexhorite has a
density of 2.81 g/cm3) (McGrath and Broome, 1994). Thus, the Sudbury Igneous Complex is expected to be a good reflector in the refraction data.

The Grenville Front is in contact with the Huronian Supergroup rocks approximately
30 km southeast of the Sudbury Structure. The Grenville Front Tectonic Zone separating
the Southern Province from the Grenville Province is marked by a ductile rnylonite zone

(Epili and Mereu, 1991; Gibb et ai., 1983) and characterized by a series of southeast-dipping stacked shear zones (or stacked microterranes). The GLIMPCE (Great Lake International Mu1tidisciplinary Program on Crust ai Evolution) deep seismic reflection and

refraction expriment for the first time delineated the dipping structure under the Grenville
Front Tectonic Zone dong profile J (Figure 5.2). Figure 5.3 indicates strong reflections

Figure 5.2 Location map of profiie J of the GLIMPCE seismic
experirnent across Lake Huron (After Epili and Mereu, 1991).

dipping towards the east at angles of 20° to 35' (Green et al., 1989. 1990). The reflective
feature can be traced down to the lower crust (Figure 5.3b). In the Britt Domain, the reflectivity is characterized by more moderately east-dipping feature.

The wide-angle reflection and refraction seismic data collected dong profile I also
revealed dipping structures suggested by "shingle-like" events (Figure 5.4a) (Epili and
Mereu, 1991; Mereu et al., 1990). The shingle events required six dipping reflectors representing six layers under the Grenviile Front and the Britt Domain. The depth to the Moho
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Figure 5.4 2-D seismic refraction section with shingle-like events (a) and
interpreted velocity mode1 (b)(After Epili and Mereu, 1991).
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discontinuity increases from -35 km deep in the West (in the Manitoulin terrane) to -45

km deep in the east (in the Grenville Province) (Figure 5.4b).

The seismic data from reflection line 15 over the Grenville Front to the northeast of the
.

Sudbury Structure (Figure 5.5) revealed a different dipping structure. Horizontal

Figure 5.5 Location map of Abitibi-Grenville Lithoprobe
Iine 15 (After Kellett et al., 1993).
reflectivity is more significant than dipping refiecton along profile 15 especially at depth
(Figure 5.6) (Kellet et al., 1993). At shallow depth, the Grenville Front is characterized by
steep reflectors. Gently dipping faults mark the mid-lower cnistal features in the Grenville
front zone.

The preliminary velocity model along profile AB was obtained by Miao (1995) using
the same seismic refraction data. The Pg phases were, however, not considered in the
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Figure 5.6 Geological section interpreted by a combination of seismic reflection data frorn line 15 and gelogical
information (Kellett et al., 1993).
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modeling. Horizontal interfaces in the middIe and lower cmst were detemiined in the
Archean and Southem provinces (Figure 5.7). Four dipping layers truncating horizontal
boundaries under the Grenville Front were responsible for the shingle events observed on
profile AB (Figure 5.7). The anomalous velocity body near the surface under the Sudbury
Basin was also modeled dong both profiles and interpreted as the Sudbury Igneous Com-

plex. This preiiminary model is referred to as the initial model for detailed modeling and
interpretation in this thesis-

5.2.2 Seismic Refraction Data Processing and Displaying
The seismic refraction data coilected during the 1992 Lithoprobe seisrnic expriment
were origindy processed by Miao (1995). Miao h t converted the data fiom SEGY format into IT&A INSIGHT format. Then, the seismograph clock errors, which were stored
in a header file, were corrected on a i l traces. In addition, the S/Nratio was improved by

applying 8-35 Hz bandpass filtering, median filtering, automatic gaincontrol (with a 0.8 s
time window) and spectral balancing (with a 0.5 s sliding time window). High-frequency

electric-storm noise and the air wave in the near-shot traces were thus suppressed and the
subsequent reflection and refraction events were enhanced (Miao, 1995).
The seismic data in a time recording range of -5 to 55 s were firstly displayed as
reduced time sections with a 8 kmls reducing velocity presented in the survey report (Irving et al., 1993). Miao plotted the processed seismic sections using a 6.8 km/s approxi-

mate reducing velocity corresponding to the average velocity in the lower cmst rather than
8 km/s because a seismic section with a 6.8 km/s reducing velocity can reveal significant

intermediate reflections as weli as deep Moho events significantly. Therefore, the 6.8 k d s
reducing velocity is applied to plot seismic sections of the Sudbury seisrnic refraction data

a
Distance (km)

b
Distance (km)

Figure 5.7 Velocity models dong profiles AB (a) and XY (b) from the 1992
Lithoprobe seisrnic refkaction survey across Sudbury (After Mao, 1995).
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in this thesis.
The amplitude of the seismic data was nonnalized according to ail traces of a section
rather than king equalized on each trace as done by Miao (1995).The amplitude on each
trace in a section was normalized by the specific amplitude value obtained by averaging al1
amplitudes of whole section data, excluding the maximum and minimum values of the
amplitude. The nonnalized seismic section cm then be used to compare the observed
energy on the synthetic seismogram.
The seismic sections were displayed in wiggle mode superimposed on a variable area
mode commonly used in displaying seismic rehction sections. A postscript code was created by a cornputer program developed in the thesis work, to precisely display seismic
data. Ten seismic sections from shots abû to ab10 are plotted in Figures 5.8-5.17. The vertical axis in a seismic section represents the reduced time in seconds and the horizontal
axis refers to distance in kilometers corresponding to the distance between shot ab0 and
the receiver.

5.2.3 Seismic Phase Analysis
Seismic wide-angle reflection and refiaction data are commonIy analyzed and modeled according to "identifiable and lateraily coherent" (Zelt and Forsyth, 1994) phase
events correlated over a number of traces in each section. In traditional refraction terminology, Pg represents P waves that reflect or refractitum in the upper crust; Pc represents P
waves which refracthurn at the mid-crustal interface; and Pn represents P waves that
refract/tum at the Moho discontinuity which separates the crust and upper mande. PcP and
PmP represent reflections that reflect at the mid-crustal and Moho boundaries respectively.

Pr, as used in this thesis, denotes a strong reflection coherent in a limited number of traces,
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arising from reflections off small-scale structural interfaces such as structural boundaries
and faults with high reflectivity. The reflected and refiacted waves are generally correlated

across shot sections. However, Pr events might not be identifiable from section to section
because they represent smali-scale phenomena

1. Pg Phase
First arrivals at near offsets are Pg phases wbich travel dong the near-surface lowvelocity layer which is referred to an area extending from the surface to several kilometers
deep. The maximum offset (distance between receiver and correspondîng shot) at which
Pg phases appear and the variation of the apparent velocity depend on the velocity struc-

ture and thickness of this layer.
The Pg phase has a relatively high S/N ratio at near offsets less than 80 km for shot
abO, whereas, the SM ratio is low beyond the offsets of 80 km because of noise contami-

nation (Figure 5.8). The energy of Pg phases is strong at offsets less than 40 km. This feature appears on most of the sections except shots ab9 and ablO. The amplitude of Pg wave

suddenly drops at distances of 80-95 km. This decrease must relate to the local shallow
low-velocity structure.

There are significant anomalous reflections coherent over a few traces identified on
shots ab2, ab3, ab4 and ab6 (Figures 5.10-5.13). Strong Pg phases (or Pr discussed later in
this section) could relate to a local reflective structure. For shot ab2, such event appears at

offsets between 50 and 65 km on the right side of the shot point. It was detected at offsets

of 35 to 50 km for shot ab3. For shot ab4, the reflection with strong energy was observed
at receiving offsets of 15-40 km in the southwest. However, the reflection was found at a

90 km distance for shot ab6. On the basis of an analysis of the reflection, the location of
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the structure comesponding to the strong anomaious reflection was inferred to be at a distance of -100 km from shot abO. correspondhg to the location of the Sudbury Basin.
Hence, the strong reflection could be associated with the Sudbury Structure, especidy the
Sudbury Igneous Cornplex.

Figures 5.15-5.17 (shots ab8, ab9 and ablO) reveal a number of interesting events
which forrn a "sbingle-like" pattern. The "shingle-iike" pattern can be observed clearly at

offsets of 0-100 km (Figure 5.17). Shùigle events A, B and C are characterized by the

block distribution of the amplitude energy. Each reflection event has a non-uniform
energy, which implies that each velocity layer might be heterogeneous. Events A-D are

aiso evident on sections of shots ab8 and ab9 at offsets less than 80 and 40 km respectively
(Figures 5.15 and 5.16). Event E is not as clearly observed as the other events. This "shingle-like" pattern was observed on profile J of the GLIMPCE experiment (Epili and Mereu,
1991). Mereu et al. (1990) analyzed these events and suggested that the shingles resulted

from a group of shear zone structures in the Grenville Province overlying the Southem
Province. Epili and Mereu (199 1) modeled a group of six dipping reflectors to correspond
to the shingle patterns (Figure 5.4b).

The apparent velocity of the Pg phase is approximately 5.82-6.32 k m k At near offsets

(cl0 km), the apparent velocity ranges from 5.82 to 6.27 W s , whereas at f a offsets (2080 km), the apparent velocity is in the range of 5.83-6.32 km/s. This variation of apparent
velocity indicates a thin low-velocity layer overlying a high-velocity basement. At n e z
offsets (4
km), northwest of shot ab6, the apparent velocity is approximately 5.82 k m k
At far offsets (15-75 km), the apparent velocity is 5.88-5.97 km/s. These apparent velocities are smaller than those estimated for the northern end of the profile, which indicates a

relatively low-velocity structure near the surface at distances between 100 and 120 km. At
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far offsets (35-80 km), southeast of shots ab6 and ab7, the apparent velocity ranges from

5.83 to 6.32 km/s. The variation of the apparent velocity between both sides of shot ab6
for a constant offset indicates that the velocity in the northwest is lower than in the.southeast. The analysis of the apparent velocity yields an estimate of the velocity in the first

layer of -6.0 kmk

2. PcP Phase

Although the PcP phase represents a weak lateral arrivai, it can be observed clearly on
shots abO, ab 1, ab2, ab4 and ab7 (Figures 5.8-5.10, 5.12 and 5.14). Shot abO reveals the

PcP reflection at distances of 150-180 km. It appears at distances between 160 and 180 km
on shot abl. Strong refiections between 150-190 km indicate PcP events on shot ab2. A

PcP reflection also appears at a distance of -40 km for shot ab7 (Figure 5.14). The apparent veiocity estimated fiom shots abû, abl, ab2 and ab7 ranges from 6.15 to 6.28 km/s at
offsets of 122-172 km, The small variation in apparent velocity implies that there is little

Iateral variation in the upper cmst. Using these vaIues, the velocity in the upper crustal
layer could be initiaiized to be 6.1 km/s at the top and 6.28 km/s at the bottom. The close
apparent velocity estimates indicate that the upper crust varies less in velocity and geometry than the shallow layer previously discussed.

3. Pc Phase

The Pc phase is the weakest event observed. Two first arriva1 events related to Pc are
identifïed for shots abû and ab8 (Figures 5.8 and 5.15). The apparent velwity is approximately 6.6 km/s for shot abû, and 6.48 km/s for shot ab8 at the same offset. The apparent
velocity of Pc phases at these offsets represents the velocity at the top of the lower cmst in
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the northem part of the profile. Therefore, the velocity at the top of the lower crustal layer
was constrained to be between 648 and 6.6 W s . Aithough only two sections recorded a

weak Pc phase, the existence of this event is verified by the synthetic seismogram.

4.

PmP Phase
The PmP phase is a strong, iater amval which is seen cleariy on the section for shot

ab2 (Figure 5.10). A coherent PmP phase with large amplitude is observed at offsets of
140-190 km for shot ab4. The apparent velocity was estimated from shot ab2 to be -6-97
krn/s. The velocity mode1 dong profile J gave a velocity of 6.9 W

s at the base of the

crust. Hence, a velocity within the range of 6.9-6.97 km/s was considered as an initiai
value for the velocity at the boaom of the crust.

S.

Pn Phase
The Pn phases are clearly observed as the 6rst arrivals on sections of shots ab2 and

ab 10 at offsets greater than -205 km (Figures 5.10 and 5-17), suggesting a crustal thick-

ness of -40 km. For shot ab2, the fitst arriva1 at the far offset of 205 km is identified as Pn
phase. The event is coherent over 10 traces to the 215 km offset. The arrivals could not be
traced at distances greater than 215 km because of noise contamination. For shot ab10, the

Pn arrivals are recorded clearly at offsets between 209 km and 233 km. The apparent
velocity estimated from shot ab2 (at 222 km distance) was -8.1 km/s and from shot ab 10
(at 212 km distance) it was -8.0 W s . The value of 8.04 km/s for the apparent veloçity

was then applied in estimation of the velocity of the upper rnantle.
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6. Pr Phase

There is a special reflection, Pr, recorded as the first arrivals at certain offsets for shots
ab2, ab3 ab4, southeast of the shot points and for shot ab6, northwest of the shot point

(Figures 5.10-5-13), which was described above in details in the analysis of the Pg phase.
The apparent velocity for these smali-scale structures could not be determined accurately
fiom the phase analysis. The velocity of the anomalous body responsible for the Pr phase
might be estïmated by assuming that the strong Pr reflection is related to the Sudbury

Igneous Complex. The weli-log velocity data and measusement of sample rocks suggested
that the velocity of the Sudbury Igneous Complex is in a range of 6.2 to 6.5 km/s (Table
3.1) (Salisbuy et al., 1994). Therefore, the initial velocity of this anomalous body is taken
to be -6.4 km/s. There is also a strong reflection obsemed at distances of 180-230 km and

marked by a question mark in Figure 5.12. As this reflection is observed on only one section,it could relate to a strong local reflective structure possibly located off the survey line.

Therefore, there will be no further modeling of this event in this thesis.

5.2.4 Modeling Procedure
The model parameterization was done 6rst by refemng to apparent velocity analysis

and the previous studies of Sudbury and surroundhg areas (Epili and Mereu, 1991; Miao,
1995). The traveltimes were then computed according to the given model. The model
parameten were adjusted until the desired agreement between the obsewed and calculated
traveltime was obtained. Then, the amplitudes between the obsemed and calculated phases
were compared and the model parameters adjusted to obtain a good fit. Thus, the velocity
and geometry model dong profiie AB was determined. The forward modeling is straight

10Q

forward. The f h t step is to give an initial model according seismic phase analysis and pre-

vious smdy results. Then the forward modeling is performed. On the basis of the variation
between the observed and caiculated traveltimes, a modification of the model is the third

step. The fourth step is to repeat the second and third steps until one obtaias a desired misfit between the observed and cdculated traveltimes. A slight modification is required to
adjust the calculated amplitude to match the observed.

In this section, the modeling results will be discussed after a description of the model
parameterization.

1. Mode1 Parameterizaîion

The velocity mode1 was parameterized rnainiy on the basis of the apparent velocity
analysis, the preliminq velocity model in Sudbury obtained by Miao (1995) and the
velocity model dong profile J (Epili and Mereu, 1991). The characteristics of Pg phases
analyzed above indicate that the near-surface low-velocity layer is very shallow. The depth

of the base of this layer is in the range of -0.3 to -1.0 km (and it has a veloçity of 6.0 km/
s). Its greatest thickness is at a distance of 100 km. There is a rhomboid-shaped highvelocity body suggested by unusually strong reflections corresponding to the Sudbury
Igneous Complex (Miao, 1995) at a location of 100 km distance and 5 km depth (with a
velocity of 6.4 kmk). PcP and Pc phases suggest an interface separating the upper and
lower cmst in the northern part of the profile. The depth of the interface at the northern

part of the profile (-17 km) was based on the velûcity model obtained by Epili and Mereu
(1991). The velocity of the upper crustal layer was defined to be 6.1 km/s at the top and

6.3 km/s at the base. The Moho discontinuity dips towards the southeast as interpreted by

EpiIi and Mereu (1991) and Miao (1995). The velocity of the lower crustal layer in the
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northwestem part of the profile was defùied to be 6.6 km/s at the top and 6.92 km/s at the
base. The velocity of the upper mantle was taken as 8.06 to 8.10 k d s . In the southeastern

part of the profile, five southeast-dipping layers constitute the complex stacked-sheet
crustal structures beneath the Grenvilie Front Tectonic Zone and the Grenviiie Province.
The existence of the five layers is based on the observation of the shingle events and is a

Iittle different fiom the four layers suggested by Miao in 1995 (Figure 5.7). The dipping
layers truncate the subhorizontai middle crustal boundary in the north at the Grenviiie
Front.
The following subsections discuss the modeling results according to near-surface,

upper crustal, lower crust and dipping structures respectively. Figure 5.18 shows the initial
model.

Distance (km)
Figure 5.18 Initial velocity model dong profile AB obtained by forward modeiling.
Solid lines represent the structural boundaries.
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2. Near-surface Structure

The velocity within the near-surface layer and the interface geometry were constrained mainly using the Pg phases. During modeling, reflections, bead waves and tuming
waves were used. For aU shots, the observed and calculated traveltimes fitted very well
(Figures 5.19a-5.28a). The h e linked by circles in the figures represents the caiculated

traveltime corresponding to seismic reflections Pg, PcP, Pc, PmP, Pn and Pr). The nearoffset arrivals did not indicate large lateral variations of velocity near the surface. The
depth to the interface increases gradudly fiom -0.2 km at two ends of the profile to -1.0
km at the Sudbury Basin. At the northwestern and southeastem parts of the profile, the

velocity in this layer is modeled as 6.09 kmls, whereas. at a distance of -100 km the velocity decreases to 5.95 km/s. This velocity value is close to velocities of the sedimentary

rocks of Chelmsford greywacke and Onwatin shale (5.16-5.91 k d s ) of the Sudbury
Basin. A cornparison of Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.7 reveds the information added to the
initial mode1 on the basis of the present study.

3. Upper Crusta1Structure

The velocity variations in the upper crust (between the near-surface low-veloçity Iayer
and the mid-crustal interface) were determined using mainly PcP phases and the tuming
rays of Pg phases recorded at far offsets. In the northwestem part of the profile, the velocity at the top of this layer was d e t e h e d from the forward modeling to be 6.1 km/s
(which was also found dong profile J sbown in Figure 5.4b). A velocity of 6.3 km/s was

obtained at the bottom of this layer. The depth to the base or mid-crustal interface was
determined to be -17 km. The attitude of this interface is subhorizontal. The structural
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Figure 5.22 Wide-angle seisrnic reflection and refraction section for in-line ab3.
a: seisrnic section; b: ray path; c: synthetic seismogram.
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Figure 5.23 Wide-angle seismic reflection and refraction section for in-line ab4.
a: seismic section; b: ray path; c: synthetic seismogram.
: calculated traveltirne.
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Figure 5.26 Wide-angle seismic reflection and refraction section for in-line ab8.
a: seismic section; b: ray path; c: synthetic seismograrn.
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Figure 5.27 Wide-angle seismic reflection and refraction section for in-line ab9.
a: seismic section; b: ray path; c: synthetic seismogram.
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Figure 5.28 Wide-angle seismic reflection and refraction section for in-line ab 10.
a: seismic section; b: ray path; c: synthetic seismogram.
: caiculated traveltime.
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feature in the southeast of the profile will be discussed in the later subsection of Dipping
Stacked Structure.

4. Lower Crustal and Upper Mantle Structures

The reflection features at far offset suggest that a single layer in the lower crust in the
northwestem part of the profde is sufficient to model the observed velocity gradient. Modeiîng of the Pc phase yielded a value of 6.6 km/s for the velocity at the top of the lower
crust. A velocity gradient in the layer was constrained by PmP and Pn arrivais. A constant
velocity of 6.92 W

s at the base of the cmst provides a good fit to PmP and Pn traveltirnes

as shown on sections of shots ab2, ab4 and ab10 (Figures 5.2 1, 5.23 and 5.28). The subhorizontal Moho discontinuity was modeled as a depth of -37 km at distances of 0-100
km. Beyond 100 km, the depth of the Moho discontinuity graduaiiy decreases to a depth
of -44 km at a distance of 240 km. The model has a constant Moho depth of 44 km at the

southeastern end of the profile.

The velocity in the upper mantle was constrained by Pn amivals. The final velocity
obtained fiorn time modeiing is -8.06 k d s in the northwestem part of the profile and 8.10
km/s in the southeastern part with a constant 0.012 l/s vertical gradient, which produce an

excellent fit to the observed Pn arrïvals (Figures 5.2 1 and 5.28).

5. Dipping Stacked Stmcture

The "shingle-like" events were modeled as a series of five southeast-dipping reflectors. The reflectors tmncate the subhorizontal structure to the south and are exposed on the
surface at distances of 140-270 km. They clip southeast and extend down to the bottom of

Il8

the crust. The initial velocity of the five layers was determined fiom the previous studies

by Epili and Mereu (199 1) and Miao (1995). Fmm forward modeling in this present study,

the velocity at the top of the high-velocity body was found to be -6.10 km/s, and 6.28 km/
s at 9 km depth at its bottom. The apparent dip angle is moderate (7O). The reflection from

this layer corresponds to the first amival single event A on shot ablO. The velocity of the
second top Iayer was determined to be 6.1 km/s at the top of the layer and 6.46 km/s at the
boaom (24 km depth). and the layer dips towards the southeast at a 29' angle. This structure is responsible for the shingle event B. The third and fourth layers were modeled by
relatively thin layers, which are sub-parailel to the second layer. They fitted the third and
fourth shingle-like events (C and D) respectively. The velocity increases from 6.2 W s at
the top to 6.6 km/s at the base (32 km) for the third layer, and from 6.2 km/s at the top to
6.7 km/s at depth of 40 km for the fourth layer. The fifth Iayer dips southeast at an angle of
30' and has velocities of 6.1 km/s at the top and 7.1 km/s at the base (44 km). This layer
was not as weU constrained as the other four because of the weak reflections observed,

These shingle events are more complicated than those observed dong profile J (Figure
5.4a). The block distribution of amplitude energy implies that the velocity is highly heter-

ogeneous in both lateral and vertical directions. The shingle events indîcate that subsurface dipping reflectors might not be a simple layered structure but a group of dipping and
stacked microterranes as revealed by the seismic reflection image (Figures 5.3 and 5.6).

6.Near-surface Strong Reflection
The other unusual event observed in the Sudbury seismic refraction data is the strong
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coherent near-surface reflection recorded as a Pg arriva1 but characterized subsequently as
a Pr arriva1 (Figures 5.10-5.13). This reflection was interpreted as the reflected wave from
the high-velocity body associated with the Sudbury Igneous Complex (at a distance of 100
km) (Miao, 1995). In this present study, the high-velocity body was modeled as dipping

siightiy to the southeast. The depth of the body was modeled as 4-7 km for the top and 5-

7.5 km for the base. The velmity was modeled to be -6.4 kmfs. The bottom geometry of
the anomalous body was not well constrained because of sparse ray coverage.

7. Amplitude Cornparison

Amplitude modehg is very dficult in seismic modeling because the m e amplitude

of the signal is very bard to estimate in seismic recording. In addition, the superposition of
seismic traces alters the true amplitude of seismic events, especiaiiy for late arriva1 signals.
Therefore, only relative amplitudes are compared in this study for the purpose of providing additional constraints on velocity gradients and velocity contrasts across layer boundaries. The mode1 velocities obtained by traveltime modeling can be modified according to
the discrepancy between the observed and calculated amplitudes. However, the traveltime
modeling should be given a higher priority than amplitude modeling (Zelt and Forsyth,

1994).
The velocity parameters dong profile AB were adjusted based on a comparison of the

observed and synthetic amplitudes. Ceweny's forward modeling software has the capability of generating a synthetic seismogram. The amplitudes of traces at offsets (less than 20
km) were normalized such that when the largest amplitude would not overlap a neighbor-

ing trace. This modification was done by this thesis work.
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The synthetic seismogram for each section was plotted at the bottom of Figures 5.195.28 (using GMT-Geographical Mapping Tools). In the synthetic seismogram, for shots
abO, ab1 and ab2, the Pg arrivals at near offsets ( 4 0 km) are characterized by strong

reflection energy (Figures 5.lga-S.21a), which suggests a relatively large velocity gradient
in the upper crust. In contrast, for shot ab3, the observed Pg arrivals at offsets between 110
km to 140 km indicate a very weak amplitude which corresponds to the srnail velocity gra-

dient in the northwestem part of the profile. Therefore, the velocity assigned to the upper
crust was modified according to the amplitude variation. As a result of the amplitude
adjustment, at the northern end of the profile, the velocity was increased from 6.15 km/s to

6.19 km/s at a depth of -7 km, whereas the velocity at a distance of -150 km was
decreased from 6.15 W s to 6.12 km/s at a depth of 7 km. The velocities were modified
from 6.10 km/s to 6.07 and 6.08 km/s at the tops of the fourth and fifth dipping layers
respectively in order to increase the vertical velocity gradient, and thus match the relatively large amplitude observed.
For shot am, the amplitude variation with distance in the synthetic seismogram
matches the energy distribution. In particular, at distances less than 50 km the large amplitude of the Pg arriva1 was fitted well. The amplitude decreases over the distance range of
50-100 km. The amplitude then increases slightly at distances between 100-1 15 km, as a

result of small-scale phenomena associated with the Sudbury Structure. At a distance of

140 km, a region where Pg, PcP and Pc arrivals cross, the amplitude of the observed arrivais increases due to the superposition of three reflections. An increased amplinide of PcP

as a second arriva1 at distances between 150 and 189 km was observed. Al1 these ampli-

tude variations in observed data were well matched by the synthetic seismogram. The
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amplitude at distances p a t e r than -200 km could not be compared with synthetic data
due to a low S/N ratio. For shot ab 1, the observed amplitude variation is similar to that for

shot abO. The energy distributions for Pg, PcP and Pc were weii fitted (Figures 5.20a and
5.20~).

For shots ab2, ab3, ab4 and ab6, the strong reflections of the Pr phase at a distance of
-100 km agree well with the observed data and synthetic seismograms (Figures 5.21-

5.24). For shot ab2, observed PcP arrival amplitudes indicate high energy at an offset of
-120 km. In the southeastern end of the profile Pc ampLitudes shown in the synthetic fig-

ures agree well with the observed amplitude (Figures 5.21a and 5.21~).For shot ab7, the
amplitude of the Pg phase matched well except at distances between 85 and 100 km,
where a strong reflection in the synthetic seismogram corresponds to the refracted wave

from the high-velocity body. The Pn amplitude of the obsewed data was well matched by
that of the synthetic data (Figure 5.28c), indicating that the crustal model provides a good
fit to the observed data.

The "shingle-me" events (Figures 5.27 and 5.28) could not be analysed by comparing
amplitude variations because shingle events were not identified as simple, coherent reflections but rather as block energy reflection features. This energy distribution was generated
by rays propagating through a velocity body which is lieterogeneous ia both vertical and

horizontal directions.
The final velocity mode1 is shown in Figure 5.29. The comparison of the this model
with Figure 5.18, the new results provided by the present inversion are indicated. in the
northwest, the structure is characterized by subhorizontal features. The depth of the top
layer drops at a distance of -100 km. There is a hyperbolic high-velocity body modeled in
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the upper crust. It is located at distances of 80-120l
m and at depths of 4-7 km. The thickness of the body is -2-4 km. The subhorizontal structures in the northwest are truncated by
five individuai southeastem dipping layers at angles of 20°45*. The thickness of these

dipping Iayers varies, The Moho discontinuity decreases from -37 km in the northwest to
-44 km in the southeast.

In Cemeny's dynamic ray tracing algorithm, the eikonal function is the fundamental
equation for determining a ray path and calculating its traveltime. A f h t orcier ordinary
differential equation ray tracing system was derived for obtaining the solution of the
eikonal equation (equation 5.13). In the aigorithm. the Runge-Kutta technique was applied
to obtain approximate solutions for ray path and traveltime. In addition, synthetic seisrnograms can also be estimated by solving the transport equation (equations 5.21 and 5.23)

and determining the source signal function. The algorithm was derived for an inhomogeneous elastic medium; therefore, it is a method suitable for the study of complicated geological structures such as beneath profile AB in Sudbury.
The initiai velocity model dong profile AB was determined mainly by the velocity

model dong profile J of the GLIMPCE project, the preliminary model obtained from this
seismic data set (Miao, 1995), and seismic phase analysis conducted in this research. A
significant feature of the fïrst arrivals on sections of shots ab2, ab3 ab4 and ab6 is that
there is a strong reflection with a shon traveltime and a limited number of coherent traces

-

observed at a distance of 100 km. The reflection event was modeled as a reflection from
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the boundary of the high-velocity body, which confmned the previously preliminary
result. In the present study, this high-velocity body was modeled as a rhomboid wedge
buned at distances of -80-120 km at depths of -4-7 km. The velocity of the anomalous
body was determined to be -6.4 k d s .

In the northem part of the profile, the Moho discontinuity and mid-crustal interface

were modeled as subhorizontd at depths of 37 and 17 k m respectively (Figure 5.29),
which are similar to the previous result obtained by Miao (1995). The velocity at the bottom of the cmst was modeled to be 6.92 kmk. In the southem part of the profiie, the initial

mode1 is characterized by a series of southeasterly dipping layers suggested by shingle
events observed on sections of shots ab8, ab9 and ablO. These shingle events were aiso
observed on profile J, and six dipping layers (Epili and Mereu, 1992) were suggested to be
responsible for these events. In the present study, the structure was modeled using five dipping layers, correspondhg to the complicated form of dipping microterranes in the Grenville Province. The Moho depth increases fiom -37 km in the Superior Province to -40

km under the Grenvilie Front Tectonic Zone and -44 km in the Grenville Province. The
velocity at the bottom of the cmst in the Grenvilie Province increases to 7.1 W s . Crustal
thickness and velocity at the base of the cmst follow the global pattern suggested by Durrheirn and Mooney (199 1).

Chapter 6
Modeling of In-line Data

(Profile X Y )
The Cerveny forward modeling method allows treatment of a complex geological
model but does not provide estimates of model resolution and parameter uncertainty. In
contrast, the RAYINVR inversion modeling algorithm estimates the model resolution and
parameter uncertainty at the cost of model simplification. The RAYINVR algorithm was
ernployed to investigate the (relatively simple) geological structure dong profile XY using
the in-iine seismic data. This chapter describes the in-line RA=

ray tracing algo-

rithm in the first section. It then discusses the application of the algonthm in the second

section.

6.1 RAYINVR Ray Bacing Inversion Algorithm
The RAYINVR ray tracing inversion algorithm simultaneously detemiines velocity
and interface parameters for seismic P wave events in 2-D and was developed by Zelt and

Smith (1992). This algorithm modifies model parameters (velocity and depth of interface)

by using cornputer-based iteration so as to obtain a good fit between the observed and cal-

culated data after each forward m o d e h g step. In addition, it also provides quantitative
estimates of model parameter resolution and uncertainty.
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6.1.1 Mode1 Parameterization
The ray tracing algorithm requires the parameterization of the geological mode1 in
tenns of velocity and interfaces in 2-D. The rnodel consists of layered, variably sized trapezoids with isotropic velocity. Therefore, the structure k i n g modeled is simplified to
match this model. Each layer boundary is required to cross the model from left to right and
to not cross other interfaces (Figure 6.1). This requirement is the same as that specified by

Cerveny's method. The number and spaciag of boundary blocks in each layer is arbitrary.
A curved interface is represented by multiple segment lines.

X (distance)

.

Figure 6.1 Example of model parameterization
- - - - - :layer interfaces and layer blocks; : interface
block boundary notes;

.

: velocity nodes.

F ï e d squares and filied circles marked in Figure 6.1 are interface boundary nodes and
velocity nodes respectively. Interface nodes and velocity nodes represent locations of
boundaries and specified velocities respectively which wili be modified during inversion.
A single velocity node in a layer indicates a lateraliy constant velocity, whereas multiple
velocity nodes represent a laterally varying velocity field. The entire velocity field in a
trapezoid is defined by linear interpolation between the velocity values at the upper and
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Iower interface points within the trapezoid block rather than cubic-B spline interpolation
as applied in Cerveny's approach. The velocity within a trapezoid block is then determiaed

by the simple expression (Zdt and Smith, 1992):

w here

vi (i= 1,2,3,4) denotes the velocity at four corners of a trapezoid; and SI,bl, s2, and b2 are

parameters of line functions for the upper and lower interfaces with index 1 and 2 respectively (Figure 6.2).This algorithm requires an adequate number of trapezoids to hlly represent the lateral variation in a velocity field (Zelt and Smith, 1992).

X (distance)

Figure 6.2 The velocity and interface parameterization in a ûapezoid boundary block.
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6.1.2 Ray Tracing (Forward Modeling)
The basic ray tracing equations in the algorithm are the same as equation 5.20 which
was derived by Cerveny et al. (1986) and discussed in Section 5.1. Based on equation
5.20, the ray tracing system for simulating a near horizontai ray path in 2-Dcan be further

rewritten as

where v, =

av

- and v,
ax

=

av
- . The alternate forms of the system for tracing a ray with a
a~

near vertical path are similarly derived as

2
= tans,
dz

d6

d;=

v,tans-v,
v

To salve these ordinary derivative equations (equations 6.2 and 6.3), the Runge-Kutta

numerical method is empioyed in this algorithm as it is in the method of Cerveny et al.
(1986).

The RAYINVR ray tracing uses an iterative search procedure (Zelt and EUS, 1988) to
determine the maximum and minimum take-off angles for each ray group such as reflection, refkaction and head waves. Rays in the groups of reflection and turning waves are

then traced with the take-off angle increasing from the minimum to the maximum value
allowing some rays to reach the surface as needed (Figures 6.3a and 6.3b). Rays in the
group of head waves, propagating dong a sublayer boundary and refkacting upward to the
surface at the cnticai angle or take-off angle, arc determined by the critical angle (Figure
6.3~).

Figure 6.3 Take-off angles for tuming (a), reflection (b), and
refraction (c) waves (After Zelt and Smith, 1992).
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Abrupt changes at layer boundaries produce the problem of bbgeometricalshadow
zones at the surface" (Zelt and Smith, 1992), which is caused by the h e a r interpolation of
velocity during parametexkation. In order to perform the forward modehg effectively. a
three point averaging technique was used to smooth the sharp boundaries. The "blockness" effect was thus reduced and traveltimes could be obtained at most end-poiiit boundaries on the surface.
An important ciifference between the algorithm provided by ZeIt and Smith (1992) and
Cerveny 's method is that in Zelt and Smith's method a ray traveltime related to a shot and
specific receiver is linearly interpolated fiom traveltimes calculated associated for the two
closest rays, rather than k i n g determined by tracing an exact ray path from a shot to the
receiver (Cerveny, 1971). In addition, the mode1 parameten are much simpler in Zelt and
Smith's approach than in Cerveny's classical method. Therefore, the RAYINVR algorithm

uses Iess computer t h e than Cerveny's method. This saving allows the implementation of
a iterative inversion algorithm for rnodeling parameters.

6.1.3 Inversion
The RAYINVR ray tracing algorithm provides the automatic determination of
velocity and depth of interface structures during the inversion procedure. The inversion is
performed by a damped least-squares technique which iteratively updates the parameters
of the velocity and boundary depth. Root mean square (RMS) traveltime residual,
parameter resolution and normalized chi-squared

x2 misfit, are the main factors used to

define the termination criteria of the inversion iteration and the selection of the final

13 1

model.

The discrete form of the traveltime function, which is the basic equation in the
traveltime inversion, is written as

where the tk represents traveltime recorded at the kth receiver at the surface; liekare path
lengths of a ray propagating through the ith velocity node upward to the kth receiver; vi is
the velocity corresponding to the ith velocity node and n denotes the number of the
velocity nodes passed by the ray. The traveltime in equation 6.4 is a nonlinear Eunction, It
can be approximated by a linear equation related to the first-order expansion of the
equation into a Taylor series. The matrix form of the linear traveltime equation is then
given as
t = to+A(M-Mo),

(6-5)

where t is the observed traveltime vector (with dimensions N x 1). to is the calculated
traveltime vector, M is the true mode1 pararneter vector (with dimensions M x 1) and Mo
is the calculated model parameter vector. A (with dimensions M x N) is the partial

derivative mat*

which contains elements consisting of the partial derivatives of

traveltimes with respect to model parameters. M is the numher of the observed
traveltimes and N is the number of model parameters. Rewriting the above linear
traveltime equation by moving t,, trom the nght-hand-side to the left-hand-side of the
equation. we can obtain the weil-known linear traveltime perturbation vector equation in
ternis of the product of the partial denvative matrix and model pararneter perturbation

vector, which is

where A t is the traveltime residud vector; and AM is the vector containhg the model
parameter adjustments.

The linear equation (6.5) is solved by using a damped lest-squares inversion
technique in the Zelt and Smith algorithm. Generally, the damped Ieast-squares solution
is given in the foliowing fonn (Zelt and Smith, 1992)

d~ = (A~c;IA + D C ~ ~ ) - ~ A ~ C ; % ~ ,

(6.7)

where D is a damping parameter, Ct is the diagonal variance matrix of the observed data
which in the case of uncomlated data errors is equai to diag{ a
:
)
,

and Cmis the diagonal

covariance ma& of the estimated mode1 which in the case of uncorrelated data errors is
equal to dia& a;}.

ai and G,. are the estimated oncertaïnties of the ith traveltime

measurement and the priori estimation of the uncertainty of the jth model parameter
respectively. The mode1 resolution matrix R in the solution is written as (Zelt and Smith,
1992)
11-lA Tc;~A.
R = (A=c;'A + mm-

(6.8)

A lower bound for the true parameter errors can be estimated by taking the square root of

-

the diagonal elements of C = (1 R)C,

(where I denotes the identity matrix), and

represents the standard error of parameters (Zelt and Smith, 1992).
The lest-squares inversion for a nonlinear problem is an iteration procedure which

minimizes the difference between the calculated and observed traveltimes by modiwing
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the model parameters. In the RAYINVR algorithm, an empirical method is used to deter-

mine the t e d a t i o n cnteria for the iteration. Generaliy, if the number of model parame-

ters increases the traveltime residuai WU reduce rapidiy; however, the overail model
parameter resolution WU also decrease. Therefore, the tinal model is detemined by the
"desired trade-off between RMS traveltime residual and parameter resolution" (Zelt and
Smith, 1992).

The final model is aiso assessed by its ability to trace a l l received rays and by the norrnalized misfit parameter

x2

(Zelt and Forsyth. 1994). The normaiized misfit X* is

r2
.

n

expressed by

-

t o i t

) n

where toi is the observed traveltirne,

tc,

is

the calculated traveltime, uoi is the uncertainty of the observed traveltimes, and n is the

number of the observed traveltimes. When the normalized

x2 =

1 (a desired value), the

misfit between the calculated and observed traveltime is close to the uncertainty of the

data. In this case, the calcutated data fit the observed data well within the given uncertainties. If

X2

« 1, the

observed data are overfits and the model contains details which may

not represent the required data. If

X2 w

observed data weli. In the inversion, if
X2

X2

1 , the calculated traveltimes do not fit the
for some phases h a the desked value 1, the

< 1 can be expected and accepted for aU phases (Zelt and Forsyth, 1994). Therefore, in

seismic modeling, a value of

of approximately 1 is accepted. The value of

x2 , parame-

ter resolution and RMS traveltime residual constitute three important criteria to determine
the final mode1 when using the RAYINVR ray tracing inversion algorithm.
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6.2 Modeling of In-line Profiie XY
Line XY extends from southwest to northeast across h e AB in the Sudbury Basin.
Line XY does not cross the dipping-thmst cnistal tectonic zone; therefore, the regional
geornetry beneath this line is expected to be relatively simpler than the geometry along
profile AB. Furthemore, the analyses of seismic data along the profile are carried out
using both forward and inverse niodeling with the RAYINVR software package. The

expected reflectors and the seismic data processing and display rnethods have been discussed in detail in Subsections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. Therefore, in this section, only the seismic

phase andysis and the modeling procedure are described.

6.2.1 Seismic Phase Analysis
Seismic phase anaiysis provides an estimate of apparent velocities and denves an initiai mode1 for the inversions. A total of five shots were recorded dong line XY which

extends -165 km (Figures 6.4-6.8). For shots xyO, xy 1 and xy5 there were parts of traces
with low S / N ratio due to noise (Figures 6.4, 6.5 and 6.8). The data quality for shots xy2

and xy4 is high (Figures 6.6 and 6.7). Solid Lines on Figures 6.4-6.8 mark clearly picked

phases identified on sections. As line XY is a short profile, PmP and Pn, PcP and Pc
phases were not clearly recorded. In particular, Pn and Pc were not observed as first arrivais dong this iine.

1. Pg Phase
Pg arrivais have a high S/Nratio on al1 five sections. For shot xyO, a strong Pg phase
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c m be identified at offsets less than 70 km. At distances between 70 and 112 km, noise

contaminates the seismic traces. However, since the fîrst arrivais have strong amplitudes,
the Pg phases within these offsets can still be observed clearly. The amplitude of Pg arriv-

ds decreases at offsets greater than 112 km, For shot xyl, the first arrivals at offsets
greater than 60 km have a very low S/N ratio and could not be picked for modeling. The
amplitude of the Pg phases at offsets less than 10 km is weak compared with that for shot
xyO. Shot xy2 provides high quaIity data For shot xy2, the amplitude of the Pg phases at

receivers in the southwest is less than that on traces at the corresponding offset in the
northeast. This ciifference implies the existence of near-surface lateral veloçity heterogeneity. The energy of first arrivais gradually decreases with increasing offset.
For shot xy4, which is located in the northeast of the Sudbury Basin, only a s m d
number of traces were affected by noise. Therefore, the majority of Pg phases could be
picked accurately. Ali Pg phases indicate weak energy. This phenornenon is probably
caused by a strong attenuation effect near the shot point. Shot xy4 is located at the eastern
edge of the Sudbury Basin. Hence, the localiy complicated geological structure of the

basin rnight produce strong scatter and thus reduce the amplitude of the recorded signais.
Pg phases for shot xyS are aiso observed to have weak amplitude, except at offsets
between 25 and 35 km. As this anomaiy is not identified on other sections, it is possibly

associated with a very srnail-scale structure, and will not be interpreted further in this thesis.
Near offset (4
km) Pg arrivals have apparent velocities of between 5.9 and 6.08 W s .
At offsets between 10 and 40 km, the apparent velocities range from 6.0 to 6.25 km/s. This

rapid change of velocity indicates that the near-surface low-velocity layer is very thin and
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overlies a high-velocity basement, which is similar to the velocity mode1 dong profile AB.
At greater offsets (60-80 km), the apparent velocities are in the range of 5-83 to 6.18 km/s.

At the farthest offsets (>115km), two measurements of the apparent velocity indicate vaiues of 6.08 and 6.16 W s .
The variation in the apparent velocity for Pg arrivals observed at near offset increases
with increasing offset- The maximum apparent velocity (6.25 W s ) was determined for a

distance of 30 km. At greater offset the apparent velocity decreases with increasing distance. At a distance of 110 km, it reaches its minimum value of 5-83 km/s. With increasing
distance to the end of the profile, the apparent velocities increases again to 6.08 kmk. The

broad range of apparent velocities at a consistent offset for Pg arrivals suggests that there
is lateral velocity variation in the near-surface of the upper crust.

2. PcP Phase

PcP phases form weakly-coherent later arrivak. They are identified and picked on ail
shot sections, often with relatively large picking uncertainty, by refemng to sections dong
profile AB. The apparent velocity for the PcP phase is estimated using only sections of
shots xyO and xy4 (Figures 6.4 and 6.7),which provide clearer phases than other sections.
The apparent velocity of PcP arrivais at a 135 km offset is estimated to be 6.48 k d s for
shot xyO, and the apparent velocity at an offset of 115 km is estimated to be 6.38 km/s for
shot xy4. The similac traveltime of the phases at similar offset on diierent shots indicates
that the middle crustal interface has little relief.
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3.Pc Phase

The weak Pc phase arrivals were identified on shot xyO at offisets greater than 120 km
(Figure 6.4). For shots x y l and xy5, they were picked by refemng to sections of profile
AB and to synthetic seismogram results. The apparent velocity for Pc phases was analysed

only on the basis of shot xyO at an offset of 152 km. The apparent velocity is 6.67 km/s.
This value, combined with the velocity mode1 dong profile AB, provides an estimation of

the velocity in the upper lower crust, which is taken to be 6.65 W s .

4. PmP and Pn Phases

PmP phases were picked with large uncertainties on four sections fiom shots xyO, xy 1,
xy4 and xy5 (Figures 6.4,6.5,6.7 and 6.8). Shot xy4 provides high quality recordings of

PmP phases. Therefore, the apparent velocity of PmP anïvals was estimated from the data
of shot xy4, and at an offset of 155 km was found to be 6.90 kmk. Similady, considering
the velocity value of 6.92 kmls modeled at the base of the crust along profile AB, the

velocity in the base of the cmst could be initidized at 6.90-6.92 kmls. The sirnilar traveltimes of PmP phases at sirnilar offsets for each of four shots suggests that the Moho interface has little geometric relief.
As h e XY has a length of only -165 km,

a Pn phase could not be observed as a first

arrivals along the profile. The Pn phase is a weak reflection compared with PcP and PmP
phases. Therefore, the arrivais of Pn phases are hard to recognize in the sections. The
apparent velocity could not be estimated from the sections for shots xyO and xyl because
of low reliability. As discussed above, the initial velocity below the Moho boundary was

assigned to be 8.06 km/s and the vertical velocity gradient in the m a d e was initiaiized to

0.012 l/s on the basis of the velocity mode1 obtained dong line AB.

4. Pr Phase

The unusuaüy coherent Pr phase with strong reflected energy (which appears as a second arrivais) was observed on section xy2 at offsets between 20 and 85 km (Figure 6.6).
These strong coherent refiections can be related to a near-surface geologicd interface as
discussed in Section 5.2.4. The reflection location corresponding to this event indicates
that the phase is possibly associated with the Sudbury Structure. In addition, there are
short coherent Pr phases identifîed on shots xy4 and xy5 (Figures 6.7 and 6.8).The pre-

Iiminary interpretation for these relates to the same structure responsible for the stroag

reflection recorded on the section of shot xy2 (Miao, 1995). Therefore, they were picked

and rnodeled.
There is a relatively strong reflection apparent at the reduced time of 3.4 s at offsets
between 135 and 145 km for shot xyO. In addition, there is a weakly coherent reflection
apparent at the reduced time of 1.75 s over distances of 30 to 60 km on the section for shot
xy4. These two events are marked on the figures only by question marks. The former event

correlates over a limited number of traces and is recorded on only one section. Therefore,

it wiil not be M e r modeled in this thesis. The latter event appears weakly coherent over
a number of traces, and is possibly associated with srnaLi geologicd structures beneath the

Sudbury Igneous Complex or is outside survey line XY.As only one section revealed this
event, modeling of the weak coherent reflection might be unreliable and will not be
inciuded in this study.

6.2.2 Modeling Procedure
Ray-based traveltime inverse modelïng (RAYINVR, Zelt and Smith, 1992) was performed to interpret the seismic data dong profile XY. The initial model was determined
from estimates of the apparent velocities and modeling results from profîle AB. An
improved velocity model was then obtained by fitting the obsemed traveltimes. The final
model was determined by modification of velocities according to a cornparison of the
amplitudes of the observed and calculated data and maximum ray coverage in the modeLing.

1. Phase Picking
Phase picking is the first step in the ray-based traveltime inverse modeling of the wideangle seismic reflection and refraction data. A total of 1497 traveltimes were picked for

Pg, PcP,PmP, Pn and Pr phases. Table 6.1 lists the number of the picked phases and the

Table 6.1 Number of arriva1 time picks and uncertainties for Iine XY

pg

PcP

Pc

PmP

Pn

xy0

144(57)

89(61)

31(54)

57(63)

28(63)

349(50)

XY 1

SO(S4)

104(S9)

7(6û)

73(70)

9(70)

243(63)

X Y ~

158(56)

91(58)

xy4

143(56)

80(57)

xy5

142(52)

75(52)

Totai

637(52)

439(58)

F@r

Total

72(54)

32 l(56)

3 1(64)

48(5 1)

302(56)

26(50)

31(60)

8(50)

282(53)

64(53)

192(65) 37(65)

Note: 0: picking uncertainty in rniiiiseconds.

128(53)

1 1497(57)

#
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picking uncertainties for each shot. The total number of Pg arrivals picked from the five

shots is 637 and the average picking uncertainty is 52 milliseconds (ms). The PcP phase
provides the second largest group of events picked. The totai number of picks is 439 with

an average uncertainty of 58 ms. A total of 192 traveltimes were picked for the PmP
phase, with a relatively large picking error of 65 ms. The anomalous reflection, Pr phase,

was identified from 128 arrivals. Its picking error is 53 ms. A total of 64 Pc and 37 Pn

arrivals were picked with 53 ms and 65 ms picking errors respectively.

2. Model Parameterization

The initial velocity mode1 was based on an analysis of the apparent velocities. Three
layers and a lenticular high velocity body beneath the Sudbury Basin constitute the main
structure (Figure 6.9). The first layer is defined by a sub-horizontal basal interface with a

O

25

50

75
100
Distance (km)

125

150

Figure 6.9 Model parameterization of profile XY. Solid lines denote the interface
boundaries. Dash lines represent the velocity boundaries. Open circles represent the interface boundaries node and fUed squares represent veIocity nodes.

shaIIow depth (-0.5 km) at the two ends of the profile. The depth to the layer increases to
-2.2 km at the center of the profile in the Sudbury Basin, representing a thickening the
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low-velocity sediment of the Whitewater senes. The thickness of the Whïtewater series
was based on the seismic reflection image which suggested a thickness of 2 km (Milkereit
et al., 1990; Wu, et al., 1994). The initial velocity for the layer was 6.0 km/s. The base of

the second layer separated the upper and lower crust at a constant depth of 17.8 km. The
third interface represents the Moho discontinuity and is a subhorizontd interface at a

depth of 39.4 km. The mode1 includes a lenticular body with a thickness of -2.5 km in the
center (and tapers off at the two ends), at distances of 65 km in the west and 120 km in the
northeast of the profile respectively. The body is dipping towards the east from 5 km depth
at its southwestern and down to 9 km depth at the eastern end. The initial velocity for the
body is 6.3-6.4 W s .

3. Traveltime Inversion and Amplitude Cornparison
Traveltime inversion adjusts the velocity values on the velocity nodes and the depth
of the interface boundary nodes to obtain the optimum fit between the observed and calculated data by an iterative procedure. In this thesis, aii parameters were modeled simultane-

ously. Amplitude modeiing and cornparison between the observed and calculated
amplitudes provided supplementary constraints for adjusting the specific parameters.

4. Near-surface Structure

The initial velocity value within the near-surface velocity layer was set to a constant
6.0 W s . The initial interface boundary geometry is shown in Figure 6.9. M e r one inver-

sion iteration, the velocity at the top of the layer decreased slightly from 6.0 km/s to 5.95
km/s in the western end of the profile, and from 6.0 km/s to 5.86-5.92 km/s at distances
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between 80 km and 103 km, corresponding to the location of the Sudbury Basin. However,
the velocity increases to 6.08 W s towards the eastem end of the profile. The velocity gra-

dient at the bottom of the near-surface layer at the center of the profile, at a distance of 80
km, was then modeled as 0.18

8.In the center of the profile at distances of 88-115 km,

the vertical velocity gradient is smaü: -0.02 s". The absolute velocity value is low (5.88
to 5.96 W s ) and corresponds to the velocity values of the Whitewater series sediments

(Table 3.1). The velocity at the edges of the profle is close to the modeled velocity (5.956.09 W s ) dong profile AB. The Pg traveltimes were fitted well with a nomalized X

2

value of 1.48 for this phase (Figures 6,10a, b-6. Ma, b).
The amplitudes of the obsemed data and the synthetic seismogram were compared.
The velocity values were modified slightly to minimize discrepancies in the amplitudes of

the observed and calculated data as well as to obtain the maximum ray coverage. Velocities of three nodes at the bottom of the eastem end of the profile were reduced from 6.07,
6.08 and 6.08km/s to 6.0,5.98 and 5.98 km/s, respectively, in order to match the obsemed

amplitude of a ray propagating from the West. The velocities at the bottom of the lowvelocity layer corresponding to the velocity nodes at distances of 103 km and 100 km

were also adjusted by inçreasing the velocity for nodes at distances of 103 km an 100 km
from their values 5.78 and 5.88 W s to 5.95 and 6.02 W s , respectively. Following these
changes, the amplitude modeling indicates a good match between the calculated and
observed velocities for the majority of Pg phases (Figures 6.10a, c-6.14a, c). Figure 6.15
shows ray paths according to three kinds of rays: 1) turning rays (Pgl)(Figure 6.15a); 2)
refractions (Pg2) travelling dong the bottom of the layer (Figure 6.15b); and 3) turning
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Figure 6.10 In-lùie seismic section for shot xyO. a: seismic section with picked traveltimes; b: ray path (bl)and observed and calculated traveltimes (bd;c: synthetic seismogram. The solid line in a represents the picked traveltunes.
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Figure 6.1 1 In-line seismic section for shot xy 1. a: seisrnic section with picked traveltimes; b: ray path (bi)and observed and calculated traveltimes (b3;c: synthetic seisrnogram. The solid line in a represents the picked traveltimes.
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Figure 6.12 In-line seismic section for shot xy2. a: seismic section with picked traveltimes; b: ray path (bl) and observed and calculated traveltimes (b*); c: synthetic seismogram. The solid iine in a represents the picked traveltimes.
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Figure 6.14 In-iine seismic section for shot xy5. a: seismic section with picked traveltimes; b: ray path (bi)and observed and calculated traveltimes (b3; c: synthetic seismograrn. The solid Line in a represents the picked traveltimes.
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Figure 6.15 Ray paths for tuming Pg waves (a), head wave refractions (b) and
turning wave propagating through the ârst layer and the upper second layer (c).
SD indicates shot points.
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waves through the top of the second layer (Pg3) (Figure 6.15~).The modehg results for
these three waves is also Listed in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2 RMS traveltime residual and X 2 in the
inversion of the seismic refraction data of profile XY

/

Seismic

.t r. (s)

Phase

1

Pgi

(

593

1

0.07

1

1.54

1

1

PcP, Pc

1

504

1

0.02

1

0.17

1

1

Total

1

1483

1

0.05

1

0.77

1

Note: Pg 1: turniag wave in the first layer
Pg2: refraction dong the bottom of the first layer
Pg3: turning wave propagating in the top of the second layer

x2

: nomialized chi-square

RMS t. r.: mot mean square traveltime residual (s)

5. Upper Crusta1 Structure

The upper crust is defined in the seismic structure as the zone between the near-surface velocity layer and the boundary interface between the upper and lower crust. The
velocities at the top of the upper crustal layer were determined partly by refraction head
waves travelling dong the low-velocity interface. There is a high-velocity discontinuity
defined within this zone. The purpose of including this velocity discontinuity is to investi-
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gate the lateral velociiy heterogeneity in the area surrounding the Sudbury Basin. The

depth of this discontinuity is approximately 4 km at the western end of the profile. The
depth of the boundary of the discontinuity increases linearly to 6 km at 60 km distance. To
northeast, it extends dong the interface of the top boundary of the high-veloçity anomalous body. At a distance of 117 km, the depth increases to 9 km. The depth of the discontinuity contuiually increases to 10 km at the eastem end of the profile. There are seven
velocity nodes in the mid-crustal interface (Figure 6.9).
The velocity of the node at the top of the high-velocity interface at a distance of 88 km
was modified by decreasing its velocity by O.OSkm/s from 6.18 to 6.13

kmls for improve-

ment of ray coverage. The other three velocity values dong the velocity discontinuity
were also adjusted for ray coverage improvement and in order to match the observeci
amplitude of the Pr phase. At a distance of 40 km, the velocity increased from 6.04 to 6.08
kmk. At a distance of 68 km, it was adjusted by M.06 W s . The final velocity at this node
was given as 5.89 W s . The velocity at the third node was modified the most. It increased

from 5.92 km/s to 6.01 k d s . However, a i i four modifications were within the estimated

velocity uncertainty (O. 1 kmfs).
The velocity modeled at the top of the upper cmstal layer is characterized by one rela-

tively high-velocity zone and one low-velocity zone. In the inversion model, the relatively

high-velocity zone was modeled at distances between 20 and 40 km with an average
velocity of 6.23 W s . The velocity at distaoces of 68-88 km was approximately 6.13 km/
S.

Then, the velocity at the top of the layer was dropped to 6.03 kmls at a distance of 110

km, which was near the northeastern end of the Sudbury Basin. The velocity finally

increased to 6.13 W

s at distances of 120 to 140 km. The low velocity might correspond
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to the sedimentary formations in the Sudbury Basin, whereas the high-velocity feature
outside of the Sudbury Basin might be associated with the local high-velocity anornalous
body in the southwestern part of the prome.

In the inversion model, there are two pairs of velocity noâes which indicate that there
are significmt changes between the velocities above and below the velocity discontinuity

corresponding to the same location. One was modeled at a distance of 40 km; the other at
a distance of 120 km. At 120 km distance, the difference between velocities above and

below the discontinuity was -0.23 kmls. The velocity jumped from 6.0 1 km/s to 6.24 km/
s crossing the velocity discontinuity The distance of 120 km indicates that this node lies
inside the eastem edge of the Sudbury structure. Therefore, the abrupt change in velocity
at a depth of 9 km is related to the Sudbury Structure or Sudbury Igneous Complex. In
contrast, the positive velocity contrast of 0.16 km/s cross the interface at 40 km distance
seems to correspond to the anomalous source of a positive gravity anornaly in the southWest of the Sudbury Basin as observed in Figure 3.5.

In the inversion model, the velocity at the bottom of the upper crustal layer is in the
range of 6.26-6.45 km/s. Beneath the Sudbury Basin, the velocity is approximately 6.35
km/s. The total number of picked traveltimes for PcP and Pc phases involved in modeling
is 504 and the value of the normalized X
0.023 S. The X

2

2

is 0.17 with an RMS traveltime residual of

value indicates an ovefit in the modeling for the phases of PcP and Pc.

One possible reason for this ovedit is the large number of velocity and interface nodes
selected. Since the velocity in the upper cmst is varying lateraîiy (which wiU also be indicated in 3-D tomographie images discussed in Chapter 8). a large number of velocity and
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interface nodes had to be included to represent the actual velocity structure. In this case,
the velocity mode1 for profile AB is used to compare the velocity in the mid-crust at the

cross point.
The cross point between prome X Y and AB is located at a 77 km distance on profiie
XY and at 98 km distance on profile AB. On the profile XY the average velocity in the

near-surface layer at a distance of 76 km is 5.94 km/s and the layer thickness is slightly
greater than 1.O km. On profile AB, at a distance of 98 km the velocity in the near-surface
layer is modeled as 5.95 W s with a layer thickness of 1.0 km. On profle AB, at the top of

the upper crust, the velocity is 6.10 km/s and at the bottom of the upper crustal layer it is
6.34 km,s with a 17.3 km upper crustal thickness. These numbers compare weli to 6.13

and 6.32 km/s for the velocities and 17.4 km for depth at the cross point on profile XY.

Therefore, the models of the upper crust dong hvo profiles were weii tied at the cross
point.
For shot xyO, the theoretical amplitude could not be matched very weU with the
observed data because there are high amplitude phases apparent at 0.5 s and 0.4 s at distances of 122 km to 158 km which affect the trace amplitude energy. Therefore, we cannot
compare measured and modeled amplitudes for that region (Figures 6.10a and 6.10~).
Shot xy 1 represents a similar case (Figures 6.1 la and 6.1 lc). For shot xy4 strong ampli-

tudes for the PcP wave were modeled at offsets between 80 and 100 km. This pattern is

compatible with the observed phases (Figures 6.13a and 6.13~).There is also a very good
fit between calculated and observed amplitudes for shot xy5 (Figures 6.14a and 6.14~).

The theoretical amplitude of PcP phases is larger than those of the Pg and Pc phase but
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smaller than that of the PmP phase. Figure 6.16a shows the ray paths of the PcP and Pc reflections
for al1 shots involved in rnodeling.

sp xyo
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i

+
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Figure 6.16 A selective plot of ray paths of Pr (a), PcP and Pc (b), and PmP and Pn (c)
phases.
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7. Lower Crustal and Upper Mantle Structures

The lower crustal and upper mantle structure were not constrained well by seismic
data along profile XY because no Pn phases were observed due to the limited length of the

profile. The velocity, especially in the upper maatle, is constrained partiaiiy by the velocity model of profile AB.
A total of 228 amivals of PmP and Pn phases were picked for inversion modeling with

6 velocity nodes at the bottom of the lower crust and 6 interface nodes for reconstruction

of the Moho discontinuity. The velocity at the top of the lower crust layer is constrained
rnainly by Pc phases. In the inversion model, the modeled velocity lies in the range of 6.56

km/s at a 30 km distance to 6.71 km/s at a 75 km distance. At a distance of 100 km, the
velocity is approximately 6.6 km/s. At the cross point, it is 6.70 k d s . Forward modeling
along profile AB gave 6.6 km/s for the velocity at the cross point. Although there is a 0.1

km/s difference between these values, the velocity uncertainty of the inverse modeling is
also 0.1 kmls. Figure 6.16b shows ray coverage for the PmP and Pn phase for a l i receivers
used in the modeling.
The RMS traveltime residual was 0.034 s for the PmP and Pn phases with the value of
2

normalized X equal to 0.29 which indicates overfitting. At the cross point, the velocities
above and below the Moho discontinuity are 7.0 and 8.08 km/s respectively. The velocities
modeled dong profile AB show comparable values at the cross point, 6.92 and 8.08 kmls
respectively. The depth of the Moho boundary at the point is also well tied by values of
37.9 km on profile XY and 37.7 km for profile AB.

The amplitudes of the synthetic seismograms for PmP and Pn phases provide a good
fit to the observed amplitudes, particularly for shot xy4 and xy5 (Figures 6.13a,c and 6.14

a, c). Figure 6.16b shows the PmP and Pn ray paths.

8. Stmcture Associated with Strong Near-surface Refiection
Anomalous reflections, Pr phases, were observed as second and third arrivals on shots
xy2, xy4 and xy5 (Figures 6.6a-6.8a). Two Pr phase events were identified at offsets of 35

km to 60 km for shot xy4. The separate Pr arrivals join together at an offkt of 50 km
which implies the Pr phases could be caused by a velocity structure or body at an offset of

30 km. This offset corresponds to a distance of 80 km dong the profile and thus to the
location of the Sudbury Basin. The top of the Sudbury Igneous Complex beneath the Sudbury Basin was identified as a strong reflectioa interface in a high-resolution seismic
reflection image (Milkereit et al., 1992; Wu et al., 1994). Therefore, the initial model for
the interpretation of Pr phases was assigned a high anomalous velocity body dipping
towards the east with a central thickness of 2.5 km.
Four velocity nodes were selected; two controlled the top of the anomalous body and
the other two defined the velocity at the bottom. The total number of upper and lower

boundary nodes was 5 (Figure 6.9). A total of 122 traveltimes were picked for the Pr
phases. The initial velocity of the anomaious body was assigned values of 6.35 to 6.4
W s . The velocity values in the inversion model at the top of the upper layer of the high-

velocity body is 6.35-6.37 W s . However, there was no ray traveling through the area of
velocity node of 6.35 k d s . Therefore, the velocity of 6.35 W s was modified by reducing
it by 0.W km/s to increase the ray coverage. The final velocity was found to be in the

range of 6.31 to 6.37 kmls which is reasonably close to the 6.4 4

s obtained in forward

modeling dong profile AB. These discrepancies are within the velocity uncertainty of O. 1
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k d s . The RMS traveltime residual is 0.04 s with the value of nonnalized

x2

equal to

0.48. The ray paths corresponding to these reflections are shown in Figure 6.ldc.

The amplitude modeling indicates a good match between the synîhetic seismogram
and observed reflection data, The final velocity values corresponding to the velocity nodes
are shown in Figure 6.17.

The final velocity mode1 with a high-velocity body at distances of -75-120 km
beneath the Sudbury Basin. The depth of the base of the near-surface Iayer decreases to -2
km in the center of the profiie at the Sudbury Basin. The mid-crustal interface and Moho

discontinuity were modeled as subhorizontal Iayers. There is no significant center uplift in
the lower crust and upper mantle. There is no high-velocity zone in the lower crust and
upper made.

9. Discussion of Resolution and Uncertainty

Table 6.3 Iists the least-squares modehg resolution for important parameters involved

in the inversion. For the 6rst layer, more than half of the parameter nodes have high mode-

ling resolution ( ~ 0 . 5 )In
. the middle crust layer, a majority of parameters were modeled
with good resolution. in the lower crust and upper mantle, there were fifteen parameters
with high-resolution, and five parameters with low modeling resolution of 0.2-0.4 1 and
there are thirteen parameters with very low resoIution. These thirteen parameters corre-

spond to locations at the edge of the profile. Therefore, this low resolution could be caused
by insufficient ray coverage. For the high-velocity body. five parameters were obtained
with a resolution higher than 0.42. The other four have resolutions from 0.07 to 0.32. The
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relatively low model resolution for the anomalous velocity body is explained by the large
number of velocity and interface boundary nodes parameterized. In other words, the data
require a much more simplified model than this. Conversely, denser sampling in space is
required to model adequately smd-scale features of a complex geological structure like
the Sudbury Structure.
One advantage of inversion modeling is to provide the possibility of estimathg relia-

biiity in ternis of model resolution and uncertainty. It is very difiicult to quar.ti@ the resolution and uncertainty with respect to the "true" model because of the non-uniqueness
inherent in geophysical inversions in general. However, the resolution and uncertainty for
the inverse model can be estimated.
Zelt and Smith (1992) suggested a model perturbation approach to investigate model
reliability. The method can be detined in terms of three steps: (1) positively and negatively

perturb the velocity or interface depth for each nodes; (2) calculate the traveltime corresponding to the modified model parameters; and (3) compare the discrepancy of the calcu2

lated and observed data in tenns of the value of X ,and the ability to obtain reasonabIe ray
coverage. This estimation thus depends partly on empirical experience.
Louder and Fan (1998) discussed the error andysis of the final model using a different
perspective from Zelt and Smith's approach. Louder and Fan (1998) applied the vertical
resolution estimation used for exploration seismic reflection data to obtain the vertical
interface uncertainty for seismic wide-angle reflection data. They derived the velocity
uncertainty formula as dv =

-

,

dl ldt Id11 lldtl , where v denotes velocity, t repre-t
12t
t2
+
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sents time and 1 is the length of the ray path. The above formula was obtained by differentiating the velocity equation, v = l / t . However, when they estimated the uncertainty of
velocity, Idtl was assumed to be the vertical interface uncertainty. Since a ray in s&xnic
refraction modeling does not bave a near-vertical orientation as is the case of stacked data
in exploration seismology, the ray path uncertainty could not be precisely represented by

the vertical ray paîh uncertainty. In this thesis, the model parameter uncertainty is there-

fore analysed following a modified version of the approach of Zelt and Smith.
Parameter uncertahties of the final model of profile XY were estimated according to
Zelt and Smith's perturbation assessrnent method. However, a single parameter perturbation was replaced by the simultaneous perturbation of parameters at the same depth level.

Therefore, parameters at the same depth level can positively and negatively be perturbed at
the same time to obtain parameter uncertainties. Since several velocity parameters have

been modi!ied to fit the amplitude and to improve ray coverage, these parameters wiii not

be used in estimation of uncertainty.
On the basis of the resolution analysis, the near-surface layer velocity and boundary

depth parameters have uncertainties of k0.l km/s and M.3 km, respectively. The perturbed velocity values of this magnitude cause an 11-2696 increase in the nonnalized

x2

in the Pg phase modeling, for example. A positive 0.3 km perturbation in boundary nodes

give nse to a 22% increase in

x2. whereas a negative perturbation reduces the ray cover-

age by -19%. Therefore, kO.l km/s and k0.3 km were considered as the maximum modeling uncertainties in the velocity and depth respectively. However, for five modified

velocities indicated in Table 6.3.,the uncertainty is as high as 0.15 km/s. Similarly, uncer-

Table 6.3 Mode1 resolution of main parameters
type orig. par. uncert. adjust. new par. resol. std. ermr

2
2
2

8,0600
8.0600
8.1300

0.1OOO 0.0042
0.1OOO -0.0008
0.1ûûû 0.OOOO

8.0642
8.0592
8.1300

0.5516
0.0916
0.0000

0.0470
0.0953
0.1Oûû

Iarnping factor: 1.O
Note: type: Ldepths of interfaces; type 2: vefocities;
orig. par.: original parameters. 1 is for depth in km and 2 is for velocity in W s ; uncert.: uncertainty of parameter; adjust.: adjustment of
parameter; new par.: new parameters; resol.: mode1 resolution; std.
error: standard error (see the text).
The data underlined were modified within the pnor uncertainties for
amplitude fitting and ray coverage.

tainties of &O. 12 km/s in velocity and f1.0 km in depth couid be obtained for the upper
crust mode1 where such perturbation caused the

x2 to increase to 1.93. For the high-veloc-

ity body in the upper cmst, the parameter uncertainties are mainly constrained by Pr

phases, which have relatively high vaiues of k0.2 kmfs and k1.5 km due to insufficient ray
coverage. In the lower crust, the velocity uncertainty is in the range of kO.18 km/s and a
boundary depth uncertainty of k1.0 km. In the upper mande, the velocity uncertainty is

high at k0.2 W s . The general variation in parameter uncertainties indicates that the

uncertainty increases at greater depths because of decreasing ray coverage.

6.3 Summary
The R

A

. ray tracing forward and inversion algorithm applied the basic ray

tracing system discussed in equation 5.20. The solution of the ray tracing system was
obtained by numerical iteration as described in Chapter 5. However. in the forward mode-
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ling of the R

A

. method, a ray travelthe from shot to receiver was linearly interpo-

Iated using two computed traveltimes associated with the two closest rays but not
determineci by tracing an exact ray path wbkh was appiied in the method. The model
parameters are simpler in this approach than in the Cerveny's ray tracing algorithm. In
inversion, a damped least-squares technique was employed. The RAYINVR algorithm
provides estimates of the model resolution and parameter uncertainty which cannot be
given by forward modeling.
Analyses of seismic phases and gravity models indicate that the structure near the sur-

face and in the upper cmst dong profile XY is laterally heterogeneous. Therefore, there
are large numbers of velocity nodes and interface boundaries in the velocity model to
aliow for a good estimate of the real structure. In addition, in the middle and Iower cmst, a

relatively large number of parameters are required to allow for the possibility of a mafic
block and central uplift feature as expected by some hypotheses of the Sudbury formation.
However, the RAYINVR algorithm requires a limited number of parameters in a model in
order to obtain a high model resolution. The final model dong profile XY includes a large
lateral variation in velocity required by the real situation, at the cost of a lower model reso h i o n than expected.
In this study, the preliminary model (Miao, 1995) was confirmed, modified and refined
by the inversion modeling. The unusual structure, responsible for the strong reflection (Pr)
mainly observed on the section of shot xy2, was modeled as a lenticular high-velocity

body. The location of the body was refined at distances between -65 and -120 km and
buried at depths of -4 to 9 km, with apparent dip towards the east. The velocity of the
anomalous body is approximately 6.34 km/s which is close to the 6.4 km/s obtained in the
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forward modeling d o n g profile AB. The velocity mode1 has a ILMS travelthe residual of

0.04 s and a normalized X* of 0.48. The velocity and boundary uncertainties are k0.2 kml

+

s and 1-5 km, respectively.

The velocity in the upper crust is highly variable in both lateral and vertical directions.
The thesis study results indicate that there is a high-velocity body (6.26 W s ) modeled

near the surface at a distance of -30 km, which is probably associated with mafic rocks
responsible for the western part of the lïnear gravity high anomaly. For the upper crustai

mode1 parameters. the nomaiized X' is 1.48 and uncertainties are &O. 12 W s in velocity

and k1.0 km in depth. In the middle and lower cnist, veiocity does not significantly Vary
laterally, and the mid-crustal interface and the Moho discontinuity are subhorizontal. The
velocity structure was tied at the cross point of profiles XY and AB. The uncertainties of

+

velocity and depth are +O. 18 k d s and 1.0 km respectiveiy. Generally, there is a good

match between the observed and calculated amplitudes.

Chapter 7

Fan-shot Data Modeling
During the 1992 Lithoprobe Abitibi-Grenville transect high-resolution seismic reflection and refraction experiment, not only were ia-line seismic data recorded but also several
sets of broadside fan-shot data. The broadside fan-shot data can be used to extract 3-D

crustal structure and velocity information (Kanasewich and Chiu, 1985). This chapter
describes a 3-D ray tracing forward and inverse modeling algorithm developed during the
early part of this Ph. D.thesis research. It then describes an investigation of the 3-D velocity structure of the Sudbury Structure using this algorithm. The field layout. including shot

and receiver locations, was discussed in Chapter 4, and will not be repeated hem. Figure
7.1 shows the fan-shot survey pattern. The minimum and maximum offsets are typically

-11 km and -175 km respectively.
7.1 3-D Modeling Method
7.1.1 Fletcher Reeves Ray 'Ikacing
The calculation of traveltime for a simplified 3-D mode1 was implemented by solving
a set of nonlinear equations (Kanasewich and Chiu. 1985). The estimation of the solution
is usuaily obtained by a numerical iterative method such as the steepest descent or
gradient method. However. this approach may not provide the desired solution if the

Figure 7.1 A sketch of the fan shot swvey pattern
in a plane view. T : receiving h e ; shot point; abO:
shot number; . :Iine linlo'ng shot of abû and re:line linking shot xyO
ceiver dong pmfiie XY;
and receiver dong the southem part of the cross
:line linking shot xyS and
point of profile AB;
a receiver dong the southern part of the cross point
of profile AB.
-

.
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initial values are aot goad estimates of the solution. In 3-D forward modeiing, it is not
easy to provide a good initial estimate. Hence. the Fietcher Reeves conjugate gradient

technique was considered to avoid this diffculty. In this method, the ray path with the
minimum traveltime from the chosen source to receiver points is traced according to
Fermat's principle by detenninulg the coordinates at which the ray intersects interfaces.

Afterwards the traveltime is computed using the corresponding velocities.

1. Mode1 Parameterization

Plane interfaces and constant velocities between interfaces are assumed in the
algorithm. The number of interfaces is determined by the number of observed coherent
reflection and refraction seismic events. The equations of m planes in Cartesian
coordinates are given by
a'ixi,

+ b'iyi, + ctizi, + d'i = O

,

(71)

where a'i, b'i, di,and dBiare the coefficients of the equation of the ith plane; i is in the

range of 1 to m; ( x i , yi, j, zk j ) represent the coordinates of the intersection point on the
ith interface; j equals 1 for a down-going ray and 2 for an up-going ray. Generaily, the

planes being modeled do not intersect at the origin of Cartesian coordinates. Normalizing

equation 7.1 by d ' , one has
j+ 1 = O
aiXi, j + biy, -+ciri,

(7-2)

where ai,bi and ci are normalized coefficients of plane equations. Equation 7.2 is the
basic plane equation used in the 3-D modeiing discussed hem.
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2. Traveltime Function
As discussed in the previous chapter, the traveltime equation is nonlinear.

The

traveltime of a ray propagating in the simpMed model in Cartesian coordinates is simply
given by

2

2

2 1/2

R = ((xm,2 - x , 1 ) + (ym,2 - Yin, ) + (zm,2 + Zm, 1) )

for refracted waves,

R = 0, for reflected waves,
i = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4,..., m ; j = 1,2.

rn represents the number of interfaces; vj denotes the velocity in the layer between the ith
and (i-L)th interfaces;

v,+l

represents the velocity of the bottom layer;

ru denotes the

distance between two points at which a ray intersects two immediately adjacent
interfaces, labeled i and (i-1). Figure 7.2 shows a schematic example of a model
parametenzation and ray paths.
According to Fermat's principle, the ray path from shot to receiver yields a minimum
traveltime. In Our model, this reduces to the simple requirement that the partial

derivatives of t in equation 7.3 with respect to the coordinates (x, and

are equal to

zero. The solution of a set of these partial derivative equations provides the point
coordinates at which the required ray intersects the layers (Kanasewich and Chiu, 1985).
The traveltime of the ray can then be obtained for a given velocity model. For a reflected

Figure 7.2 Schematic drawing of the mode1 parameterization. Planes are
defined by equation 7.2. videnote the constant velocities between two
adjacent layers; i represents the layer index;
shot point; A : receiver
point; O : unlabelled coordinate point; a :labelled coordinate point. Three ray
paths are drawn in the diagram which correspond to the refraction at the first
interface, the reflection at the mth interface, and the refraction at the mth
interface. In the diagram, only the coordinates associated with the ray
refracted at the mth Iayer are labeled.

+:

ray, there are (4m-2) partial derivative equations which are written as foiiows

For a refracted ray, there are 4m partial derivative equations required to be solved for the
coordinates. The set of nonlinear equation systems for the refiaction waves are written as

where

s

represents x and y, and R denotes the distance between two refracted points at

the bottom layer m. To solve this set of nonlinear equations, the best tool one can use is

the numerical iteration approach. There are various numerical techniques for solving

systems of nonlinear equations. in this research, the conjugate gradient technique was
applied to obtain an accurate approximate solution to the system of partial derivative

equations. The technique is faster and more effective than the gradient method (Press et
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al., 1989). The conjugate gradient method modifies each downgoing direction of a time

gradient with its conjugate information. The next subsection presents a detaiied
discussion on the application of the conjugate gradient method in 3-Dseismic traveltime
modeling.

3. Fletcher Reeves Conjugate Gradient Numerical Approach
The traveltime t in the nonlinear equation 7.3 can be rewritten as a quadratic form or
a second-order Taylor expansion series (Cai, 1982; Press et al., 1989), assuming that the

solution for t closely approaches the idea solution. The approximate second-order Taylor
senes solution may be written as

where the vector X contains points of intersection of a ray with the layers; t(X) is the
traveltime; c is the computed traveltime t(xf)corresponding to the X* vector which is the
specific point regarded as the ongin of the coordinate system; b is the downhill gradient
of the traveltime which is given by -V~(X)I,.. and A is the Hessian matrk (Press et al.,

1989) which contains the second partial derivative elements of the time function at x*,

a2

axiaxjt ( X ) I J ; i and j

have been described in equation 7.1. Matrix A is used to derive

the modified gradient direction but is not applied in the calculation procedure. This
search procedure possesses the advantage of speeding up the calculation. Accordingly,
the Fletcher Reeves conjugate gradient method needs only two search steps to find the
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solution of the quadratic equation 7.6.The solution for a position vector minimixing the
traveltime is obtained through an iterative procedure.
The first step in obtauiing the traveltime is to give initial coordinate values. The
initial coordinate vector.

x',

is arbitrary. The first search direction PO is defined as the

local downhill gradient. -vt(x0). The next step is to construct the P' which is the
conjugate of PO with respect to A, that is,
O

T

1

(P) -A-P =O

.

Taking gradients in equation 7.6 with respect to

XO

and X' =

XO

+ kOPO

respectively, and subtracting one from the other, we obtain

hopo = A-'(v~(x')
where

- vt(x0)) ,

(7.8)

is a scalar which minimizes the traveltime. Assuming that

P' = - v t ( x l ) + pOP O

(7-9)

we substitute equations 7.8 and 7.9 into equation 7.7, and hence c m derive the conjugate
coefficient

pO as

where
IIvt(xk)12 = v ~ ~ ( x ~ ) v ~ ( xk ~=) 0, 1.

(7.11)

Thus the second steepest descent direction is modified and solved (equation 7.9). It is
possible to write

PO

in approximate quadratic form by (Cai. 1983)

At the (k+l)thiteration step, @+' and

pk are given as

pk+' = - v t ( x k + ' ) + pkP k

7

and

respectively. The coordinate vector at the (k+l)th step is then determined by

where

k

is obtained by solving the equation

at
= 0.

alk

The tennination criterion of the iteration is determined by

*~)'x(vI

< E , where E is

the desired minimum tolerance value. The traveltime is then computed using the point
coordinates at which the ray crosses interfaces. Figure 7.3 shows a computing fiow chart
for the application of this approach.

7.1.2 Inversion
In the inversion procedure, the nonlinear traveltime hinction is expanded as a
first-order Taylor series to produce a set of Linear equations for the observed data, which
is

Figure 7.3 Flow chart for the Fletcher Reeves conjugate gradient method.
n represents a maximum iteration number allowed. After iterations n, if the
termination criterion is not satisfied, the calculation procedure is restarted by
using a new initial value XO which equais
obtained from the previous
iteration. If an iteration number is less than the maximum and the termination
criterion is not satisfied, the conjugate coefficient will be modified and the
a new iteration is required.

&+'

18 1

where

7'' represents observed traveltime at the Ith receiver; g* is estimate of model

parameten g; tl denotes computed traveltime on the basis of the estimated model; 1 is an
index corresponding to the receiver and equals 1, 2, ..., M; j is an index corresponding to
the model parameter and equals 1,2, ..., N.

Equation 7.16 can be rewritten in matrix form

AT = A ' - A G ,
where A T =
'

A =

(7.17)

< TL- tf > : the traveltime residual vector with dimension M x 1,
atf

< -> :the matrix containing the partial derivative of the

as,

traveltimes with respect to the model parameters (with
dimension M x N),
AG =

c g j - g; > :the model parameter adjustment vector with dimension

Nx 1.
Equztion 7.17 has the sarne form as equation 6.5. Thus, the damped least-squares

inversion technique can be employed to obtain plane interface and velocity parameters.
This inversion procedure was discussed in Section 6.1.

The inversion damping factor is empiricaliy selected (Zelt and Smith. 1992) to
stabilize the inversion (Cimini, L999). The darnping factor for 2-D seismic refraction
modeling is usually given as 1 (Zelt and Smith. 1992). However. if the number of rnodel
parameters is much smaller than the number of observed data, and the initial model is
close to the 'desired one', the damping factor could be assigned a larger value. In fanshot modeling, the damping factor was chosen in the range of 10-250 to stabilim the

inversion, depending on how close the initial model was to the real model.

7.2 Modeling of the Sudbury Data
The fan-shot (or broadside) seismic reflection and refiaction data were rnodeled to

obtain a cross-sectional view of the three-dimensional structure and velocity information
for the Sudbury area. Fifteen shots were recorded by seismometers in broadside shooting

dunng the 1992 Lithoprobe seismic experiments in Sudbury. In this section, the traveltimes of identified phases are inverted without amplitude modeling and cornparison in four

quadrants (Figure 7.4). In other words, this section discusses 3-D kinetic modeling.

7.2.1 Fan-shot Data Processing and Displaying
The processing procedure applied to the in-line and the fan-shot data was similar.

Therefore, there is no need to include detaiied explanations on pracessing in this subsection. The fifteen fan-shot seismic sections were displayed in much the same way as the inline sections. One difference is that for the fan shots the horizontal axis represents the azi-

muth rather than offset distances. The digitai seismic data for each trace were nonnalized
to the average amplitude excluding the minimum and maximum amplitude values. The

fan-shot seismic sections are shown in Figures 7.5-7.19.

7.2.2 Seismic Phase Analysis and Picking
Pg, PcP and PmP phases were picked and the reliably picked PcP and PmP phases are
marked by lines on corresponding sections. Generally, the fan-shot seismic data records

Figure 7.4 Locations of four quadrants separated by two seismic
survey iines AB and XY.

are of good quality except one section from shot xyl (Figure 7.16). Fan-shot xyl repre-

sents the section recorded by receiven deployed dong profile AB for the shot location
xyl. On that section, the majority of traces were seriously affected by noise. In contrast,
the data record from shot xy5 is of high quality (Figure 7.19).
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1. Pg Phase

Pg phases are recorded as the 6rst arrivals on each section and are believed to represent the head wave, or refiaction, propagating dong the bottom of the near-surface Iayer.

The information on the picked Pg phases is Iisted in Table 7-1. A total of nine sections
have a high S N ratio and 90% of Pg arrivais were picked. For fan shots ab8, ab9, xyO and
xy2, one half to two thirds of

Pg phases were picked (Figures 7.12-7.14 and 7.17). The

data fkom shots xyl and xy4 have the lowest S/N ratio among ail fifteen data sets and in
those two cases, only one quarter of Pg phases were picked for inversion modeling (Figures 7.16 and 7.18).

2. PcP Phase

PcP phases were not reliably identified in a l l fifteen fan-shot sections. Only shots ab0
and ab2 showed weak coherent PcP reflections over a limited section of traces (Figures 7.5
and 7.7). For fan shot abO, at azimuths betweenl88' to 183' at the nght end of the profüe,

there is a coherent reflection extending over nine traces at -2.5 s reduced tirne. This event
could be traced towards an azimuth of -174'.

PcP phases were aiso picked at azimuths

between 174* and 197' for fan shot ab2 (Figure 7.7).

3. PmP Phases
There are five sections which show PmP reflections from the Moho, including fan
shots abO, abl, ab2, ab8 and xy5 (Figures 7.5-7.7, 12 and 19). For fan shot abO, PmP
phases were picked at azimuths of 123'-145'

(Figure 7.5). In shot ab1 data, the Moho
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reflection is very strong at azimuths between 113O and 120' (Figure 7.6). Although signals

are generaüy weak, PmP phases can be traced towards an azimuth of 1400 by using a cornbination of traces with strong amplitude and traces with phase change- The Moho reflection is recognized clearly in fan shot ab2 section with high S N ratio. PmP phases were

idenùned at azimuths of 113'-12S0 at 4.04.6 s reduced t h e (Figure 7.7). In addition.
PmP phases are clearly observed at 4.4-5.0 s at azirnuths of 175°-1900 where they are
characterized by a strong a m p h d e (Figure 7.7). Therefore, these PrnP arrivals could be
picked precisely. For fan shot ab8 (Figure 7.12), PmP phases can not be picked with a high
S / N ratio but the Moho reflection is recognized at azimuths of -20° to 7O from coherent

features in several traces. Because fan shot xy5 has a high S/N ratio, the Moho reflection
was clearly observed, particularly at azimuths of -1 lSOto -80° (Figure 7.19).A total of 77

arrïvals were then picked from this section including 25 arrivals around -175O azimuth
(Table 7.1).

7.2.3 Modeling Procedure
The starting model was a simple model containing three plane interfaces and constant
velocities within layers. The inversion modeling was carried out for four quadrants separated by the refraction lines AB and XY (Figure 7.1). The initial velocity rnodel in each

quadrant was based on the forward and inversion modeling results dong the in-line profiles A% and XY.

Table 7.1 Numkr of phases picked for inversion

NO*OC Pg

NO.O€ PcP

NO*OC PmP

(0.05)

(0.07)

(0.07)

ab0

116

24

48

188 (0.06)

ab 1

109

54

163 (0.06)

ab2

124

68

2 12 (0.06)

ab3

127

127 (0.05)

ab4

123

123 (0.05)

ab6

31

3 1 (0.05)

ab7

100

100 (0.05)

ab8

71

ab9

72

72 (0.05)

ab 10

95

95 (0.05)

X Y ~

65

65 (0.05)

xy4

20

20 (0.05)

X Y ~

160

Shot No.

Total

1290

20

38

44

Total

109 (0.05)

77

237 (0.06)

285

1619 (0.05)

Note: Q: average picking uncertainty in seconds.

1. Mode1 Parameterization

In 3-D fan-shot data modeiing, the mode1 parameters at interfaces do not represent
depth but rather the coefficients of plane interfaces described in equation 7.2. There are
only three independent coefficients per layer in equation 7.2. These three independent

coefficients were used in 3-D modeling. The velocity parameter represents the average
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velocity value within a layer.
In the northwest (quadrant l), Pg, PcP and P d phases were picked. Therefore, the

data required a three-layer model which includes a near-surface interface, a mid-crustal
interface and the Moho interface. A total of nine independent plane coefficients define
these three layers. Thus, there are a total of 12 pariuneters in the model, including three
velocity parameters. Table 7.2 lists the initial modeiing parameters. Parameters in the

Table 7.2 Initial model parameters
p
p

Quadrant 1
(Superior
Province)
----. .

Type

-

M

- -

Quadrant 2
(Superior and
Southern
provinces)

~ 1

Quadrant 3
(Southem
Province and
Grenville Front)
p
p

- -

Type

Quadrant 4
(Grenville Front
and GrenMlle
Province)

MT
I Type
[M.P.
--

Note: 1: low-veIwity layer; II: middie crustal interface; III: Moho interface.
Type 1: independent coefficients o f plane interfaces (see the text).
Type 2: velocities (km/s).
M.P.: model parameters.

~
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northwest were iaitialized according to the velocity and interface depth modelzd in the
northwestern half of profile AB and in the western half of profile XY (Figure 7.4). The
damping factor was initiaily taken as 10 for aU 3-D modeLing. If an inversion was unstable
(e.g., unreasonable coefficients for the planes or low modeling resolution). the damping
factors were increased until stable results were obtained.
No PcP phases could be identified and picked in the northeast and southeast (quadrants 2 and 3 respectively). Therefore, there were only two interfaces modeled, the base of
the near-surface layer and the Moho boundary. The velocity within the middle layer is
approximately equal to the average velocity in the crust which was determined to be 6.55
km/s from the in-line modelïng described in Chapters 5 and 6. The initial velocity in the
second layer was set to 6.55 k d s . This pararneterization could raise a problem if the Pg
and PmP phases are modeled sixnultaneously. According to the modei, beyond a certain

distance, Pg phases wiil propagate as a head wave at the bottom of the near-surface layer
at the initial velocity of 6.55 km/s. In reality, the velocity below the near-surface low-

velocity layer is approximately 6.1-6.2 k d s , as estimated from the in-line data discussed
in previous chapters, rather than 6.55 W s . The high value (6.55 kmls) could cause large

.

misfits or unreasonable coefficients of the interface corresponding to the near-surface

layer during the modeling. Therefore, the "layer stripping" (Zelt and Forsyth, 1994) modeling technique was applied in the northeast and southeast (quadrants 2 and 3). The ne=-

surface low-velocity layer was modeled first with the velocity at the top of the second
layer constrained to fit the Pg arrivais. Afterwards, the PmP phase was modeled with the
coefficients of the interface representing the base of the near-surface velocity layer fixed to
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the previously determined value. There are total nine parameters k i n g modeled in the
northeast and southeast.
There are no picked PmP and PcP arrivais picked in the southwest (quadrant 4).
Therefore, only one interface, the base of the near-surface low-velocity layer, was thus
modeted to match the Pg phases. The five initial parameters, including the velocity
beneath the interface, were specified by consideration of modeting results from the in-Line
data in the southwestern haIf of profile XY and the southern half of profile AB (Table 7.2).

2. Crustal Structure in the NoFthwest (quadrant 1)

The Pg, PcP and

P d arrivals recorded in the northwest were modeled simultane-

ously. The total number of arrivals picked from eight shots is 504. Two iterations were

required to obtain the final mode1 with RMS traveltime residuals of 0.08,0.072 and 0.036
2

s for Pg, PcP and PmP phases, with normalized X equai to 1.6,1.03 and 0.52 respectively

(Table 7.3). The RMS iraveltirne residual for al1 picked traveltimes was approximately
0.077 s with a normalized X

2

of 1.5. The fit between the observed and calculated travel-

times is shown in Figures 7.20b-7.34b for al1 shots used in the modeling. The damping
factor is 15 for this modeling. Final modeling parameters are Listed in Table 7.4.
The velocity determined for the near-surface low-velocity layer is -5.93 km/s (Table
7.4) corresponding to the velocity value (5.88-6.09 km/s) in this layer obtained using inline data. The interface dips from -0.6 km in the West and 1.5 km in the north to -2.4 km

towards the cross point of the two survey lines in the Sudbury Basin. The interface at the
bottom of the upper crust was modeled to be in the range of 15.2-15.9 km which is com-

Table 7.3 RMS traveltime residuals and X

No. of Picks
(Seismic
ph-)

Contents

2

for fan-shot data inversion modeling

RMS

x2

t. r. (s)
I

1

428 (Pg)

4w“w)

Quadrant 1
(Superior Province)

32(Pmp)

Quadrant 2
(Superior and
Southern provinces)

19o(Pmp)

377<Pg)

Quadrant 3
(Southern Province
and Grenville Front)

63(Pfl)

Quadrant 4
(Grenville Front and
Grenville Province)

249(Pg)

0.080
0.072
0.036

0.077

0.078
0.05 1

1.60
1.03
0.52

1.S 1

1 .56
0.71

236(Pg)

Note: 0: seismic phases; RMS t. r.: root mean square traveltime residual (seconds).

patible with the depth of 17.4-16.8 km for the middle crustal interface obtained from the

in-line modeiing. A veIoçity of 6.19 km/s was obtained for the upper cmst, which corre-

sponds well to the average velocity in the second layer (6.22 km/s) obtained from the inline data. The velocity of the lower crustal layer was found to be 6.79 km/s (Table 7.4).

The Moho depth (35.6-36.7 km) in the northwest of the study area is in agreement with the
value of -37 km of depth modeled from the in-line profiles.
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Figure7.20 Fan-shot seismic section am. a: traveltime section used for inversion
modehg; b: the observed and calculated traveltime curves. oc : picked traveltime; sa : picked traveltime with picking uncertainty;w : calculated traveltime.
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Figure7.21 Fan-shot seismic section ab 1. a: traveltime section used for inversion
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Figure7.22 Fan-shot seismic section ab2. a: traveltime section used for inversion
modeling; b: the observed and caiculated traveltime curves. QCJ : picked traveltime; XE : picked traveltime with picking uncertainty;m :caiculated traveltime.
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Figure7.23 Fan-shot seismic section ab3. a: traveltime section used for inversion
modeling; b: the observed and calculated traveltime curves. QO : picked traveltime; XE :picked traveltime with picking uncertainty;O+O :calculated traveltime.
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Figure7.24 Fan-shot seismic section ab4 a: traveltime section used for inversion
modeling; b: the observed and calculated traveltime curves. m : picked traveltime; rz : picked traveltime with picking uncertainty;
:calculated traveltime.
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Figure725 Fan-shot seismic section ab6. a: traveltime section used for inversion
modeling; b: the observed and caicuiated traveltime curves. a> :picked traveltime; sa : picked traveltime with picking uncertainty;
: calculated traveltime.
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Figure7.26 Fan-shot seismic section ab7. a: traveltime section used for inversion
rnodeling; b: the observed and calculated traveltime curves. oo : picked traveltime; *E : picked traveltime with picking uncertainty;
: calculated traveltime.
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Figure7.27 Fan-shot seismic section ab8. a: traveltime section used for inversion
rnodeling; b: the observed and calculated traveltime curves. eo : picked traveltime; IE :picked traveltime with picking uncertainty;
:calculated traveltime.
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Figure7.28 Fan-shot seismic section ab9. a: traveltime section used for inversion
modeiing; b: the observed and calculated traveltime curves. OQ : picked traveltime; SE : picked traveltime with picking uncertainty;
: calculated traveltime.
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Figure7.29 Fan-shot seismic section ab 10. a: traveltime section used for inversion
modeiing; b: the observed and calculated traveltime curves. oo : picked traveltirne: rr : ~ i c k e dtraveltime with picking; uncertainty;
:calculated traveltime.
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Figure7.3 1 Fan-shot seismic section xy 1. a: traveltime section used for inversion
rnodeling; b: the observed and calculated traveltime curves. a, : picked traveltime; -r* : picked traveltime with picking uncertainty;
:calculated traveltime.
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Figure7.32 Fan-shot seismic section xy2. a: traveltime section used for inversion
modeiing; b: the observed and calculated traveltime curves. w :picked traveltime; IE : picked traveltime with picking uncertainty;
:calculated traveltime.
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Figure7.33 Fan-shot seismic section xy4. a: traveltùne section used for inversion
modeling; b: the observed and calculated traveltime Cumes. w : picked traveltirne; rz : picked traveltime with picking uncertainty; m : calculated traveltime.
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Figure7.34 Fan-shot seismic section xy5. a: traveltime section used for inversion
modeling; b: the observed and calculated traveltirne curves. oc : picked traveltime;ri : picked traveltime with picking uncertainty;
:calculated traveltime.
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Table 7.4 Results of inversion in the Northwest (quadrant 1)
type orig. par. uncert, adjust.

new par. resol. std. error

Damping factor: 15.
type orig. par. uncert, adjust.

new par.

resol. std. error

Damping factor: 15.
Note: type 1: 1:independent coefficients of plane interfaces (ai, bi, ci)( i= 1,
2, 3 ) representing the first layer, second layer and third layer respectively.
From the top, the first three coefficients denote the coefficients of the k s t
plane, the second three represent the coefficients of the second plane and
the third three represent the coefficients of the third layers); type 2; velocities; orig. par.: original parameters; uncert.: uncertainties of parameters;
adjust.: adjustment of parameters; new par.: new parameters; resol.: mode1
resolution; std. error: standard error (see Section 6.2 in Chapter 6).
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3. Crustal Structure in the Northeast (quadrant 2)
In the northeast portion of the study area. the near-surface low-velocity layer and

Moho interface were deterrnined separately using 377 Pg and 190 PmP arrivals picked
from fan shots abO, abl, ab2, ab3, ab4 and xy5 (Figures 7.5-7.9 and 7.19). The RMS
2

traveltime residual for the Pg phase is -0.078 s and the value of normalized X is equal to

1.56 (Table 7.3). The damping factor for Pg phase modeling is 10. An RMS traveltime
2

residuai of 0.05 1 s and normaiized X value of 0.7 1 were obtained in the PmP phase modeling. The damping factor for PmP phase modeling was increased to 50 to stabilize the

modeling. A good modeling resolution (M.5) of seven parameters out of nine were
obtained (Table 7.5).
The velocity in the northeast in the near-surface low-velocity layer is approximately

5.93 km/s which is equal to that obtained fkom the in-line seismic data. The depth to the
base of this layer dips towards the cross point (from -0.3 km in the north and -1.4 km in

the east to -2.4 km at the cross point). The average crustal velocity is -6.55 W s and the
Moho depth is in the range of 35.4 km to 36.6 km in this area (Figure 7.35).

4. Crusta1 Structure in the Southeast (quadrant 3)

In the southeast quadrant between the two profiles AB and XY,the traveltime modeling was similar to that in quadrant 2. A total of 236 Pg arrivais were picked from fan shots
ab7, ab8, ab9, ab 10, xy4 and xy5 (Figures 7.11-7.14.7.18 and 7.19) and a total of 63 arrivais of PmP reflections were picked from the data of shots ab8 and xy5 (Figures 7.12 and

7.19). Pg arrivais from shot ab6 were not modeled because the shot and receivers were

Table 7.5 Results of inversion in the Northeast (quadrant 2)

1

( type orig. par. uncert. adj-

new par. resol. std error

Darnpingfactor: 10.

ii

--

-

--

-

new par. mol. std. ermr

i c e r t . adjust.

Note: type 1: 1:independent coefficients of plane interfaces (al,
bl, cl);type
2: velocities; orig. par.: original parameters; uncert.: uncertainties of parameters; adjust.: adjustment of parameters; new par.: new parameters; resol.:
model resolution; std. error: standard error (see Section 6.2 in Chapter 6).

almost in line and modeling of these traveltimes would contribute Little to the 3-D struc-

ture.
A RMS traveltime residual of 0.123 s was obtained for Pg reflections after 2 iterations
2

with a normalized x2 of 2.47. The value of % indicares that the parameten are underfit in
this case. This result could be caused by the over-simplified model. In other words, the
geological structure or velocity structure in the southeast is more complicated than in the

Figure 7.35 Crustal thickness map obtained by using the 3-D ray
tracing inversion.
:thickness location; numbers in km: crsutal
thickness.
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north so that it cannot be interpreted well using simple plane layers with constant velocities. The damping factor for Pg phase modeling had to be iacreased to 250 to stabilize the
solution in the southeast. The large damping factor might also be necessary because of
compiicated near-surface structure which could not be fitted well by a plane structure

model. Because of limited data availability, this model was accepted as a final result for
the southeast quadrant. The PmP arrivals have a RMS traveltime residual of 0.û61 s with a

norrnalized

x2 of 0.87 indîcating a better fit to the phases with deeper travel paths. The

damping factor for PmP phase modeling is 10. The observed and calculated traveltimes of

PmP reflections are weil xnatched (Figures 7.26b-7.29b and 7.34b). Table 7.6 Lists the resolution and standard error of the model parameters (the standard error was explained in

Section 6.2). AU six parameters obtained have a high resolution (>OS).
The velocity of the near-surface low-velocity layer in the southeast is -5.94 km/s
which is approximately equal to that in the northwest quadrant. The interface at the base of
the layer dips towards the south from -0.9 km in the north to -2.0 km. The thickness of

the first layer increases slightly from the AB-XY cross point to the east where it reaches

1.9 km under shot xy5. This quadrant includes the Grenvilie Front Tectonic Zone (Figures
7.4 and 7.35). The crustd velocity is -6.57 kmfs and the Moho depth is in the range of
40.4-41.6 km (Figure 7.35).

5. Crustal Structure in the Southwest (quadrant 4)

PmP and PcP phases could not be identified in the southwest because of the low SIN
ratio. Therefore, only 249 Pg phases were picked from fan shots ab6, ab7, ab8. ab9, ab10

and xy2 for modeling the near-surface low-velocity layer (Figures 7.10-7.14 and 7.17).

Table 7.6 Results of inversion in the Southeast (quadrant 3) type orig. par. uncert. adjust,

1
1
1
2
2

-0.0271
-0.0029
2,1979
5.9500
6.1500

0.0250
0.0250
0.5000

0.1OOO
0.1OOO

-0.0020
-0.0184
-0.0813
0.0175
-0.0602

new par. resol. std. erroc
-0.0252
0.0155
2.2792
5.9325
6.2102

0.2042
0.3399
0.1100
0.1128
0.8116

0.0223
0.0203
0.4717
0.0942
0.0434

Damping factor: 250.
type orig. par. uncert adjust.

new par. m l . std. ermr

Damping factor: 250.
type orig. par. uncert. adjust new par. mwl. std. error
1 0.0376 0.0250 -0.0002 0.0378
1 -0.0340 0.0250 O.OI01 -0.0441
1 37.6455 1.0000 -0.0675 37.7130
2 6.5500 0.1OOO -0.0221 6.5721

0.3807 0.0197
0.6437 0.0149
0.5396 0.6785
0.7645 0.0485

Damping factor: 10.
Note: type 1: 1: independent coefficients of plane interfaces (ar,bl. cl);type
2: velocities; odg. par.: original parameters; uncert.: uncertainties of parameters; adjust.: adjustment of parameters; new par.: new parameters; resol.:
mode1 resolution; std. ermr: standard error (see Section 6.2 in Chapter 6).
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The traveltimes of the Pg phases were fitted well with a RMS traveltime residual of

0.096 s (Figures 7.25-7.29 and 7.32). The normalized X

2

is approximately 1.92 which

indicates an underfit in the modeling. This result suggests that the presence of considerably more structural complexity than expected for this quadrant. Another possible reason

could be mis-picking of Pg phases at far offsets. The picked Pg phases contain ten traces

on the section of fan shot ab10 for which the distance between the shot and receiver (160175 km) is just slightly over 160 km. Analysis of the in-line seismic data for shots ab9 and

ab10 indicated that the Pc phases could be observed as k t arrivals at an offset of -160

km. Therefore, the first arrivais on the faa shot for ab10 are possibly Pc phases rathet than
Pg phases. These phase picking errors could affect the final model. However, the errors are
estimated to be only 5%. Therefore. the primary reason fùr the underfit of the model must

be model parameterization.

The velocity in the near-surface layer is approximately 6.03 km/s and the velocity
beneath the near-surface low-velocity layer is approximately 6.13 krn/s. The depth to the

base of the layer increases towards the cross point from 0.7 km to 1.7 km in the southwestThree parameters out of five that were modeled have good resolution (9.88) (Table 7.7).

7.3 Summary
This research developed a Fletcher Reeves conjugate gradient ray tracing algorithm

for modeling fan-shot seismic data in 3-D to investigate the velocity structure in the area

adjacent to the Sudbury Structure. In the forward modeling, the traveltime and ray path are
obtained by solving the nonlinear traveltime function numericaily with the conjugate gra-

Table 7.7 Results of inversion in the Southwest (quadrant 4)
type orig. par. uncert. adjust, new par. resol. std. error

1

Damping factor: 20,
Note: type 1: 1: independent coefficients of a plane interface (al,bI, cl);
type 2: velocities; orig. par.: original parameters: uncertainties of parametes; adjust.: adjustment of parameters; w w par.: new parameters; mol.:
model resolution; std. error: standard error (see Section 6.2 in Chapter 6).

dient technique. A simplincation of the velocity model is needed for this algorithm. Plane
interfaces and constant velocity within each layer are assumed. In the inversion modeling,
a damped least-squares method is applied.
The velocity structure was modeled in four areas separated by the two profiles AB and

X Y In the northwest of the study area (quadrant 1). the crustal thickness is -36.0 km and
the depth of the mid-crustal layer is -15.6 km. The average velocity of the lower crust is

6.79 k d s . There is a good fit between the observed and calculated traveltimes (RMS error

of 0.077 s) with a normalized d of 1.5. In the northeast (quadrant 2), the crustal thickness
ranges from 35.4 to 36.6 km (Figure 7.35) with an average velocity of -6.55 W s . A RMS
2

traveltime residual of 0.05 1 s and a normalized X of 0.71 were obtained. In the southeast

(quadrant 3), the near-surface layer modeled using Pg phases was underlitted because of
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the complicated structure of the GrenviUe Front Tectonic Zone. The Grenville Front Tectonic Zone was modeled as severai dipping Iayers or microterrane stacked sheets shown in

Figures 5.4 and 5.29 by seismic refraction data. Therefore, this structure could not.be fitted weli by a simplified plane model. The Moho depth under the Grenville Front Tectonic

Zone was found to be approximately 40.4-41.6 km (with a RMS traveltime residual of
2

0.061 s and a normalized X of 0.87) which corresponds to the depth obtained from the inLine modehg of profile AB. In the southwest, only the near-surface layer was modeled,
using Pg phases. This model was also underfitted because of the complex structure of the

subsurface in the Southern Province.

Chapter 8

3-D Seismic Tomography
Advanced 3-D seismic tomography was done during this thesis research using the
high-resolution seismic reflection and refiaction data collected in the Sudbury area The
first section of this chapter describes the 3-D weighted backprojection seismic tomo-

graphic algorithm which was developed by Hole (1992). The fast finite-difference tech-

nique proposed by Vidae (1990) was applied in the forward modeling. The weighted
backprojection method is an inversion procedure and is described in the foiiowing subsection. The second section describes the results of applying the tomographic technique to the
Sudbury seismic data. The chapter ends with a summary of 3-D seismic tomography in the

Sudbury area.

8.1 Algorithm
A nonlinear 3-D seismic travelthe tornographic algorithm was developed by Hole

(1992). It reconstnicts high-resolution velofity images with large velocity contrasts from

seismic data. Generaliy, 3-D seismic tomographic applications and interpretations are
limited by two factors: noniinearity causing the computation to be very expensive, and

limited spatial resolution. In the fornard modeling in Hole's algorithm. a fast finitedifference algorithm (Vidale, 1990) was applied, rather than the time consuming 3-D
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two-point ray tracing approach, The nonlinear tomographic inversion method employed
in Hole's algorithm reduces computer time by replacing the nonlinear traveltime problem
with a linear traveltime perturbation problem, The resulting high-resolution 3-D seismic

tomographic algorithm used in this thesis (Hole, 1992) is a fast procedure which can be
applied to large volumes of available seismic data.

8.1.1 Finite-differenceForward Modeling
Backprojection tomography constnicts velocity variations in grids or ceils. In forward
rnodeling, the h s t arrivds are cornputed tapidly and iteratively usuig a finite-difference
extrapolation method (Vidale, 1990). The mode1 is parameterized in terms of srnail cubes.
In the present research. the initial 3-D velocity field is determined by linear interpolation
of the 1-D velocities increasing with depth. This linear increasing velocity was determined

on the basis of the 2-D and 3-D ray tracing modeling results.
The basic partial derivative equation for determining traveltime is the eikonal function
which was discussed in Chapter 5 (equation 5.13). In the Cartesian coordinate system, one

can replace the traveltime 7 and velocity a or

P in equation 5.13 with t(x, y, z ) and slow-

ness s ( ~ ,y, z), where x, y and z are the coordinates, and obtain the following alternative
form of the eikonai equation

The iterative process of calculaüng the traveliimes in 3-D is simiiar to the solution for the
2-D eikonal function using the finite-difference technique provided by Vidale (1988).
The finite-difference algorithm provides three schemes to calculate traveltimes in an
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equally spaced grid. Scheme A uses known traveltime values at seven corners of a cubic
ce11 to estimate the arrivai time at the 8th corner (Figure 8.1).

The traveltime equation at

the 8th comer point is given as (Vidale, 1990)

where ti is the traveltime at the ith point ( i d . 1.2, ..., 7). h is the grid spacing in each cube.
and s is the average slowness of the eight corner points in a cube.

Figure 8.1 A cubic ce11 for scheme A.
known traveliime points; 0 :calculated
traveltime point.
Scheme B calculates a traveltime at one grid point in terms of five known travelthnes
at corners of two adjacent cubes, as illustrated in Figure 8.2. The traveltime at the 6th

(Figure 8.2) grïd point t5 is detemiincd according to the following function (Vidale. 1990)

The 1 s t scheme. C. computes a traveltime for a 6th corner exaapolated from five

known arrivais at corners of four adjacent cubic ceils (Figure 8.3). The formula for the
traveItime is given by Vidale (1990)

Figure 8.2 Two cubic cells for scheme B. a:
known traveltime points; 0 :unknown traveltime
points; O :calculated traveltime point.

Figure 8.3 Two cubic ceils for scheme C. a:
known traveltime points; @ :unknown traveltime
points;
:calculated traveltime point.

Therefore, tcaveltimes at any points in a cubic ceii c m be computed iteratively on the
basis of equations 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4. The approximation error for these iterative
extrapolations was examined by Vidale (1990). Scheme A has the lowest error when the
algorithm is applied in a uniform medium, whereas schemes B and C have relatively

larger errors (Figure 8.4) (Vidale, 1990). As Vidale (1990) discussed, scheme A is

Errot fiom scheme A

O

30

60

90

Dip (degrees)

Error from scheme B

O

30

60

Dip (degrees)

Error from scheme C

0

30

60

90

Dip (degrees)
Figure 8.4 Errors expected for the thtee schemes for a uniform
medium at the range of 10 grid points (Mer Vidale, 1990).
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applied in more than 90% of calcuiations of traveltimes. Scheme B is used in

approximately 9%, and scheme C in less than 1% of calcuiations. The traveltime can be
computed to good accuracy if cubic celis are s m d . The average discrepancy between the
traveltimes computed in a nonuniform media using the finite-difference and ray tracing
aigorithms for a data set of dimensions of the order of 100 by 100 by 100 grid points is

approximately O. 11% or less (Vidale, 1990). Therefore, the fite-difference forward
traveltime modeling algorithm is fast and accurately computes first amivals. It can thus be
appiied effectively in seismic îmaging when the seismic data are densely sarnpled.

8.1.2 Backprojection Tomographic Inversion
The fast computation of traveltimes using the finite-difference algorithm ailows us to

mode1 densely-sarnpled data through a nonlinear tomographie inversion. The integral
f o m of the nonlinear traveltime equation is given by

where u(r) denotes the slowness, r is a position vector, l[u(r)J presents the integral ray

path. Considering the slowness to be composed of two parts, a reference part and a
perturbation part, equation 8.5 can be rewritten as

where 6u(r) is the slowness perturbation and uo(r) refers to a reference slowness.

According to Fermat's principle which States that "a ray path is stationary with respect to
the slowness" (Waters, 1987). the integral ray path &@)+6u(r)]

can be replaced by
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Z[uo(r)] (Hole, 1992). 'Taerefore, the traveltime perturbation function, which is the second

part on the right-hand side of equation 8.6. is expressed as (Hole, 1992)

Equation 8.7 indicates that the relationship between traveltime residual 6 t and

slowness perturbation 6 u is linear. Therefore, the noalinear traveltune problem has been
simplified into a iinear problern (Hole, 2992). Equation 8.8 is utilized as the basic

formula in the 3-D tornographic algorithm.
Generally, a h e a r problem can be expressed in an integral form as

where the gi(r) are called the kemels and m(r) is the mode1 parameter function which is a

superposition of a basic function of hj(r)and parameten ajin the jth ceiI

The discrete integration of a Iinear transformation equation is defined as

where Tij = I l j h j ( r ) g i ( r ) & .In seismic problems, the physical meaning of T, is the
length of the ith ray in the jth cell. Hole (1992) defined a ray in 3-D as a beam centered at
the ray path with a cross-sectional area of A. Then the parameters ai are derived as

5

where 65- denotes the traveltime residuals for the jth ray and represents the total length
of the jth ray path. The following discrete integration equation gives the slowness perturbation solution which is

where - 4 g j ( r ) = 1
Agj(') = O

along the jth ray,
elsewhere .

More simply, we c m rewrite the slowness perturbation at each grid point as a

weighted average fonn

where K is the numôer of rays penetrating the neighboring ceiis around a grid point.
The mode1 was assumed to be divided into small cubic cells. The velocity in each ceii
is detemiùied by solving the linear equation 8.7. The solution of equation (8.13) was

derived by using the technique of the beams centered at a ray path (Hole, 1992). The
backprojection tomographie hnction is then obtained on the basis of the general solution

where wk(r) is the length of the portion of the kth ray, and tk and tk are the time and the
ray path length comsponding to the kth ray in the beam box. Equation 8.14 is called the
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backprojection solution with a different weight for each ray. The high-resolution velocity
structure can be reconstnicted using dense seismic data.

The resolution kemel of this Iinearization problem depends only on the basic function
or ray coverage g , ( r ) and not on the data values (Hole, 1992). The resolution kemel is

where wi(r0) is the ith ray segment length inside a small box of volume Vcentered at r, .
In terms of a grid point, the resolution corresponding to the single ray is given by

The resolution at the grid point for rays penetrating through the volume V, which is

defined by a superposition of the eight neighboring grid ce11 volumes, is obtained by
weighted integration of equation 8.16. As discussed above, the resolution of this linear

modeling equation can be altematively considered as a kind of ray coverage.

8.2 3-D Seismic Tomographie Imaging of the Sudbury Structure
The 3-D weighted backprojection tomograpbic technique was used to image the
velocity structure in Sudbury. Although the seismic data in Sudbury is not densely

sampled, a seismic imaging in 3-D was still carried out in the thesis research in order to
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highlighc velocity heterogeneity near the surface in Sudbury, and to show the importance
of the application of 3-D seismic imaging in the investigation of complicated geological

structure. The first subsection of thïs section describes the model parameterization. The
study area was divided into the number of cubic cells with a constant vetoçity assigned to

each ceU. The second subsection includes the tomographic modeling procedure and
velocity imaging. The first arrival time fiom source to receiver was computed. The

discrepançy between the observed and calculated arrivals was then assigned to the
initially assumed ray path and converted into a velocity discrepancy in each cell. On the

basis of velocity discrepancy, the velocities in associated cells were modified. This

procedure was repeated until the stopping criterion was met.

8.2.1 Mode1 Parameterization
The coordinate system used in the modeling is the UTM (zone 17) projection. The

coordinates of the origïn of the volume being modeled are (503 1,412, -2.0) in km which
is at the southwest corner of the study area (Figure 8.5). The negative value for z

represents the height above sea level. In the x direction, there are 158 cells with a cell
Iength of 1 km. Therefore, there are a total of 159 ce11 nodes associated with 158 cells. In
the y direction, there are 230 cells, and there are 27 cells in the z direction. The

dimension of the parameterized model is thus 159 x 23 1 x 28.

The initial velocity model consists of a 1-D distribution with the vertical gradient
defined using the in-line and fan-shot modeling results. The 1-D initial velocity was

*
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Roceiver Points

I

I
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81'W

Figure 8.5 Tomographie imaging area indicated by the thick framed Lne.
Dashed lines represent the velocity imaging profiles; characters and
numbers beside dashed lines denote velocity imaging profiles.
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given as 6.0 km/s at the surface, 6.1 k . / s at 3 km depth, 6.3 km/s at 10 km depth, 6.7
km/s at 20 km depth and 6.8 W

s at 30 km depth. The computer code (Hole, 1992)-

called vel ld, extends the 1-D velocity to 3-D and the velocity in each cubic ceU was then
finally initialized.

8.2.2 3-D Tomographie Modeling
1. Modeling
A total of 4223 first arrivals were picked fiom 30 sections including in-line and fan-

shot data (Table 8.1). There were 1045 more arrivals picked fiom the 15 in-line sections
thm from the 15 fan-shot sections because coherent phases were more easily traced in the

in-line data than in the fan-shot data An arbitrary weighting (1-10) is assigned to the
picked arrivals depending on the data quality. If the data have very high S / N ratio, they
are given a high weighting, otherwise a low weighting is assigned. For the Sudbury

seisrnic data, a weighting 5 was assigned to the majority of in-line data except those of
shot xy5 to which the weighting of 3 wôs assigned. It was necessary to give low
weighting to the fan-shot data because the fmt break picks are less accurate than in the
case of the in-line data. The reason is that a majority of these fan-shot sections was
contarninated by noise and the fust arrivals could not be accurately picked. The fmt

break in in-line data is more easiIy traced than in fan-shot data. Therefore, a weighting 3
was assigned to fourteen fan-shot data sets. However, the fan-shot data from shot xy5,
with a high S/N ratio, was given a weighting of 5.

After five iterations of the inversion procedure described above, an acceptable RMS

Table 8.1 First arrivai picking information for each shot

NO.

1 Total 1

No. of
Weighting
picked kt
for in-line
arrivais for
shots
fan shots

Weighhg
for fan

Shots

1

1

1589

No. of
picked first
arrivais for
in-line
shots

Total

144

224

1

traveltime residual (0.168 s) was obtained (Table 8.2). Table 8.2 indicates that for the

data from 25 shots, a good fit between the observed and caiculated traveltimes was
obtained with the RMS traveltime residual for each shot being less than 0.2 S. Only five

Table 8.2 RMS traveltime residuais of the modeiing
No.
of
shots

1 Total 1

No. of
picked first
mivaisfor
fan shots

Shot
names

1

RMS
traveltime
residuals for
fan shots (s)

No. of picked
fint

for in-lùie
shots

1589

RMS traveltime residuai for the whole data set: 0.168 s
Note: RMS: root mean square.

RMS traveltime
residuals for inline shots (s)
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shots had relatively high RMS traveltime residuals (0.27-0.36 s). Four of these are
located at the southern end of profile AB (fan shot ab9, in-line shots ab8, ab9 and ab10).
The RMS traveltime residuals of fan shots ab8, ab10 and in-Line ab7 were also relatively
high (0.16-0.19 s). This result implies that the subswface structure or velocity variation in
the south ( e g , associated with dipping stacked sheets under the Grenvilie Front Tectonic

Zone) could be complicated, The model pararneterization is too coarse to fit the data well.

In considering the low ray coverage formed by the survey pattern of profiles AB and XY,
the velocity model from the 5th iteration was accepted as the final 3-D tomographie
image (with a total RMS traveltime residual of O. 168 s).

2. Velocity Images on W E Profdes

Velocity images of five profiles traversing the Sudbury Structure in an east-west
direction will now be discussed (Figure 8.5). The velocity image and ray coverage for
each profile are displayed in both grey and color scales. The ray coverage image in a grey
scale is designed to show the intensity of ray coverage whereas one in a HSV color scale
generated in Khoros (Release 2.02) is designed to show locations of at least minimal ray
coverage. It is not necessary to show a color scale for ray coverage because the color plot
is introduced only to outline locations of ray coverage.
Figure 8.6 indicates the velocity image of profrle Ml extending from West to east

and crossing the southern edge of the Sudbury Basin. There is a lenticular low-velocity

zone (-6.07-6.2 km/s) revealed approximately at the center of the profile, extending from

-

the surface down to a depth of 16 km (Figures 8.6a and 8.6b). Three high-velocity zones

were imaged at offsets of 40 km (-6.25 km/s), 70 km (-6.36 k d s ) and 110 k m (-6.25

Distance (km)

Distance (km)

Distance (km)

Figure 8.6 Seismic tomographie velocity image of profile WEI (a in a grey
scale and b in a color scale) and corresponding ray coverage (c in a grey scale
and d in a HSV color =aie generated in Khoms (Release 2.02).
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k d s ) at depths of -4 km, 7 k m and 6 km respectively. The offsets used in this chapter
refer to the distance between the cument location and the western end (for W E profiles)

or the southern end (for NS profiles) of a profXe. The high-velocity anomaly at an offset
of 40 k m could relate to the relatively high-velocity zone (-6.26 k d s ) near the surface at
1 km depth at offsets of 20-40 km modeled along profile

XY.Figures 8-62 and 8.6d

iiiustrate ray coverage resolution with the maximum value of 576 near the surface at an
offset of 50 km. At shallow depth. especially between I and 5 km, there is greater ray
coverage at offsets fkom 10 to 100 km than in the other areas. The deepest ray
propagation is to a depth of 22 km at an offset of 97 km.
Figures 8.7a and 8.7b show the veloçity image dong the west-east profile WE2
which is 1 km north of profile WEI. A velocity structure sùnilar to the previous one is

observed except for the low-velocity zone which is further West than on WEI (Figures
8.7a and 8.7b). The ray coverage for WE2 has a similar form to that for WEI (Figures
8-7c and 8.7d).

Figures 8.8a and 8.8b are the velocity images along profile WE3, which crosses the
center of the Sudbury Basin. A lenticular high-velocity zone is visible near the surface at
offsets between -40 and -115 km and is supported by relatively high ray coverage
(Figures 8.8~and 8.8d). The depth of base at the center of this zone was determined to be
-7 km with a velocity of -6.48 kmk. Beneath this zone, there is a low-velocity anomaly
imaged, extending down to -20 km deep. The structure is defined by partial ray coverage
(Figures 8 . 8 ~and 8.8d). Three local high-velocity anomalies are observed in tbis image.

The high-velocity zone at offsets between 15 and 30 km at depths of -2 to 7 km has a
velocity of -6.1-6.3krn/s.The second high velocity anomaiy (-6.3-6.6 km/s) was imaged
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Figure 8.7 Seismic tomographie velocity image of profile WT52 (a in a grey
scale and b in a color scale) and correspondhg ray coverage (c in a grey scale
and d in a HSV color scale generaîed in Khoros (Release 2.02).
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Figure 8.8 Seismic tomographic velocity image of profile WE3 (a in a g r ~ y
scale and b in a color scale) and correspondhg ray coverage (c in a grey scale
and d in a HSV color scale generated in Khoros (Release 2.02).
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at offsets of -40 to 60 km, extending down to depths of -7 to 13 km. However, the base

of the anomaly is not wel.1 defmed because of poor ray coverage (Figures 8 . 8 ~and 8.8d).
The third high-velocity anomaiy (-6.35 kmh) is visible at -8 km depth, at an offset of

-120 km. This anomaly corresponds to the large positive velocity gradient anomaiy
( + O 2 3 s-') across the velocity interface at depth of -9 km (Subsection 6.2.2) rnodeled by

using the in-lire XY data (Figure 6.17). The veloçity anomalies shown on profiles WE4

and WE5 are similu.

The lenticular-shaped high-velocity anomaiy near the surface was also imaged on
both profiles WE4 and WE5 shown in Figures 8.9a, 8.9b, 8.10a and 8.10b. There are two

high-velocity anomalies revealed to the West of the low-velocity anomaly on both

profiles. The high-velocity anomdy (-6.3 km/s) at an offset of -30 km and a depth of -4
km was well controlied by ray coverage Figures 8.10~and 8.10d). In contrast, the high-

velocity anorndy at an offset of -50 km and a depth of -7.5 km was poorly controlled by
ray coverage.

2. Velocity Images on NS Profdes
A total of six profdes crossing the Sudbury Structure (Figure 8.5) in the north-south

direction are displayed in Figures 8.1 1-8.16 and velocity features observed along these

profiles are now explained. There is a high-velocity anomaiy zone (-6.3 kmk) at an
offset of 105 km and at depth of -5 km in the center of profile NS 1 as shown in Figures
8.1 l a and 8.1 lb. North of this structure, there is a high-velocity anomaly revealed to be
slightly south-dipping. The lower part of the anomaiy is less well resolved because of the
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Figure 8.9 Seismic tomograpûic velocity image of profile WE4 (a in a grey
scale and b in a color scale) and corresponding ray coverage (c in a grey s a l e
and d in a HSV color scale generated in Khoros (Release 2.02).
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Figure 8.10 Seismic tomographie velocity image of profile WE5 (ain a grey
scale and b in a color scale) and corresponding ray coverage (c in a grey =ale
and d in a HSV color scale generated in Khoros (Rellease 2.02).
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Figure 8.1 1 Seismic tomographie velocity image of profile NS 1 (a in a grey scde
b in a color scale) and correspondiag ray coverage (c in a grey scale and d in a
HSV color scale nenerated in Khoros mlease 2.021.
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Figure 8.12 Seismic tomographie velocity image of profile NS2 (a in a grey scde
b in a color scale) and correspondhg ray coverage (c in a grey scale and d in a
HSV color scale generated in Khoros (Release 2.02).
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Figure 8.13 Seismic tomographic velocity image of profile NS3 (a in a grey scale
b in a color scale) and comsponding ray coverage (c in a grey scale and d in a
HSV color scale generated in Khotos (Release 2-02),
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Figure 8.14 Seismic tomographie velocity image of protile NS4 (a in a grey scale
b in a color scale) and correspondhg ray coverage (c in a grey scale and d in a
HSV color gale generated in Khoros (Release 2.02).
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Figure 8.15 Seismic tomographie velocity image of profile NS5 (a in a grey scde
b in a color scale) and correspoiiding ray coverage (c in a grey scale and d in a
HSV color scale generated in Khoros (Release 2.02).
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Figure 8.1 6 Seismic tomographic velocity image of pofile NS6 (a in a grey =ale
b in a color scale) and corresponding ray coverage (c in a grey scale and d in a
HSV color sale generated in Khoros (Release 2.02).
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low ray coverage (Figures 8.1 l c and 8.1 ld).
Velocity images on profiles of NS2 and NS3 illustrate similar characteristics to those
fonned on NS 1. There is a low-velocity zone in the center at offsets between -65 and 160

km, extending to a depth of -15 km (Figures 8*12a,8.12b, 8.13a and 8.L3b). This
velocity feature is located beneath the Sudbury Basin. The low-velocity zone is thus

associated with the Sudbury Structure. There are three zones of anomalous velocity
observed in the images within the low-velocity zone. A high-velocity anomaly zone (-6.2
km/s) dips southward from the surface at an offset of 125 km down to a -5 km depth. At
greater depth, there is a high-velocity anomalous wedge (-6.4-6.65 k d s ) at offsets of
-90 and 130 km, which dips southward at depths from -10 to -20 km. There is good ray
coverage only at the top of this zone (Figures 8.12~.8.12d, 8 . 1 3 ~and 8.13d). The third
high-velocity anomaly body is located within the low-velocity zone at a depth of -5 km
at offsets of 90-105 km and is defmed by poor ray coverage.

The velocity images shown in Figures 8.14a, 8.14b, 8.15a and 8.15b indicate similar
features. Good ray coverage is indicated in Figures 8.14c, 8.14d, 8.1% and 8.15d at
offsets of -100 to 145 km at depths above -8 km. A significant positive variation in

velocity (-6.3 km/s) is obsemed at a depth of -5 km between offsets of -95 to 110 km in
the south-north direction (Figures 8.14a and 8.14b). This anornaly could relate to an

anornaly body in the south of the Sudbury Basin, respoasible for the gravity high
discussed in Appendix C. Figure 8.16 indicates a velocity image dong profile NS6

(Figure 8.5). The ray coverage shown in Figures 8 . 1 6 ~and 8.16d is poor. Therefore, the
variation in velocity wiii not be described in detail.
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2.2-D Velocity Images on Depth Slices
Three velocity images for depth slices at 2 km, 5 km and 10 km are now examined.
Figures 8.17a and 8.17b show the velocity anomaly at a depth of 2 km in grey and color
scales respectively.Variations in velocity in the areas surrounding two refraction profiles
AB and XY are observed. A high-velocity anomdy is imaged at the southem end of

profile AB. However, as discussed in Subsection 8.2.2, the values of the RMS traveltime
residuals of shots located in the south of profile AB are very high (0.27-0.36 s).
Therefore, this anornaly is underfitted and is not appropriate to be interpreted although
there is reasonable ray coverage (Figures 8 . 1 7 ~
and 8.17d). At the western part of profde

XY, a relatively high-velocity anomaiy with a velocity of -6.25 km/s (with good ray
coverage) is revealed. This feature correlates with the high-velocity body (with velocity
of -6.26 km/s) obtained from the in-line XY data. The location of the anomaly

corresponds to the linear high-gravity anomaly parallel to the South Range of the
Sudbury Igneous Cornplex.

Figures 8.18a and 8.18b show the velocity structure of a depth slice at 5 km. The ray
coverage is Iow at both ends of the survey iines (Figures 8.1& and 8.18d). A highvelocity anomaly (-6.38 kmk) is delineated clearly at an offset of -96 km of south-north
profiles and at the center of west-east profiles with a good coverage. The ray coverage of

the velocity image sliced at a depth of -10 km is even more sparse (Figures 8.1% and
8.19d). The velocity variation shown in Figures 8.19a and 8.19b will not be interpreted in
detail. Therefore, there is no fuaher discussion of this velocity image from a plane of

view in this thesis.
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Figure 8.17 Seismic velocity images of the d e p slice a 2 km deep (a, b) and comsponding ray coverage (c, d). a shows
velocity in grey scale; b shows velocity in color scale; c diplays ray coverage in grcy scale and d shows ray coverage in a
HSV color scale generated in Khoros (Release 2.02).
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Figure 8.18 Seismic velocity images of the depth slice a(5 km deep (a, b) and corresponding ray coverage (c, d). a shows
velocity in grey scale; b shows velocity in color scale; c diplays ray coverage in grey scale and d shows ray coverage in a
HSV color scale generated in Khoros (Release 2.02).

Figure 8.19 Seismic velocity images of the depth slice ai 10 km deep (a, b) and corresponding ray coverage (c, d). a shows
velocity in grey scale; b shows velocity in color scale; c diplays ray coverage in grey scale and d shows ray coverage in a
HSV color scale generated in Khoros (Release 2.02).
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The 3-D weighted backprojection tornographic algonthm applies a fast f ~ t e difference method in the forward modeling and a nonlinear tornographic inversion
method to reduce the computing time and to reconstmct the velocity field while using a
large amount of seismic data. The f~te-differencealgorithm for computhg first amivals
was denved on the basis of the eikonal function (Vidale, 1990), and the tomographic

inversion was derived from the noniinear traveltime equation. In the 3-D tornographic
algorithrn, the nonlinear traveltime equation is replaced by the iinear traveltime

perturbation equation (Hole, 1992). Therefore, the nonlinear problem is simplified to a
linear problem. The solution of the linear traveltime perturbation equation was obtained
by using the weighted backprojection tornographic technique.

If a different initiai velocity mode1 was given (for example, if the initial velocity was
changed slightly in the vertical gradient (+0.01 l/s)), the velocity images would indicate
similar shapes.

In this study, the results of the final veIocity images show that there is a lenticular

high-velocity zone at distances of -40 to 1 15 km under the Sudbury Basin imaged on WE
profiles, particularly on profile WE3. The depth (-7 km) of this zone is relatively s m d in
cornparison with the depth (-9 km maximum) of the lenticular high-velocity body
modeled by the in-line seismk data. Beneath this zone, a low-velocity anomaiy was
imaged which extends down to a depth of -20 km. There is a srnail high-velocity block at

a distance of 40 km at 4 km depth imaged dong profde W E L.
A small high-velocity zone was imaged at a depth of -5 km at the southem margin of
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profiles NS2, NS3 and NS4. A high-velocity anomaly dong the western part of profile
XY is supported by the velocity slice at a depth of 2 km.
Adequate ray coverage in 3-D seismic tomographie modeling is important for

providing a reasonable veloçity field and ailowing a confident interpretation of the
velocity model. In this seismic study in Sudbury, the ray coverage is not sufficiently
dense to reconstruct a complete and reliable velocity field over the whole area Hence, the
velocity featuresinterpreted in detail are based on regions with a goodray coverage.

Chapter 9
Discussion and Mode1 of
the Sudbury Structure
This chapter inchdes the interpretation and modeling results obtained fkom the wideangle seismic reflection and refraction data A total of four algorithms were applied in the
seismic data modeiing (2-D Cemeny ray tracing fornard modeling, 2-D R

A

. ray

tracing inverse modeling, 3-D ray tracing fornard and inverse modeling and 3-D tomographie imaging). The interpretation and discussion presented in this chapter will be based

on these four modeting results. The meteorite impact model of the Sudbury Structure is
then examined. This chapter ends with a discussion of the geoiogical models.

9.1 Interpretation and Discussion of the Results

An important step in the interpretation of refraction seismic data is the 2-D forward
and traveltime inversion modeling. A 2-D parameterized model not o d y reveals the

velocity variations in lateral and vertical directions but also provides us with information

on the geological boundaries. Such a model can provide a realistic geological image of
the Sudbury Basin. Cerveny's two-point dynamic ray tracing algorithm ailows a model to
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be parameterked so that it can represent complex geological structure containing steep
dipping boundaries, isolated velocity blocks, and lateral and vertical velocity
heterogeneities. Therefore, this algorithm was used to model the complex velocity
structure dong profde AB.
Mode1 resolution cannot be estimated in the ray tracing forward algorithm However,
RAYINVR's forward and inverse method has the advantage of k i n g able to estimate
model resolution at the cost of simplification in the geologicai model. The west-east
profile, line XY,was analyzed with such inversion modeling. The near-surface velocity
along profile XY is heterogeneous, as is clearly indicated by vari~tionsof gravity data
(Figure 3.8). In the inversion modeling, the velocity stmcnire along profile XY has to be
compared using the modeling results of profde AB at the cross point of the two profiles.
This procedure is foliowed in order to compensate for non-optimal model resolution of

profile XY caused by the large number of velocity nodes applied for the velocity
heterogeneity. In addition to the traveltime modeling, comparison of amplitudes between
the observed and theoretical data can further constrain specific model features.
In the north of the study area, an average thickness of -37 km of the Archean cmst

was obtained from the in-line modeling in this study. This average crustal thickness is in
the range of the global Archean crustal thickness of -37 to 42 km (Durrheim and
Mooney, 1991). However, in comparison with the crustal thickness of 38-53 km in the
central Superior province (which is 130 km northwest of the Sudbury Basin) (Boland and
Ellis, 1989). the cmst in the southern margin of the Archean craton is relatively thin. This
thin crust may be formed by extension or thinning of the Archean cmst mainly related to

the evolution of a south-facing continental margin during 2.4-2.5 Ga (Green et al., 1988)
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and subsequent regional uplift and erosioa sequence associated with the Penokean (1.831.89 Ga) and Grenville orogenies (-1 Ga). A mid-crustal discontinuity in the Superior
and Southem provinces was identified by weak seismic reflectors and modeled in this

study at approximately 17 km depth. This mid-crustal interface correlates to the Penokean
decollement at the 18-22 km depth (1.83-1.89 Ga) suggested by reflection seismic data
from profile J recorded during the GLIMPCE expriment (Green et al., 1988).

The lower crust appears to be composed of "deformed Archean granulite facies rocks
or interleaved mafic-intermediate gneiss" (Grandjean et al., 1994) with a relatively high
velocity (6.6-6.9 km/s). The upper cmst in Sudbury consists of the deformed Huronian

strata and Archean basement including metaplutonic and metasedimentary rocks
(Grandjean et ai., 1994). The siwcant

variation in velocity in shdow subsurface (at -3

km depth) obtained from the in-line inversion modeling along profile XY indicates that

the upper cmst is laterdy heterogeneous. The anomaious high-velocity block (6.26 W s )

located 40 km southwest of the Sudbury Igneous Complex and at depths of -1 to 4 km
along profile XY is probably associated with high-density rocks (mafïc?) implied from a
Iinear gravity high anomaly (McGrath and Broome, 1994). The near-surface low-velocity

layer could be associated with the shailow supercrustal assemblages or aüochthonous
veneer (Grandjean et al., 1995).

In the southern and southeastem parts of the study area, the subhorizontai crustal
structure in the Archean craton is tnincated sharply by the Grenville Front Tectonic Zone
(Figure 5-29),an intense deformation zone and high-grade metamorphic terrane (Green et
al., 1988). The Moho depth increases from -37 km in the aorth to 44 km under the

Grenville Province. In the Grenville Front Tectonic Zone and Grenville Province, the
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velocity model requires five southeast-dipping Iayers (with dips of 7930")corresponding
to "shingle-me" events recorded dong profile AB. In general, block distribution of
amplitude energy is attributed to horizontal and vertical heterogeneities in the subsurface
velocity structure. This interpretation is based on cornparison of the synthetic

seismograrns for a theoretical velocity model and one in which the velocity structure
contains fiactal noise (Crossley and Jensen, 1989). Therefore, the nonuniform energy
distribution in shingle events implies lateral and vertical heterogeneity of velocity within
each layer. This heterogeneity could be interpreted as king associated with the

southeast-dipping stacked microterranes. These zones are characterîzed by a highlyreflective shear and mylonite zone which was also imaged on seismic reflection profde J
(Figure 5.4) (Mereu et al., 1990; Epili and Menu, 1991), and Lithoprobe AbitibiGrenville reflection line 15 (Figure 5.6). The dipping layers modeled in the present study
extend to the base of the lower crust, which is interpreted as thrust faults extending to the
lower crust. The present analysis reveded thick crust under the Grenville Front Tectonic

Zone and Grenville Province (40-44 km) which might be considered to be a resutt of the
stacking of microterranes or ductile thrusting during the Grenville orogeny (-1.0 Ga)
(Figure 5-29). The thick crust also correlates with the global average thickness for the
Proterozoic crust (-45 km in thickness) (Durrheim and Mooney, 1991).

In the Sudbury Basin, the low-velocity (5.83-5.95 km/s) shailow crustal structure
modeled under the Sudbury Basin is interpreted to correspond to sedimentary rocks,
specificaiiy the Chelmsford greywackes (5.91f 0.18 W s ) and Onwatin shale (5.16k0.30
k d s ) (Table 3.1). Below this near-surface low-velmity layer (-2.2 km in thickness), the
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velocity, modeled in the range of 6.03-6.14 W s , is compatible with the velocities
determined for the Onaping tuff (6.09k0.25 W s ) and granophyre (6.2Of 0.13 W s ) . A
rhornboid-shaped high-veloçity body under the Sudbury Basin was modeled using both
2-D modeling techniques, and found to lie at a depth of 4-9 km. Along profile XY,the

body dips northeastward whereas it dips slightly toward southeast dong profile AB. The
velocity of the body is 6.31 to 6.4 W s , which is higher than the velocity in the
surrounding area (Figures 5.29 and 6.17). Salisbury et al. (1994) summarized velocities

of the Sudbury Igneous Complex, measured from sample rocks, and listed velocities of
6.2OkO.13 km/s for granophyre (with a density of -2.70 @cm3), 6.47k0.24 k d s for

norite (with a deasity of -2.81 g/cm3), and 6.57k0.20 km/s for the Levack gneiss (with
density of 2.73-2.86 g/cm3) underlying the Sudbury Igneous Complex. These measured

velocity results indicate that the granophyrehorite contact is a good reflector. On the
basis of cornparison of the modeled velocities and the velocities measured from rock
samples, the high-velocity body could primarily be associated with the norite of the
Sudbury Igneous Complex. The 2-D crustal model obtained in this study also shows a
good agreement between the depth range of the high-velocity body (4-9 km) (Figure
5.29) and the interpreted depth of the granophyre and norite revealed on the image of

high-resolution seismic reflection line 41 (6-12 km) (Figure 3.4). The ciifference in the
exact depth of the seismic reflection and refraction results may

be due to the velocity

used in the seismic reflection interpretation. Therefore, the bottom of the lenticularshaped high-velocity body corresponds approximately to the base of the norite of the

Sudbury Igneous complex.

AIthough the modeling technique employed, and the very sparse data coverage, limit

the precise interpretation of the geological structure. a cross-array pattern over Sudbury
did provide an opportunity to investigate the 3-D form of the crustal velocity structure.
Fan-shot modeling gives information on both velocities and velocity boundaries using a

sirnplified mode1 of the geological structure. The Fletcher Reeves conjugate gradient
traveltime algorithm, developed during the early stages of this thesis research, can rapidly
trace a two-point ray path and thus avoid tirne-consurniag traveltime calculations in 3-D.
The rapid algorithm requires a simple mode parametrization consisting of plane
interfaces and constant layer velocities. A 3-D velocity structure was imaged in the whole
study region using a tomographie technique.
The Iow-velocity near-surface structure detemiined fiom the fan-shot data correlates
weU with the modeling results of the in-line data. The depths to the mid-crustal interface

and Moho discontinuity in both the northwestern and northeastem cross-sectional regions
are 15.2-15.9km and 35.4-36.7 km, respectively. These values are reasonably compatible
with -17 km (rnid-crustal interface) and -37 km (Moho discontinuity) depths modeled

dong two in-line profiles. 3-D ray tracing modeling results aiso reveal that there is no
significant variation of the crustal thickness in the southern Superior and eastern Southern
provinces. This uniformity could imply that these two regions underwent a similar
tectonic environment during the geological history. The 3-D ray tracing modeling
indicates that under the Grenville Front Tectonic Zone the Moho depth increases to -41.6
km, which agrees well with the depth obtained from the in-line refraction seismic data in
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this area.
The 3-D tomographic velocity images should be interpreted carefully because of the
very sparse ray coverage and oonuniform ray distribution. This coverage can sometimes
yield images containhg features that are not correlated to geologicd structures (Chang,
1996). Therefore, the geological interpretation of results from a survey with sparse ray

coverage must consider the distribution of rays.

The lenticular high-veiocity body under the Sudbury Basin was also revealed on
tomographic images. especialiy on the west-east profiles. Figure 8.8a indicates that the
top of the lenticular high-velocity body is shallow (-2 km deep). The base of the body is

at approximately 7 km depth. The thickness of the sedimentary rocks of the Onwatin
shale and Chelmsford greywacke, which overiie the Onaping tuff, is approximately 1.5
km (Figures 2.4 and 3.3). The underlying Onapiag tuff has a velocity of -6.09 W s .

whereas the Onwatin and Chelmsford have velocities of -5.16 and 5.91 km/s respectively
(Table 3.1). Therefore, the lenticular high-velocity body may correlate to Onaping tuff,
granophyre (6.20 km/s) and nonte (6.47 k d s ) of the Sudbury Igneous Complex (Figure
8.8a). The base of the lenticular high-velocity body corresponds to the base of the
Sudbury Igneous Cornpiex.

There is a lower velocity zone directly below the Sudbury Basin in the lower upper
crust (at -12 km depth) revealed by velocity images, paaicularly at a 130 km offset on
profile WE3 (Figure 8.8a). Generally. the ray coverage is poor at depth. However, the
velocity image in the Lower crust in the center of profile WE3 was defined by a
reasonable ray coverage (Figure 8.8b). Therefore, this deep velocity structure is
sufficiently reliable to be interpreted. This study suggests that the low-velocity zone
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could reiate to the Footwall and Sudbury Breccias with the relatively low velocity caused
by shock-induced loss of structure strength. However, this interpretation needs further

investigation.
A srnail, shailow, high-velocity body (-6.3 km/s) at an offset of 95 km and at a depth

of 5 km was imaged dong profile NS2 (Figure 8.12a). Good ray coverage was obtained
on profile WEI. The location of this body corresponds to the position of Huronian mafic
volcanic rocks (with a density of 2.88 @cm3) (McGrath and Brwme. 1994), which are
responsibie for the gravity bigh at the South Range of the Sudbury Igneous Complex
(Figure 3.3). Tberefore, the seismic anomaly might relate to the high-density volcanic

rocks.
Figure 8.17 shows that there is an anomalous high-velocity body in the western part
of profile XY,imaged at a depth of 2 km with a reasonable ray coverage. This highvelocity anomaly (-6.25 km/s) corresponds to the near-surface high-velocity structure
(6.26 km/s) at offsets of 20-40 km revealed by the in-line inversion modeling dong
profile XY (Chapter 6.2). There is a gravity high at the corresponding location (Figures
C.2a and C.2b). McGrath and Brwme (1994) interpreted this linear gravity anomdy as
being due to mafc Huronian volcanic rocks (2.88 @cm3)buried near the surface.
A complex 3-D velocity structure in Sudbury was revealed using the seismic

tomographic technique. A good ray coverage was obtained close to the arms of the cross
of the two survey profiles, although there is an insufficient coverage of rays in the rest
area for defuiitive interpretation of the anomalies. The tomographic study indicated that
3-D velocity imaging is a powerhil tool for investigating the complicated geological
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structure. However, in order to obtain reliable and detailed images of the Sudbury
Structure using 3-D seismic tomography, and to reveal the complete velocity structure,
more densely sampled seismic data are required.
The velocity structure modeled in this research indicates that there is no high-velocity
and dense mafic rock body or igneous "feeding root" in the lower crust and upper mantle
directly beneath the Sudbury Basin. A signifïcant component of the endogenic hypothesis

is that there is a mafic source or "feeding mot" in depth (implied by Muir, 1984). Hence,
there is no evidence in seismic refraction results to support the endogenic hypothesis for
the formations of the Sudbury Structure and Sudbury Igneous Cornplex. The lenticular

high-velocity body related to the major component of the norite of the Sudbury Igneous
CompIex under the Sudbwy Basin might result from an impact-generated melt sheet,
which supports the hypothesis that the Sudbury Structure is the relic of a large terrestrial

impact crater.
Seisrnic results (no "feeding root" in lower crust and upper mantle) do not support the
hypothesis of a volcanic origin of the Onaping Formation. The Onaping Formation is
implied to be fomed by an impact event (or denved from fallback debns created by the

meteorite impact) (Grieve et al., 1991).
The subhorizontal crustal structure in Sudbury modeled using the seismic refraction
data suggests that there is no significant central-uplift. Generally, a typical large
meteorite impact crater has a central uplift feature (Grieve et al., 1991). The Sudbury
Structure is not a typical large impact crater because of no central-uplift feature. The
thrusting deformation in the Sudbury area, which is related to the Penokean (1.83-1.89
Ga) and Grenville (-1.0 Ga) orogenies, is one explanation for the lack of local centrai-

uplift in the large impact structure. Therefore, this thesis research provides the
geophysical solutions to persistent questions on origin of the Sudbury Structure, and on
the formation and nature of the Sudbury Igneous Comptex and Onaping Formation from
the point of the crustal seismology.

To investigate the Sudbury Igneous Complex and small high-velocity bodies at its
base in detail in the future, a survey with a square pattern (150 by 150 km) centered in the

Sudbury Basin would be designed. Receivers should be placed around and inside the
intenor of the square with -1 km spacing in in-line and fan-shot configurations. Sources
should be placed dong the margin of the square with perhaps -20 km spacing. A detailed
seismic velocity structure under the Sudbury Structure would be expected to be revealed
using the 3-D seismic data collected by the designed survey.

9.1.3 Discussions of Other Studies Conducted during this Thesis Work
1. Seismic Phase Picking
There are three seismic inversion modeling approaches that were used in this study.
The first step before aii these methods were performed was to pick the seismic events from

the seismic sections. Cornputer-based fractd techniques for picking seismic phases were

developed during the thesis research for obtainïng the consistent and accurate picks.
The variance fractal dimension technique was used to detect the first breaks as weii as
late arriva1 signals. If there is auto-correlated noise in seismic trace signals. a random
noise with amplitude equivalent to the average of the correlated noise is required to add to
seismic trace signals to obtain accurate picking tirne by breaking up the correlation of the
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noise. A detailed description of the method developed is given in Appendix A. The length
fractal dimension technique was used to distinguish k t breaks fiom the background
noise. This method requires a normalization of trace signais according to the maximum
amplitude on a trace. Appendix B discusses this method in detaii.

2. Potential Field Data Pnniessing and Radar Imaging
Geophysical potential field data in Sudbury were processed by applying commonly
used techniques for investigation of the spatial distribution features of geological structures. The techniques used include Iow-pass filtering, upward- and downward-continuation filters, and the pseudo-sun angle (shading-relief) technique to enhance linear features

of various orientations. A fuii description of this work may be found in Appendix C.

The processed geophysical potential field data delineate the spatial distribution of the
geologicai structure in Sudbury (Figures C.2-C.3). An interesting ~ g - s h a p e dfeature
located -30 km north and northwest of the North Range of the Sudbury Igneous Complex
was reveaied on the upward-continuation shaded-relief total aeromagnetic images (Figure

C.4). Its location correlates to the second pseudotachylyte ring zone which was observed

at distances of 25-35 krn from the North Range of the Sudbury Igneous Complex (Spray
and Thompson, 1995). Multi-ring features in large meterorite impact craters have k e n

observed (for example, lunar Copemicus Crater in Figure C.5). However, the questions on
the relationship between the magnetic anomaly and the impact-induced structure, the mag-

netization process and magnetic carriers remain to be answered.
A radar image generated by Radarsat-1 provides a basic geological mapping

database. The geological boundaries in the Sudbury area were digitized and overlain on
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the radar image, in order to yield a basic map for visuaibation of geophysical data for

enhancing geological features in specinc directions.

9.2 Model of the Sudbury Structure
9.2.1 Impact Model
There are two parameters to quantitatively describe an impact model: horizontal
diameter and vertical depth. Dressler and Sharpton (1999) summarized research

to

conclude that the diameter of the Sudbury crater is in the range of 150-280 km. The depth
of a crater is diff~cultto estimate because only limited constraining information is

available. However, there is a scaling dationslip between crater depth and diameter,

which was obtained by statistical anaiysis of the dimensions of 211 1una.r craters (Figure
9.1) (Melosh, 1989). The relationship provides an opportunity for determination of the

depth of the Sudbury crater. A scaling relationship between the depth and diameter of

large terrestrial craters (>17km in diameter) was estimated and plotted in Figure 9.2.
Based on this scaling relationship, the best estimate of the original depth of the Sudbury
impact crater is between 11.2 and 21.2 km, corresponding to diameters of 150 and 280

km respectively (Figure 9.2).

The maximum depth to the base of the high-velocity body (the nonte of the Sudbury
Igneous Complex) is estimated to be approximately 9 km based on the current refraction

seismic study. Grieve et al. (1991) suggested that dunng the Sudbury impact event. shock
melting might have extended to the bottom of the original transient cavity for a large

10'
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Crater diameter (km)
Figure 9.2 Relationship between the depth and diameter of large complex terrestrial craters:
1. El'gygytgyn, Russia; 2. Haughton, Canada; 3. Ries, Germany; 4. West Clearwater Lake,
Canada; 5. Siljian, Sweden; 6. Manicouagan, Canada; 7. Vredefort, South Africa (Based on
Pikington and Grieve, 1992 Rondot, 1994).
stages of the Sudbury impact structure. Impact cratering, melting and vaporizing (-1.85
Ga) in Huronian and Archean rocks constitute the fmt stage of the exogenic formation

(Figures 9.3a and 9.3b) (Grieve, 1992). The Sudbury Breccia, Footwali Breccia and
impact melting sheet (Sudbury Igneous Cornplex) were then fomed and the Onaping
breccia was subsequently deposited over the impact Crater (Figure 9 . 3 ~ )(Grieve, 1992).
Thrust deformation occurred in the northwest-southeast direction in Sudbury during the
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Penokean orogeny (Wu et al., 1995), whereas the impact structure was only slightly
deformed in the northeast-southwest direction. The crater was deformed and the Onwatin
Formation ovedaid the Onaping Formation on the deformed crater (Figure 9.3d) (Wu et
al., 1995). The Chehford Formation was deposited on the Onwatin Formation by

turbidity currents in a northwesterly trend (Figure 9.3e). The Sudbury Structure is
believed to have been M e r eroded, deformed and modified during the subsequent

Grenville orogeny (-1.0 Ga). Figure 9.4 shows the enlarged current structure profihg in
the west-east direction. In this study, the seismic modeling results indicate that the Moho

discontinuity and mid-crustal interface in the northern part of the Sudbury Structure are
subhorizontai (Figures 5.29 and 6-17). These features irnply that there is no significant
upiift in the Moho discontinuity and the mid-crustal interface beneath the structure. The
present Sudbury structure was therefore formed by a large meteonte impact without
nt
development of a ~ i g ~ c acentral-upiift.

\

Displaced
Waoorized

~is~iaccd]
1

Figure 9.3 Schematic cartoon of the development sequences of the Sudbury impact structure:
(a) Impact cratering, vaponzing and melting (based on Grieve et al., 1991); (b) Formation of
melting sheet and the Sudbury Breccia and Footwaii Breccia (after Avermann et al., 1994
and Miao, et al., 1995); (c) Final stage of the impact cratering and emplacement of the melting sheet; (d) Formation of the sediments, thrusting and erosion; (e) The present Sudbury
structure after strong northwest-southeast compressive defocmation and subsequent erosion
during the Penokean and Grenville orogenies.

Onaping

Cheifisford ~nyratin

Figure 9.4 Enlarged picture of the present Sudbury structure after severe northwestsoutheast deformation and erosion dunng the Penokean and Grenville orogenies.
The mid-crustal velocity boundary beneath the Sudbury stnicture was drawn by a
dashed line to reflect the mode1 resolution.

Chapter 10

Conclusions
The main objectives of the Lithoprobe Abitibi-Grenville transects and this research
include imaging of the 3-D subsurface geological structure of the Sudbury area, investigation of the relationships between the geological structures in the Sudbury Basin and the
adjacent areas, and testing of the key geophysical constraints on the formations of the Sudbury Structure, Sudbury Igneous Complex and Onaping Formation. Preliminary results of
modeling (2-D) and interpretation of the seismic reflection and refraction data were previ-

ously carried out by M a o (1995) and Winardhi and Mereu (1997). This thesis research
further refined the detailed structures in both 2-D and 3-D for better understanding of the
deeper structural setting, and was designed to provide constraints on the origin of the Sud-

bury Structure and the formation of the Sudbury Igneous Complex and Onaping Formation. In this thesis, the 1992 Lithoprobe Abitibi-Grenville high-resolution wide-angle

seismic refiection and refraction in-iîne and fan-shot data sets were processed. Various
modeling techniques (fonvard, inverse and 3-D modeling) were utilized to investigate the
complex subsurface structure in Sudbury and its surrounding areas, because a single modeling technique cannot provide comprehensive results.

The Moho discontinuity under the Superior and Southem provinces, imaged using the

in-line and fan-shot data, is approximately horizontal. The average Moho depth is
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approximately 37 km and the average crustal velocity is 6.55 k d s . The depth of the

Moho discontinuity gradually increases to -40 km under the Grenville Front Tectonic
Zone. The crustal structure under the Grenville Front Tectonic Zone is characterized by
the southeast dipping crustal sheets which tnincate a sub-horizontal stmcture to the north.

The rniddle crustal interface is also a sub-horizontal feature in the northern part of the

study area. This sub-horizontal discontinuity in the Superior and Southem provinces
implies that there is no apparent uplift at the lower crust, indicating that there is no local
central uplift feature under the Sudbury Structure throughout the geological setting- The
current interpretation of the seismic refraction data proposes that there is no significant
high-velocity anomalous body or igneous "feeding rwt" in the lower crust or upper
mantie around the structure.
A lenticular high seismic velocity body under the Sudbury Basin is well defined in
the in-line seisrnic velacity model and aiso in the 3-D tomographie inversion model. It

does not seem appropriate to interpret this velocity body as a hidden ultramafic body
because there is no "feeding root" modeled in the lower crust and upper mantle.

On the basis of an analysis of the velocity image of Lithoprobe Abitibi-Grenville
Transect line 41 data and the measured velocities fiom rock samples, the base of the
lenticular high-velocity body appears to be associated with the base of Sudbury Igneous

Cornplex. This result implies that the Sudbury Igneous CompIex could have been formed

from the meteorite impact-induced melting sheet. As there is no evidence at depth for
volcanic activities induced by the impact event, it is reasonable to interpret the origin of
the Onaping Formation as a result of fallback debris produced by a giant meterorite
impact.
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The interpretation of the high-velocity anomalous body in Sudbury as revealed by the
high-resolution seismic data (Milkereit et al, 1992; Wu et al.. 1995). refraction data (this
study), gravity (McGrath et al., 1994) and magnetic data dong seismic reflection profile
41 (Hearst et al., 1994) generaily agrees with the impact origin of the Sudbury Igneous

Compiex. Seismic interpretation fiom this study provides us with a strong geophysical
constraint for the meterorite impact origin of the Sudbury Structure. The Sudbury
Structure is not a typical large impact structure because of the lack of the central uplift.
The Sudbury Event happened at -1.85 Ga in the eastem part of the Penokean orogen

(1.83-1.89 Ga). The absence of the significant central uplift could be related primarily to
the thmsting compression during the Penokean orogeny. Nevertheless. geological

interpretation of the anomalous velocity body under the Sudbury Structure and the
mechanism of the absence of a central uplift structure in the Sudbury Structure as a
complex large impact Crater require further proof.
Geophysical potential field data reveal interesting spatial distributions in the Sudbury
Structure, particularly the ring pattern unexpectedly obsemed on upward-continuation

shaded-relief magnetic images. However, the magnetic source and formation mechanism
of the magnetic carrier could not be completely interpreted here because of a lack of
sufficient geophysical and experimental data. Remote sensing and GIS database
established on the Sudbury Structure provides a useful tool to simultaneously visualize
the topography, geological structure boundaries and characteristic geophysical properties
for a comprehensive geophysical interpretation.

in addition to the investigation on the origin of the Sudbury geological structure. seismic phase picking techniques were also researched in this thesis. Two fractal analysis
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methods were developed for the detection of seismic signal affivals in the presence of
background noise. The variance fractal dimension technique can be used to distinguish not
only weak seismic first arrivals but also late arriving signals (ground roll and PmP phases)
with a large window size. The sharp transition feature on the dimension trajectories gener-

ated by the variance fiactal dimension and length fiactal dimension techniques indicates
the possibiiity of the application of the fractal dimension techniques to automatically pick

first arrival times in seismic reflection and refiaction data
On the basis of this thesis research, it is suggested that in order to precisely image the

3-D subsurface geological structure and to completely understand a giant meteorite impact

process and its impact-evolved structure, it is recommended that a future study should
acquire a well planned dense seismic survey in and around Sudbury. In addition, a further
research should be carried out on the large scale weak rnagnetic anomalies associated with
various meteorite impact events. The weakly magnetized large ring-shaped magnetic

anomalies outside the Sudbury Xgneous Complex may hold a key information on the origin
of the Sudbury Structure.
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Appendix A

Variance Fractal Dimension
Technique of Detecting Seismic Phases
Accurate determination of the traveltimes of various seismic phases is an important

first step in many seismic forward and inverse modeling procedures, including wave prop-

agation, seismic tomography. In this thesis, three algorithms out of four used in seismic
modeling required picking seismic events before inverse modeiing. The author picked first
breaks, later amvals such as PcP, Pc, PmP, Pn and Pr phases manually in the early research

stage. The author quickly learned that the hand-picking of seismic events is ineffective and
can contain easily subjective bias. As a part of this thesis research, cornputer-based picking techniques of seismic phases were investigated. Two fiactal determination techniques

were developed: a variance fractal dimension trajectory technique discussed in this
Appendix A and a length fractd dimension technique discussed in Appendix B. Since the
first technique was pubiished in Geophysics, 2000, Appendix A only includes a copy of

the paper titled by "Detection of seismic refraction signais using variance fractal dimen-

sion technique" (Jiao and Mwn, 2000).
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Detection of seismic refraction signals using
a variance fractal dimension technique

Lingxiu Jiao* and Wooil M. Moon*

ABSïRACï

Seismic signals in deep crustal surveys are often contarninated with vanous types of noise, mainly caused
by the low signal-to-noise (SJN) earth environment A
variance fractal dimension (VFD)technique is investigated and tested with real data sets for detection of seisrnic refraction signals frorn background noise. The data
tested in this study were collected during the 1992 Lithoprobe Abitibi-GrenvilleTransect high-resolution refraction and wide-angle reflection seismic experiments The
sharpness of transition features on tlie VFD trajectory
is used as a criterion for distinguishing specific seismic
phases The window size and window interval applied
in the application of VFD technique were determined
using synthetic seismic data for generation of the optimum VFD uajectory. The window size of 48 samples
and the window interval of 8 sample intervals were chosen to calculate the fractal dimension values and create
the trajectories for detecting phases Pg, Pn, PmP, and
ground roli. The VFD technique was also tested and applied for automatic detection of the first breaks in the
high-resolution seisrnic reflection data collected dunng
the 1990 Lithoprobe regional and high-resolution seismic surveys The sharp transition features corresponding
to the first arrivals in the seismic reflection data are distinct and provide us with a robust and powerful tool for
separating the seismic signals from noise.

-

INTRODUcrION

Accurate determination of the traveltimes of various seismic
phases is an important first step in many seismologicai f o w a r d
and inverse modeling procedures, including wave propagation
problems, seismic tomography, and seismic reflection data processing, and also in eaxthquake seismology. Generally, the recognizable onset of the signal amplitude and waveform features
is used as a cnterion for detecting the amvals of various seis-

rnic signal phases However, manual picking of seismic events
c m not provide consistent results (because of subjective bias)
nor is it effective, Therefore, computer-based methods of detecting seismic signal arrivals are desirable if they can be more
consistent and provide us with accurate unbiased traveltime
estimation of seismic events
There are various techniques provided for the automatic
picking of seismic signals in the literature. Gelchinsky and
Shtivelman (1983) proposed a method based o n the specificcorrelation properties of seismic signals for determining the first
amivals. However, if noise is spatially correlated over a short
distance. this correlation rnethod is l e s effective- Pisarenko
e t al. (1987) developed a statistical adaptive algorithm t o pick .
P-wave signals. Murat and Rudman (1992) developed a backpropagation neural network technique for detecting the first
breaks in low signal-tenoise ( S N ) data. Earle and Shearer
(1994) developed an algorithm to detect earthquake events on
the b a i s of the short-term average to-long-term average ratio calculated from an envelope iunction of the seismographs
Moriya and Niitsuma (19%) detected P-wave signals in low
SIN data in the time-frequency domain by a statistical test using a crosscorrelation coefficient. In general, automatic picking
of the first arrivals depends on the characteristic features of the
specific seismic phase and also o n the S/N ratio. If the S/N ratio
is low, accuraq becomes a very serious problem, Hence, it is
usually very difficult to pick the late arriving seismic signals
because of contamination of unwanted signals arriving prior
to the ones being detected,
The concept of fractals has k e n applied t o various earth processes and geophysical methods, such as geological fragmentation phenornena, earthquake-related tectonic features, anatysis of geophysical potential field, and fractal and multifractal
analysis of the spatial distribution of earthquakes (Turcotte,
1986, t992; Todoeschuck and Jensen, 1988; Gregotski e t al.,
1991; Pitkington and Todoeschuck, 1993; Maus and Dimri,
1% Robertson and Sammis, 1995;Godano e t al., 19%). Since
the 1980s,various fractal analysis techniques have k e n used
in seisrnic data processing and interpretations, such as fracta1 characteristic analysis of seismic reflection patterns, hactal
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scaling properties of seismic reflection data, and detection of
first breaks (Crossley and Jensen, 1989; Vasudevan e t al., 1995;
Boschetti e t al., 19%). Crossley and Jensen (1989) attributed
block distribution of the amplitude energy of seismic events
along a profile to horizonta1 and vertical heterogeneities of
the subsuriace velotity structure by cornparison between the
synthetic seismographs of the vetocity structure introduced by
fractal noise and the theoretical velocity model- Vasudevan
e t al. (1995) discussed the capability for designing filter parameters o n a seismic reflection profile and the relationship
between seisrnic attribute characteristics and regional geological features using a box dimension fractal technique. Boschetti
e t al. (1996) discussed first-break detection using the fractalbased "divider method" and "Hurst method," which show a
gently siopping transition a t the boundary between signal and
noise o n a fractal dimension curveIn this paper, transition features o n the variance fractal dimension (VFD) trajectory are applied to identification of the
seismic refraction signals from relatively low ! S N data and the
first arrivals of the seismic reflection data- The VFD decreases
rapidly for a correlated signal. O n the other hand, the fracta1 dimension of uncorrelated noise is high. Therefore, there
is a transition feature a t the boundary of the signal wavelet
and background noise on the VFD trajectory. The seismic signal is coherent within a wavelet time duration. T h u the
~ VFD
technique can be used to detect the amval of seismic signals
including both first breaks and late arriving signals (Jiao et al.,
1997). In order to create effective VFD trajectories of the observed seismic data, synthetic seismic data were first tested to
determine the window s ù e and window interval, which are two
important parameters for generating the optimum trajectories

Considenng a finite number n or a set of samples (Figure l),
for a given set of samples n can be
the sample variance
expressed as

"1
ojs= ( l / n 1) C(b - 6;)2

(2)

j=i

where n t is the number of the variable taken into account for
the calcuiation of variance on one unit s a l e in the given set
(n samples), and b; is the anthmetic mean of the given set of
samples Rewriting equation (2) in t e m of the mean 6 of the
whole population of the samples ( N ) , we have

"I
c ~ ~ ~ = ( l / n ~ ) ~ [ ( b ~ ~ - 6 ) - ( b ;( 3- )6
j=1

T h e expectation of the square of the difference between the
amplitude increment bit and a mean 6 of a whole population
of the signal is given as a variance cr2, which has the f o m

The expectation of (6
- b)2can then be derived as

VARIANCE FRACEU DIMENSION

Fractal dimension analysis depends o n the property of selfsimilarity o r self-affinity in multiple sçaling objects The basic
idea of VFD was discussed on the basis of Brownian motion
(Grieder, 1996). For analysis of time senes data, the VFD technique does not create window artifacts, which normally occur in
fractal spectral analysis, because the requirement of a window
in the Fourier sense is not needed (Kinsner, 19%). Therefore,
VFD analysis is suitable for studying the interna1 processes of
a tirne series signal.
Variance measurement for a given s d e

Then, following relationship is obtained:

Taking the expectation of the sample variance of equation (3). we have

For a 1-D discrete time series signal B with N samples and
equal time sampling unit St (Figure I), the increment of the
signal amplitude over the unit time increment is simply

where Bi is the signal amplitude a t the j t h sample, j is a sampling signal index, and bjl is the increment of the signal amplitude over one time increment unit.

If one puts the maximum value of ~ ( ( b-;6)2)[i.e., E((Kinto equation (7). one can obtain a factor for
modifying the variance estimation from equation (2a) that is
called biased estimation (Grieder and Kinsner, 2994; Kinsner,
1996):
6)2)=u2/nl]

RG,1. One-dimensional digital time series signal Bi.

or

E (0;) = (ni - i)/ni - 02.

-

(8)

T h e biased variance estimation from equation (2a) is modified by the factor n l / ( n t - 1). Then, the unbiased estimation
(o;~,)
for the variance of a given set in the whole population is
given (Grieder, 1996; Kinsner, 1996):

T h e slope, S, of the log-log plot of X, versus Y, is determined
by ieast squares The H u n t exponent is-then

T h e VFD (Dm)
then becomes

where E is the embeddinz Euclidean dimension (Peitgen e t a[.,
1992; Kinsner, 1996)- For a 1-D time series signal, E is equal
t o 1. The location of the VFD value o n 1-D time series signal-corresponds to a point a t the end of the current window
(Figure 2).

= h / h - 1)) - (l/nd

or, in a simple form.

Equation (10) is used for the variance calculation for one
unit time scale in anaIysis of the fractal dimension.
Dimension calculaîion for mulîiple srriles
In the previous section, the variance calculation was formulated for signal amplitude increments over one unit time
scsie. If we consider multiple time scales, the innements of
the signal amplitude over s unit time scales can be written as
bj, = Bi+, - Bi,where s denotes the time increment sampling interval and is given by 1.2. ..- K - However, the variance measurements for multiple time scales c m be carried out
following the same procedure as described in the previous section. The relationship between the variance over s-unit time
scales [Var(b,)] and the tirne scales ($61)can be established as
the following power law (Kinsner, 1996):

.

T h e VFD caiculated using the procedure described in the
previous section gives a single point corresponding to the end
point of the current window, By moving the current window
t o a new window location with a chosen window interval and
following the dimension calculation procedure, one can obtain the new VFD value corresponding t o the end point of the
new window. By repeating this procedure over the entire signal
length, one can generate the VFD curve o r trajectory over the
entire data set (Figure 2).
There are two important parameters here which critically
affect the trajectory behavior: the window size and window interval. When the window size is small, the amivals of adjacent
signais cm be identified by the transition features on the dimension trajectory. When the window size is large, the dimension
1-0 Digital Signal

where H is the Hurst exponentand 61 is one unit timesampling
interval (a constant in this case). Furthemore, the exponent
H can be expressed in logarithmic form as

log Var(b,) = 2 H log lsst]

+ C,

or simply,

log Var(&) = 2 H log Isl

+Cr,

(12)

where C and C' are constants. The variance measurement over
one single time scale provides one corresponding single point
on the logarithmic plot of the variance of the signal amplitude
increment versus the tirne increment.
In this paper, the scale index s is chosen t o be 1.2.3, and 4
(Figure 2), as used in a noise separation technique (Grieder,
1996; Kinsner, 1996).The iogarithmicvalues of time increments
and the corresponding variances are calculated according to
the following form:
FE. 2. A noise separation increment diagram and its trajectory

generation.

variation effect of unwanted early arrïvals on the trajectory can
be reduced, and then the late arriving signals can be detected.
A small spacing interval can cause a redundant calculation, In
contrast, a large spacing interval will contribute t o loss of the
detail information on the trajectory- Thus, optimum suitable
window size and window interval are important forgenerating
effective trajectorîes
- .

SEISMIC DATA

Synthetic seismic refraction data were first computed using a
simple velocity mode1 to test the above algonthm-The testdata
were used not onIy to estimate the window size and window
interval for generating effective VFD trajectories for the observed seismicdata, but also t o examine and evaluate the VFD
technique for detecting seismicsignals Both seismic-refraction
and high-resolution seismic-reflection datacollected during the
1990(Miao, 1995) and 1992 ([ring e t al. (1993) Lithoprobe AGT
seismic experiments in the Sudbury area were then tested for
detecting real seismic signals from background noise.

features o n the dimension trajectories However, considering
various types of noise in seismic refraction data, including short
period seismic diffraction pattern and scattered signal%the 48sarnple window size was seiected because it is les affected by
short p e n d noise (which can become serious if the window
size becomes too srnail). Nevertheless, for the PmP phase reflected from the Moho, the window size was increased t o 128
samples, and the transition feature improved because the influence of the dimension variation of early an-ivingseismicsignals
prior to the PmP phase was reducedFigure 5 shows trajectory features of the 48-sample window
size with different window intervals (1.4, 8, and 12 sampling
intervals). The small window intervals of 1 and 4 sampiing intervaIs show redundant calculations If we use a large window
interval (12 sampling intervals), the transition feature on the
trajectory is smoothed too much- The 8-sampling window interval creates a good trajectory that represents the curvature

Synthetic seismic &îa

The test syntheticseismogram was sampled a t a rate of 0.01 s,
which is similar to the field observed seismic refraction data
in frequency. To calculate a realistic VFD, random noise with
less tban 1 % of the maximum value of the signal amplitude
was first added t o the synthetic data for the variance measurement. During the measurement, overlapping o r moving the
time increment over one unit stqp was used. Figure 3 shows
the power law relationship between the variance of signal amplitude increments and the time increments with four scalings
(Mt. 26r, 36r. 46t) in the logarithmicplot. The dope of the leastsquares regression lines shows a clear difference between the
true seismic signal and background noise.
In this paper, four window sizes, each with 36,48,64 and 128
samples, were tested (Figure 4). When the size of the window
becomes too large, the dimension of the later signal occurred
within the time defined by the sum of the length of the window
size and the penod of the previous signal is affected and contarninated by the previous signal; a small window size is better
to distinguish the late arriva1 signal o n the dimension trajectory. Window sizes with 36 and 48 samples give good transition

RG.4. Variance fractal dimension trajectories for a synthetic
seismic signal with window sizes of 36,48,64, and 128 samples
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FIG. 3. Lo arithmic plot of the variance of the amplitude incrernent fbs) venus time increment (s)for signal and noise.
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RG. 5. Variance fractal dimension trajectories with window
size of and wîndow intervals of 48 samples and 1 , 4 , 8 and 12
sampling intervals

of the transition features with sufficient details while saving
computer time. Thus, the 8-sampling window interval was used
in the subsequent processing of real field data.
High-resolution seismic-rehction data
The seismic refraction data traces used in this paper were
selected from two in-line data sets ab2 and ablO and one fanshot data set ab2 recorded during the 1992 Lithoprobe AGT
seismic experïments The test seismic traces were resampled
at about 220 samples per second and gain was reset. The data
were processed with a 8 to 35 Hz band-pass filter, gain control,
trace balancing, and bad trace editing. The fractal dimension
anaiysis was then implemented on these preprocessed dataIn the case of the Pg phase (€romthe fan-shotabzdata). there
is a clear transition feature where the signal arrives (Figure 6).
In other words, the trajectory curve changes sharply a t the
boundary between the signal and background noise- The dimension vaIue of the signal is approximately 1.25, and the dimension value of the background noise is approximately 1.75.
As offset distance increases, the Pn wave arrives first. Since
the energy of the Pn phase is relatively weak, the Pn signal
can easily be contaminated with background noise, and the Pn
arrivals are then usually difficult to pick. However, the fractal
dimension trajectory shows a sharp transition feature at the onset of the Pr1 signa1(data €rom the in-line ablO data) (Figure 7).
This type of sudden changes in the trajectory can be used for
identifying Pn arrivals Figure 7 indicates that the dimension
values of the Pn arrivals are approximately 135. whereas the
fractat dimensions of the background noise are relatively high

1-85,The ground roll signal clearly visible in the in-lineab2 data
has low-frequency and high-amplitude charactenstics, and the

estirnated fractal dimension value is in the range of 2.1 to 12
(Figure 8).The fractal dimension value of the background noise '
increases to 2-10 in this data setFor identification of the late amving signals such as PmP,
a large window size with 128 samples was selected to reduce
the noise correlation arriving prïor to the PmP signal- Figure 9
shows the processing sequence for the PmP phases with the
large window size. There are only two clear transition features
on the trajectories with a 123-sampliig window size in both
Figures 9a and 9b: the first transition corresponding to the firstbreak arrivai and the second transition corresponding to the
PmPphase arrival. Therefore, the dimension trajectory with a
large window size more clearIy reveals the amval time of the
Pm P signal from background noise than a smaller window size
because it can reduce small variations in the fractal dimension between adjacent signals The fracta1 dimension values

FTG. 8. Variance fractal dimension trajectory for the ground
roll seismic signal from the in-line ab2 data.

RG.6. Variance fractal dimension trajectory for the Pgseismic
signal €rom the fan-shot ab2 data.

Variance fractal dimension trajectory for the Pn seismic
signal €rom the in-line ab10 data. (a) Trace 4, (b) trace 35.

FrG. 7.

h ~9.. Variance fractal dimension trajectory for the PmP seismic signal €rom the fan-shot ab2 data- (a) Trace 26, (b) trace 28.
The upper and lower tra'ectories in (a) were computed using
and 128, respectively. The upper and
sample window sizes
lower trajectories in (b) were computed using sample window
sizes of 48 and 128, r e ~ p e c t i v e l ~

dd

corresponding to noise in both two traces are less than 1.70,
whereas the fractal dimensions of the signal are in a range of
1.25 to 1.40. Although the fractal dimensions of the signals
slightly increase with the large window size, the transitions on
the trajectories can be effectively used for picking the amvals
of the PmP signals.
If the signal is badl) contaminated with strongly correlated
noise, the transition features cannot effectively detect the first
amval signals (Figure 10)- However, after adding a random
noise with amplitude values equivalent to those of the background noise into the signal,the transition feature at the boundary between the first arrival and the background noise is greatly
improved (Figure 10). The VFD of a correlated noise signal is
low, which shows a similar curvature to the correlated seismic
signal (Figure 10). Hence, this causes a difficulty in detecting
seismic signals from a correlated background noise. However,
for a white noise signal. variances corresponding to four scaling tirne increments have similar values. This implies that its
slope in a log-log plot of the logarithmic variance and time
scale is smatl. Consequently, the VFD of a white noise is hi&.
Thus, the VFD curvature of the background noise is dramatically changed from low value to high value after introducing
a random noise whereas, because the amplitude of a random
noise added in a seismic trace is small, the VFD curvature of
the seismic signal iceeps the similar feature created by the signal without an introduced random noise. Therefore, a random
noise added into a signal can break up thecorrelated noise and
improve the probability of distinguishing the seismic signals
from the background noise.
..

The seismic reflection data tested were chosen from shot
gather 516 of line 40-1collected during 1990 Lithoprobe ACT
regional and high-resolution seismic experiments Four synchronized vibrators were employed as source with asweep frequency from 30 to 140 Hz (Miao, 1995). The sampling interval
was 2 ms. The fractal technique was applied on the correlated
refiection data set. The values of the data were normalized,
and a random noise with values l e s than 8% of the maximum value of the amplitude was added to al1 traces because of

FIG. 10. The improved variance fractal dimension trajectory
for the seismic refraction signal €rom the fan-shot ab2 dataThe upper trajectory was computed from the original data, the
lower trajectory was computed with added random noise.

the correlated background noise. The 48-sample window size
and û-sampling window interval were applied in detecting the
first breaks of the reflection data because the sampling number
within a wavelet is comparable to that of the seisnlic refraction
dataFigure Il shows the compm-son between the VFD trajectory corresponding to the original signal (shot gather 516 of
line 40-1) and the improved VFD trajectory wnesponding to
the signal with added random noise. Figure 12 indicates the
sharp transition features on the trajectories associated with 10
traces (151-160)- The dimension value of the reflection signals
is approximately 135, and the dimension value of the noise is
approximately 19. The clear sharp transition feature between
the first amval signal of the seismic reflection data and background noise presents a feasibility of the application of the
VFD technique in detecting the first breaks of seismic reflection data,
CONCLUSIONS

The VFD technique provides us with a new approach which
can detect coherent seismic signals Gom background noise by
sharp transition features on the dimension trajectory. A window size of 48 samples and a window interval of 8 sampling
intervals are optimum for generating clear transition features
on the dimension trajectory for detecting seismic first arrivals
and ground roll phases as well as arrival of the weaker Pn
phase refracted €rom the Moho. In addition, the large window
size with 128 samples can be used to rcduce the effect of short
period waves arriving prior to the Pm P phase and distinguish
the late amving PmP.
The fractal dimension values of the observed seismic refraction and reflection signals are usually low at approximately 125
and 135,respectively, and those of noise are usually high at an
average of 1.7 and 1.9. respectively.
For the data sets tested in this paper, a white noise with the
maximum amplitude value equivalent to the maximum amplitude value of background noise can be added to the tested
data to effectively break up strongly correlated noise and to

FIG. Il. The variance fractal dimension trajectories for the seismic reflection signal (trace 40 of the shot gather 516 of Iine
40-1). The upper trajectory was computed from the original
data. the lower trajectory was computed with added random
noise.
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generate the optimum VFD trajectory for identifying the Pn
or Pg phases of seismic refraction signals from the noise. The
pattern of the first arriva1 of seismic refiection signals is more
recognizable than that of the weaker Pn phases of seismic refraction signals. The VFD technique proposed can be therefore
effectively applied in detection of the first arrivals of seismic reflection signals and provides a powerful tool for the automatic
picking of the first breaks in seismic reflection data.
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Appendix B
Length Fractal Dimension
Technique of Detecting Seismic Phases
In addition to investigating the feasibility of applying the variance fractal dimension
technique in the detection of seismic phases, another type of fiactal method, length fractai
dimension technique, was also investigated and tested for distinguïshing fbst breaks fiom
high resolution seismic reflection data. Appendix A contains a paper providing a detailed

descnption of the fractal concept. the method and procedure of a fractal technical performance. The fractal concepts and methodologies wil1 not be repeated here. The method of
computing the length fractal dimension is straightforward. Therefore, this Appendix B
wili not include a detail explanation of the concepts and procedure of the dimension calculation but only a descnption of its application. This information was originally published

in the Newsletter of the Lithoprobe Seisrnic Processing Facility (Jiao and Moon, 1998).

B.l Length Fractal Dimension
Fractal techniques have been recently applied in detection of seismic signais (Boschetti et al., 1996; Chang, 1997; Jiao et al., 1997,2000). Boschetti et ai. (1996) discussed
the first-break detection using fractai-based 'Hurst method' with a gentle-sloping fractal
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dimension1 curve. Chang (1997) applied Hausùroff dimension technique in detecting first
arrivals in seismic reflection data and earthquake recording signals. In this appendix, a

length fractal dimension technique is applied to demo and reai data (processed with agc)
for detection of fkst arrivals in seismic reflection signals. A sudden increase feature on the
length fractal dimension curve (or trajectory) is used as a criterion for detecting first arrivais.

The length fractai dimension is determined through the measurement of geometric
patterns and f o m of a curve (Peitgen et al., 1992; Kinsner, 1996). The seismic signais in
a trace can be simply regarded as geometric curve patterns. Hence, the fractal technique
can be applied to the detection of seismic signals by analyzing of the complexity of the
signal curve. Firstly, we select the measuring sticks or compasses at different scales.
Then, we walk the stick or compass dong a segment curve in a given time window
counting the number of sticks and compasses. The length of the segment curve
corresponding to the stick or compass can be easily obtained. The scaling relationship or
the power law relation between the length and inverse of the scaling setting is exhibited
by a straight line in log-log plot. The slope of the regression line in log-log plot is given

as d. The length fkactal dimension value is then calculated as the formula
D = l+d

@-1)

where D is the length fractal dimension. This procedure of calculation of the length
fractal dimension is repeated throughout one seismic trace by moving the given time

window by a selected window spacing. Then, we obtain the length fractal dimension
curve or trajectory (Kinsner, 1996). On the length fractal dimension curve or trajectory,
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there is a sudden increase in the length dimension at the &val

tirne of the frrst break.

This method is thus applied in picking f m t amivais in seismic reflection data.

B.2 Application to Seismic Reflection Data
The demonstration data (sampled with 2 rns interval) from ITA INSIGHT seisrnic
reflection data processing software package were f k t used to test the capability of the
appiication of the length fracta1 dimension technique in detection of first arrivais. The
basic stick or compass setting was given as one data point. Five scalings of stick or

compass were then chosen with one data point increment respectively. The length of a
segment curve within the given tune window (10 data points segment) corresponding to
the stick or compass was measured. Therefore, the length fractal dimension value was
computed on the basis of the dimension formula described above. Generaily, the picking
time error is approximately 2 to 4 data points. Figures B. 1 and B.2 show sudden increase

features at the boundary between the first arrïval and the background noise on the length
fractai dimension curve or trajectory.
The seismic reflection data used in this study was chosen fiom profile 40 obtained

during the 1990 Lithoprobe high resolution seismic reflection experiment in the Sudbury
area. The seismic reflection data were sampled at 2 ms.To compare the dimension results
with traces, the maximum amplitudes of the recording signals on traces were normalized
to approximately 0.01. Figure B.3 shows the length fractal dimension curves or

trajectories for traces 100 and 150 of profile 40. There is a sudden increase at the

boundary between the fmt arriva1 and noise on the length fractai dimension curve or
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trajectory, which identifies the first arrival. Figure B.4 indicates the picked f m t travel
times for 21 traces from 170 to 190 of profile 40. The length dimension value of noise
indicates a constant (about 1-06), whereas the dimension value of seismic signals

increases (to about 1.1-1.5). Therefore, the sudden change on the length fractd
dimension curve at the boundary between the signal and background noise shows us the
capabiiity of the length fractal dimension technique in automatic picking of the first
arriva1 time of seismic reflection data.

Appendix C

Potential Field Data Processing

and Anomalies
In addition to the investigation of the Sudbury geological structure using seismic
meîhods, the available potentiai field data (gravity and magnetic), were also processed and
imaged utilizing ER Mapper (Release 5.0/5.5) to obtain supplementary information. This
appendix describes the basic processing steps and gives a preliminary interpretation of the

structure delineated by the potential field data.

C.l Processing Steps
As the main objectives of this study concerned the spatial distribution of the large-

scaled structure, the gravity and magnetic data from the 1:1,000,000 Bouguer gravity and
aeromagnetic anomaly maps compiled by the GSC in 1984 were used. The magnetic data
were obtained from a geophysical database of the Sudbury snidy area established by Miao.

The data coverage is illustrated in Figure C. 1. The geological boundaries, such as the edge

of the Sudbury Igneous Complex and major tectonic boundaries and faults, were also digitized and applied as the second layer to overlie geophysical images for more precise anal-

ysis and interpretation of the relationship between geophysical anomalies and tectonic

structures.

Figure C.1 Geological setting in the Sudbury study area and the
potential field data coverage.

1. Gravity Data
The Bouguer gravity map was first digitized by using a Summagraphics digitizer and
AutoCad (Release 13) installed on

a PC running Windows 95. nie digitized gravity data

were interpolated to a regular grid form by using Grass (Release 4.1) iastalled on an IBM

RS6000 workstation. The interpolated raster gravity data were then pnressed and visualized using ER Mapper,
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Figure C.2a shows the Bouguer gravity anomaly image overlain by the geological

boundaries of the Sudbury Structure and tectonic boundary of the Grenville Front Tectonic
Zone. To illustrate the particular structural trend, a pseudo-sun angle (shading) technique
provided in ER Mapper was applied to illuminate the gravity anomaiy as if it represented a
topographie surface. The elevation and azimuth of the suri angle represent the position of
the artificial Sun. The sun angle shading technique enhances structure trends perpendicular

to or parailel to the azimuth. Figure C.2b represents a gravity image displayed at a Sun
angle shading of elevation 4 5 O and azimuth 45' which emphasizes a southeastern Linear
high gravity anomaly located at the southem boundary of the Sudbury Structure. The
anomaly extends to the southwest down to the southern edge at the study area.
The low-pass residual processing technique reduces short wavelength (local) anomalies responsible for gravity effects from shallow anomalous density bodies, and enhances
long wavelength (regionai) anomalies responsible for the effects fkom deeper buried
anomalous bodies. Figure C.2c shows a low-pass residual gravity image shaded at a sun
angle of elevation 4 O and azimuth 310° which clearly illustrates the shapes of the Sudbury
Basin and Sudbury Igneous Cornplex. A 5 km upward-continuation filter also enhances
the long wavelength gravity anomalies in the Sudbury area (Figure C.2d).

2. Magnetic Data
A processing procedure similar to that employed in gravity data processing was ais0

applied to total field aeromagnetic data. The aerornagnetic anomaiy is iliustrated as an
image overlainby major geological boundaries (Figure C.3a). The shading technique is

Figure C.3 a: Total field
seromagtietic anomaly map
in the Suâbury ara;
b: shaded relief scromrgnetic
anomaly image at a sun angle
of elcvation 45' anâ &muth
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important in visualization of magnetic images to emphasize linear structural features such

as faults and dikes. Figure C.3b enhances a linear structure extending northwest to northeast direction visualized at the sun angle of azimuth 45' and elevation 45O. In contrast, a n

illumination at a sun angle of azimuth 267' and elevation 45' (Figure C.3c) was used to
emphasize north-south or east-west trend structure features. Figure C.3d shows the second
derivative gradient magnetic image which includes a number of very small anomalies outlining the boundary of the Sudbury Igneous Complex. Figures C-4a-C.4d indicate four 5
km upward continuation aeromagnetic anomaly images shaded at Sun angles of elevation
45', and azimuths of 45',

134O, 21g0 and 267O respectively. An interesting ring-shaped

magnetic anomaly surrounding the Sudbury Structure is revealed in a l l four images. The
ring-shaped magnetic anomaly boundary is marked by a thick dashed h e (Figures
C.4a-C.4d).

C.2 Preliminary Interpretation
The Bouguer gravity anomaly features indicate that the Sudbury Structure occurs at a
gravity gradient anomaly belt which trends in the northeast direction and possibly correlates to the Southem province rocks. There is a positive linear anomaly (Figures
C.2a-C.2d) dong the southern boundary of the Sudbury Igneous Complex that corresponds to high density mafic rocks (-2.88 @m3) formed during the Proterozoic
(McGrath and Broome, 1994). In the Bouguer gravity anomaly image (Figure C.2a), the
Sudbury Igneous Complex was not sharply delineated due to its weak positive density
contrast. However, it was clearly revealed by gravity images visualized by sun angle shad-
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ing technique and low-pass residual process (Figures C.2b and C.2c) where local gravity
anomalies, such as the positive linear anomdy mentioned above, were reduced and a
weak linear anomaly associated with the Sudbury Igneous Cornplex rocks especially in
the northeast was enhanced.

The outline of the Sudbury Structure was more clearly delineated in the aeromagnetic
anomaly image (Figure C.3a). The shaded relief magnetic images illuminated at a Sun
angle of elevation 45O and azimuth 45' delineates linear magnetic features with northwest
and northeast trends corresponding to a series of faults and dikes (Figure C.3b). Northnorthwest faults, such as Sandcherry Creek Fault and Fecunis Fault in the north of the
Sudbury Structure (Figure 2.2), were revealed clearly by linear magnetic features (Figure
C.3b). The Sudbury structural boundary and the Grenville Front were ciearly illuminated

on the magnetic image shaded at a sun angle of elevation 45O and azimuth 267O (Figure
C.3c).The second derivative gradient aeromagnetic anomaly in Figure C.3d shows that

srnail-scaled magnetic anomalies surround the Sudbwy Basin, whereas the anomaly in the
center is relatively weak. These features suggest that the near-surface magnetic sources
Lirnit to the preferential edge of the Sudbury Basin. These magnetic anomalies could cor-

respond to the highly rnagnetized rocks, such as nonte (350x10~S. 1.) of the Sudbury
Igneous Complex in the North Range, South Range and East Range (Hearst et al., 1994).
The 5 km upward-contained shaded-relief total-field aeromagnetic images (Figures
C.4a-C.4d) show an interesting arcuate magnetic anomaly boundary -25 km northwest

and southwest of the Sudbury Igneous Complex. This anomaly boundary cannot be

detected northeast of the Sudbury Igneous Complex due to the strong Temagarni magnetic
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anomdy. To south of the Sudbury Igneous Complex, this boundary might be affected by
the Grenville Front Tectonic Zone. This arcuate magnetic anomaly boundary is interpreted to correlate to the second ring zone containhg pseudotachylyte, 25-35 km fkom the
North Range of the Sudbury Igneous Complex. The other unexpected magnetic anomaly
shown on a shaded-relief magnetic images is a ray-shaped magnetic feature observed

between the boundaries of the arcuate magnetic anomaly and the Sudbury Igneous CompIex (Figures C.4a-C.4d). A typical ray-shaped structure induced by an impact event was
o b s e ~ e dby remote sensing images of lunar Copemicus Crater (Figure C.5). However, the
magnetic feature of this ray-shaped impact structure on the Moon could not be observed
because of the current limited survey technique.
Interpretation of magnetic data is more difficult than that of gravity data because of
complex magnetic properties of rocks. In addition, magnetic properties of rocks can be
changed by exogenous activities, such as propagation of shock waves, mechanical defor-

mation, high-temperature hydrous altemation, chernical effects and sulfide mineralization
(Grant, 1985). There are a few documents discussing magnetization of magnetic reset of

rocks inside craters caused by propagation of shock waves, temperature change and chemical effects induced by impact events and nuclear explorations (Young, 1970; Robertson
and Roy, 1979; Coles and Clark, 1982; Corner et al., 1990; EIming et al., 1991; Pilkington
and Grieve, 1992; Hht et al., 1993). Moreover, there are few studies in magnetic properties of "undisturbed rocks" outside craters. Therefore, the ring- and ray-shaped magneti-

zation process, magnetic carriers and the relationship between the magnetic anomaly and
impact-induced structure in Sudbury are unclear and need to be studied further.

Appendix D
Remote Sensing Data

and GIS Applications
This appendix contains a discussion of the preliminary processing of a radar image in
Sudbury and the basic application of a GIS in displayhg the radar image and geological

information. The radar image of Radarsat-1 in Sudbury was received in June, 1996. The
image covers a -70x70 km area and was georeferenced using PCI (Release 6.6) software.
A Forest hlter in PCI was applied to reduce the speckle noise of the image. The radar

image was then overlain by the digitized geological map and seismic survey location using

ER Mapper (Release 5.5).

D.l Preliminary Processing of Radar Image
There are three primary steps in the Sudbury radar image processing: (1) selecting
control points for georeferencing; (2) georeferencing of the image data to assign geographical coordinates to each pixel; and (3) hltering of the data to reduce speckle noise.

The original radar image of the Sudbury area has not k e n georeferenced. Therefore,
georeferencing was required to "allocate" coordinates for the Sudbury radar image. In
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georeferencing, the important step is to select control points from high-resolution topographie maps. Control points are speciiic positions which can be precisely identified in a

radar image. These locations include cross points of rivers and centers of smail islands.
Control points should be uniformiy distributed throughout the imaging region in order to
georeference the image properly. In Sudbury, a total of 21 control points covenng the
image area were chosen fiom 1:50,000 UTM topographic maps. The coordinates of the
selected control points in Sudbury are listed in Table D. 1. Figure D. 1 shows the original
radar image overlain by these control points marked by red crosses.
The coordinates were assigned to the pixels of the Sudbury image by using the GCP

Works module of the PCI package installed on a Sun SPARC 20. The basic steps for georeferencing in PCI are described in the PCI GCP Works reference manual. As this
processing is common and straight forward, the detailed processing procedure will not be
described here. The final Sudbury georeferenced radar image contains the RMS errors of
2.97 pixel and 2.75 pixel.

D.2 Speckle Noise Reduction
The original image was contaminated by many small white spots (speckle noise). To
remove the noise, filtering techniques were applied. A total of five filters were tested in a
selected smali-sized image (Figure D.2). The methods used include the enhanced Forest
filter (7x7 pixel filter window or 7x7), Forest filters (7x7 and 5x5). average filters (5x5 and
3x3), Kuan tilters (5x5 and 7x7) and Lee filter (7x7). Among the filtend images*the Forest filter with a7x7 filter. window, provides the optimum result. Figure D.3 shows the

Table D. 1 UTM coordinates of the control points (C.P.)and the
conesponding pixel positions in the RADARSAT image
C. P.
No.

Coordinates

1

Ns (ml

Coordinates
E W (m)

Pixel Offset
in Image

Line Offset
in Image

5181431

52252 1

12702.4

4372.1

Total: 2 1 control points

Figure D. 1 Original radar image in Sudbury (1 996) with 2 1 control points for georeference. Red crosses and nurnbers represent the control point.Yellow fnuwd area
is enlarged in Figure D.2.

Figure D.2 Original radar image without filtering. The area is indicated by yellow
frame in Figure D. 1.

Figure D.3 The radar image fdted by 7 x 7 Forest füter. The area
corresponds to the region in Figure D.2.
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srnail-sized image filtered by a 7x7 Forest filter. Finaiiy, the 7x7 Forest filter was applied
to the whole image. A detailed discussion of the filters used for image processing is given

by Ristau (1999). Figure D.4 shows the georeferenced and filtered image which was dis-

played in UTM projection.

D.3 GIS Displayhg
The Sudbury geological map, which contains mainly geological boundarïes, was
digitized using AutoCad (Release 13) and was edited using AutoCad (Release 14) and
CorelDMW (Version 8). Unfortunately, ER Mapper (Release 5.5) did not accept the filled

area format of the digitized data which was used in the geological map digitizing. Therefore, the digitized geological rnap was saved in a standard image format (bmp) and
imported into ER Mapper. Subsequently, the geological map was georeferenced in ER

Mapper. Then, the georeferenced geological map was placed transparently on top of the
processed radar image as a second layer. The vector data file containing the UTM coordinates of the seismic survey locations was generated in ER Mapper. Then, this vector data

was overlain on the geological map and radar image as a third layer. This final image,

dong with seismic survey positions, is shown in Figure D.5. This figure displays the rela-

tionship between the geological structure and topography in the Sudbury area.

Figure D.4 The geoferenced and Forest (7 x 7 ) filtered radar image in Sudbury.

Figure D.5 The filtercd rackmat image overlain by the gdogical baindoria and
seismic survey locations marLcd by the r d triangles. xyl and abl: shot locations;
SIC:Sudbury I$neous Complex; OF: ûnaping Formation; O-ChF: Onwatin and
ChemsAm Formations; L W : Levack Gneiss Complex; CP:Creiton Pluton; SPI:
Superior Province; SP2: Southcni Province; GF:Grenville Front.

